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Abstract 

Although model updating as a methodology has been widely studied and applied in 

the past decades, it has a great potential for further development. This research focuses 

on the development and application of model updating method in the field of damage 

identification. The updating program is coded by Matlab and some numerical 

simulation data are provided by Nastran. This thesis includes the introduction of basic 

model updating theory and experimental measuring instruments, and original 

contributions have been made in the following aspects: 

 

Method: Many theoretical models were created using finite element software. 

Considering that the stiffness and mass matrices of such a model are difficult to extract, 

an evolutionary algorithm (such as the genetic algorithm) is usually used to solve the 

optimization problem in model updating. In the specific implementation, each 

response needs to be calculated by a finite element run, which is very time-consuming. 

The traditional response surface-based methods replace the response calculation by a 

computational software package by constructing a mathematical model to simulate the 

response changing with the updating parameters. However, this kind of methods is 

difficult to be applied to the response with dramatic changes, and the number of 

responses is limited. In order to overcome these shortcomings, this thesis proposes a 

new model updating strategy based on Kriging model. This strategy broadens the types 

of responses that can be utilized by the response surface-based model updating 

methods and avoids the burden of constructing response surfaces for each response 

separately. Based on this strategy, the model updating based on the response surface 

of the frequency response function is successfully implemented. 

 

Response: Modal strain energy (MSE) is a very sensitive response to damage and was 

mainly used in damage index methods. This thesis develops its application in the field 

of model updating and proposes a model updating method based on its sensitivity. A 

major challenge in the application of this method is to obtain accurate MSE 

measurement data. The specific solution is demonstrated in the experimental test and 

data processing parts. The proposed method successfully identifies the damage caused 

by the cracks in a beam-like structure. 
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Structure: Seam weld is one of the common ways to join components in an assembled 

structure. However, there are few studies on its modelling and how to properly reflect 

structural dynamic properties. This thesis studies the way of constructing a seam 

welded joint using CSEAM element available in Nastran and obtains accurate 

theoretical models through effective model updating. Moreover, a new method based 

on the proposed strategy and the MSE is developed for the damage identification of 

two structures with such a joint, each of which is a common T-shaped structure 

consisting of two plates welded together. The model updating of this structure is a 

typical problem that the response surface-based method must be used to reduce the 

computational cost. The method proposed in this study has good performance in 

damage identification and computational efficiency improvement. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.1 Background and motivation 

In the development of modern society, a variety of engineering structures such as 

automobiles, bridges, satellites and offshore platforms provide a great convenience for 

human activities. People are constantly pursuing better performance, lower cost and 

more reliable safety diagnosis and maintenance for these structures. In this process, 

the finite element (FE) method is the most widely used numerical method in 

engineering analysis. Based on this theory, many FE analysis software like ANSYS, 

Abaqus and Nastran were born.  

 

At present, establishing an FE model for structural design, optimization and behaviour 

prediction has been widely recognized by the industry and is an important part of 

computer-aided design and manufacturing. Compared with traditional theoretical 

analysis and experimental research, the application of the FE method for analysis can 

greatly reduce the time cost and economic cost especially for large complex structures 

and is also convenient to provide a theoretical guarantee for the feasibility of different 

design schemes. 

 

However, an FE model is essentially a simplification of a real structure, which is bound 

to introduce a certain degree of modelling errors. In addition, when producing the 

actual structure based on the design blueprint, it is difficult to ensure that the geometric 

dimensions and material parameters are in full agreement with the design values. If 

these errors exceed the permissible range, the confidence in the actual structural 

response based on the FE method will be considerably decreased. Therefore, it is 

necessary to calibrate the FE model through some easily measurable characteristics of 

the actual structure before predicting the behaviour of the structure in a special 

circumstance. This led to the emergence and development of FE model updating 

techniques [1]. 

 

The dynamic and static responses of an actual structure obtained through experimental 

testing are the most reliable, despite measurement errors. The basic idea of model 
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updating is to make the FE model produce the theoretical response which is as 

consistent as possible with the experimental data by adjusting the selected uncertain 

structural parameters. After this, the FE model can more reliably reflect actual 

structural characteristics. Therefore, the FE model updating is essentially an inverse 

problem of determining structural parameters from responses. Minimizing the 

difference between the predicted result and the measured data is an optimization 

process for a specific objective function. After years of development, the FE model 

updating has become a relatively mature technology and has been successfully applied 

to many engineering applications such as bridges [2], space vehicles [3] and composite 

structures [4].  

 

In the above examples, the model updating parameters represent the global 

characteristics of the structure or sub-structure, which means those parameters usually 

belong to many elements. On the other hand, one major application of the model 

updating is about parameters specific to individual elements or local parameters, which 

are often used for damage identification. In this field, the difference between the results 

from the theoretical model and the actual structure is attributed to damage. By using 

the model updating method, the influence of the damage can be effectively reflected 

by the parameter change of a particular element or a local parameter. Generally 

speaking, damage will cause the reduction of the stiffness of the element at the damage 

location. By comparing the stiffness changes of the FE model before and after the 

structural damage has occurred, the localization and quantification of the structural 

damage can be effectively performed. Of course, for damage identification, the 

parameters to be modified are not limited to the material properties of each element. 

Geometric parameters, such as the position and depth of a crack, and boundary 

conditions are also included. 

 

Damage identification is also a popular research topic in the past few decades [5]. 

Many large engineering structures face damage problems that occur after long-term 

service or accidental disasters. Once the accumulation of damage leads to the failure 

of the function of the structure, it may cause a great loss of people's lives and property. 

Therefore, it is necessary to perform effective health monitoring and damage detection 

for these structures in order to perform maintenance and protection in time. In the field 
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of damage identification, non-destructive testing methods that do not require 

disassembly and destruction of the original structure are the most welcome. It can be 

divided into global detection technology and local detection technology. The latter, 

such as the ultrasonic method, the X-ray method, etc., need to know in advance the 

approximate area of the damage, also the area is required to be measurable. In 

comparison, global detection technology is more flexible and versatile, which can also 

provide the necessary information support for local detection technology. 

 

The global detection technique is also based on structural static and dynamic response 

information. Some methods emphasize experimentally measured response data for 

diagnosis, while others require a detailed mathematical model, called model-based 

approaches. The most commonly used mathematical model is undoubtedly the FE 

model, and the FE model updating method can make the model more accurate and 

credible. Model updating is often used as a prior step to apply these damage 

identification methods, especially for the methods that require intact structural test data 

method. In addition, the damage identification method based on model updating itself 

is a subclass of model-based methods. Compared with other damage identification 

methods, the advantages of modal updating based methods are that the location and 

quantity of the damage can be determined at the same time, the updated parameters 

reflecting damage have a physical meaning, the impact of damage is more intuitive, 

and the test data obtained under different conditions can be considered at the same 

time. On the other hand, this kind of methods also needs to face the adverse factors 

such as the change of the element parameters does not completely represent the actual 

damage, and it is like to arrive at (incorrect) updating parameter values that 

compensate each other. 

 

At present, vibration-based damage detection is most commonly used in global 

damage detection. Structural vibration response data tend to provide more information 

than static response data. A vibration test is also simpler than a static test because it 

does not require initial displacement calibration of the sensor and its requirement for 

the shape of the structure is low. 
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This thesis focuses on the application of the model updating method in the field of 

damage identification using dynamic response data, for following reasons. (1) Ease of 

verification. The introduction of damage can make the difference between the actual 

structure and the theoretical model become intuitive and obvious, thus the judgment 

of the model updating result can be objective and reliable. Also, the verification can 

be done by generally used beam, plate and frame structures in the laboratory. (2) 

Establishment of new methods and new sensitive responses. In the model updating of 

large and/or special structures, due to the great influence of modelling errors, in most 

cases, the FE model which can provide close frequencies to the experimental data is 

sufficiently satisfactory. On the other hand, in the application of damage detection on 

simple structures, accurate localization of the damaged element is required, which will 

encourage researchers to continually pursue a new response which is more sensitive to 

damage and develop the model updating method based on that response. Of course, 

reliable behaviour prediction and damage identification for large complex structures 

is always the direction of researchers' efforts. The current research results make a 

positive contribution to meet the needs of society. Model updating as a key technology 

still has a great potential to be untapped. 

 

1.2 Aim and objectives 

In the study of model updating methods, the sensitivity method is a mature solution 

strategy [6]. As a method of iteratively solving the objective function by minimizing 

the residual between the theoretical response and the measured response, it has been 

proved to be a very successful method. Based on this strategy, a large number of 

sensitivity-based model updating methods using different types of dynamic and static 

responses are explored and applied to different engineering structures. 

 

However, the application of the sensitivity method requires known stiffness, mass and 

damping matrix. For large complex structures that rely on FE analysis software to build 

the model, the extraction of these matrices is difficult. Moreover, special elements and 

constraints are often included in the FE models to describe complex boundary 

conditions and connections, which makes it hard to apply the sensitivity method. These 

have led to the limited application of sensitivity-based model updating methods in such 
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structures. Therefore, directly invoking the commercial software to calculate the 

theoretical response is more convenient. The model updating method combined with 

commercial software is a better choice. 

 

Benefiting from the rapid development of artificial intelligence algorithms, many 

model updating methods based on such algorithms [7], like genetic algorithm (GA), 

particle swarm optimization (PSO) and simulated annealing (SA), have been proposed. 

These powerful mathematical tools can be used to solve complex optimization 

problems with high nonlinearity without the need to calculate a sensitivity matrix. 

Theoretically, with the help of these algorithms, most model updating problems of 

large complex structures can be resolved in 3 steps: (1) Build the FE model by software. 

(2) Construct a reasonable objective function. (3) Solve the optimization problem 

through these artificial intelligence algorithms which invoke the software to calculate 

the analytical responses. However, in practical applications, since artificial 

intelligence algorithms require a very large number of computation of the objective 

function to obtain a result, the computational efficiency has become a major problem 

that plagues the method. Much time is consumed in the process of invoking FE 

software for calculation, which makes the solution time of a single problem 

unsatisfactory. 

 

Aiming at this problem, the response surface-based model updating method is 

proposed and developed [8]. Its core idea is to construct a mathematical model to 

predict the response output of the commercial software. The model is usually built 

through a certain number of given input parameters and their corresponding output 

responses calculated by the software. For a random input, if the calculation result of 

this mathematical model is close enough to the software, it can be used to provide 

theoretical responses for the artificial intelligence algorithm instead of invoking the 

commercial software. As the calculation speed of the mathematical model is much 

higher than running the FE software, the efficiency of solving such a model updating 

problem will be significantly improved. The response surface-based model updating 

method is a new branch in the model updating field. However, at present, only a limited 

variety of responses and a small number of updating parameters can be utilized in this 
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method, and there are still many problems that need to be overcome. The improvement 

and application of this method are a main effort of this thesis. 

 

In addition, in order to validate the proposed method by design of experiments, this 

research explores the use of the finite elements provided by well-known commercial 

FE analysis software, Nastran, to model seam welded joints. In modern industry, many 

structures are assembled from different parts via special joints for easy production. 

These joints, such as bolted joints and welded joints, are inherently complex in 

modelling and often numerous. Therefore, it is not suitable to build these connections 

to use sophisticated FE models but to replace them with some special, usually 

simplified, joint elements. The calibration of these connecting elements to correctly 

reflect the mechanical properties at the joints is also one of the application areas of the 

model updating method. In the process of model modification relying on modelling 

and computation by FE software, the application of the response surface method is 

indispensable. Thus, the test on a seam weld connected structure is an important part 

of the experimental verification of this thesis. 

 

1.3 Original contributions 

The main original contributions of this research are as follows: 

 

(1) A new model updating strategy based on Kriging model is proposed. This strategy 

changes the traditional idea of constructing a surrogate model for the response of a 

theoretical FE model by response surface method but focuses on constructing the agent 

model of the objective function to solve the updating problem. In this way, many 

responses which change sharply, with strong nonlinearity, with the updating 

parameters can be used in the surrogate model based model updating method. The 

problem that it is difficult to build a mathematical model to describe these responses 

is transformed into the problem of how to reasonably construct the objective function 

to make its response surface smooth and reliable in the vicinity of the optimal solution. 

Therefore, other types of responses, for example, frequency response function, which 

would be difficult to use together with the traditional response surface methods, can 
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now be used due to advantage in this new strategy. . This strategy is very versatile, and 

most of the responses can be put into use directly according to this idea. 

 

(2) Based on this strategy, the model updating method based on the response surface 

of the frequency response function (FRF) is studied. FRF is one of the most widely 

used three major responses in structural dynamics and has the advantage of no mode 

extraction error. This study proposed an efficient way to utilize it in the response 

surface-based model updating method. A usable objective function is constructed and 

the damage identification based on this is successfully performed. The results also 

show that with the newly proposed solution strategy, the number of response surfaces 

required to be constructed is extremely low, and the number of selectable model 

updating parameters has been increased to nine. 

 

(3) Most of the literature on weld joint modelling is about simulating the welding 

process or analysing the fatigue and residual stress of the joint. The literature reflecting 

the dynamic behavioural modelling of joints, especially for seam welded joints, is very 

rare. The FE modelling of such joints should be simple, precise and easy to generalize. 

Therefore, as a specially designed element in an FE commercial software package 

whose application is very rare, the seam connection element (i.e. CSEAM in Nastran) 

is selected. A guideline on how to use this element to build an FE model of seam- 

welded structures and how to correctly reflect the dynamic characteristics of joints by 

effective model updating method is presented. 

 

(4) Based on the CSEAM element, this thesis further considers how to use the joint 

model and the model updating method for damage identification. Here the damage is 

introduced as a weld defect, which is designed as the partial loss (gap) of weld at the 

joint. Since the dynamic features of the joint is difficult to measure directly, it must be 

identified by the response of the connected parts. The modal strain energy (MSE) is 

selected as the response and a suitable objective function is constructed to implement 

the model updating method based on the Kriging model, and the damage identification 

of the weld gap on the T-shaped structure is successfully completed. 
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(5) As a derivative of vibration mode shape, MSE is very sensitive to damage. 

However, in the past, MSE has been mainly used in the literature of detecting damage 

by damage index methods. There is no application of MSE in the field of model 

updating. This research explores how to utilize MSE to do model updating by the 

sensitivity method. A specific scheme including formulation, optimization process, 

response measurement and data processing is presented, and the scheme is successfully 

used to identify multiple cracks in beam-like structures. 

 

List of publications: 

 

• Yang, X., Guo, X., Ouyang, H. and Li, D., 2017. A Kriging model based finite 

element model updating method for damage detection. Applied Sciences, 7(10), 

p.1039.  

 

• Yang, X., Ouyang, H., Guo, X. and Cao, S., 2017 Model Strain Energy Based 

Model Updating Method for Damage Identification on Beam-like Structures. 

Journal of Structural Engineering. Submitted 

 

• Yang, X., Ouyang, H., Guo, X. and Li, D., 2020. Finite Element Modelling and 

Damage Detection of Seam Weld. In Proceedings of the 13th International 

Conference on Damage Assessment of Structures (pp. 51-62). Springer, 

Singapore. 

 

• Yang, X., Guo, X., Ouyang, H. and Li, D., 2017, May. A new frequency 

matching technique for FRF-based model updating. In Journal of Physics: 

Conference Series (Vol. 842, No. 1, p. 012013). IOP Publishing. 

 

 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

This thesis contains 8 chapters. Most of these chapters are self-contained and can be 

read independently. The structure of this thesis is given as follows: 

 

Chapter 1 introduces the background of the model updating methods, the motivations, 

objectives and the original contributions of this thesis, and the thesis outline. 
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Chapter 2 provides a literature review of dynamic response based damage 

identification methods, model updating methods and weld joint modelling methods, 

which covers the development of these methods and important research results.  

 

Chapter 3 introduces the theory of experimental modal analysis, testing instruments 

and a testing example demonstration. 

 

Chapter 4 presents in detail the basic theory of two mature model updating methods: 

the sensitivity-based model updating method and the genetic algorithm-based model 

updating method. Sensitivity-based model updating methods are divided into two 

categories: using modal data and using FRF data. It also describes the improvement to 

the FRF-based methods made in this research. 

 

Chapter 5 proposes an MSE sensitivity-based model updating method. A penalty 

function is added to the objective function to control the variation range of the updating 

parameters. The specific process for obtaining accurate MSE measurements is 

demonstrated. The proposed method is applied to identify the cracks of beam-like 

structures. 

 

Chapter 6 presents a Kriging model-based model updating method. This method 

effectively utilizes FRF data, which are difficult to use in traditional response surface-

based methods, for model updating. A numerical simulation of a cantilever beam and 

the test data of a laboratory three-story structure are used to verify the robustness of 

the method. In addition, the core solution strategy of this Kriging model-based method 

is summarized and is shown to be easily applicable to other dynamic responses. 

 

Chapter 7 studies how to use the CSEAM element designed by Nastran to model seam 

welded joints. It also shows that the theoretical model can correctly reflect the 

measured frequency data by updating the Young's modulus of the CSEAM elements. 

In addition, damage is introduced in the form of a weld gap. Based on the experimental 

data, the damage in 2 T-shaped structures is successfully identified by the proposed 

method, which utilizes MSE data through the strategy summarized in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 8 outlines the key conclusions achieved in the research and makes some 

suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 – Literature review 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a literature review is provided, which is divided into 3 categories, 

dynamic responses, model updating method and weld joint modelling. For dynamic 

responses, different kinds of dynamic properties used in damage identification and 

their related methods are reviewed. For model updating method, the development of 

this method from the past to the present is covered. Some methods are no longer 

popular, some methods are mature, and some methods have a great potential in this 

field. For weld joint modelling, papers about two kinds of weld joints, spot weld and 

seam weld, are reviewed. 

 

2.2 Dynamic responses 

Theoretically, all dynamic responses which are sensitive to damage can be used in 

damage identification. Some reviews of vibration-based structural damage 

identification are provided by Doebling, et al. [9], Fan and Qiao [5], Cao, et al. [10] 

and Yan, et al. [11]. Generally, the depth of damage identification can be divided into 

four levels: existence, location, severity and residual service life. Most damage 

identification methods can be classified as at level 2 and level 3. In this section, some 

most widely used dynamic features are reviewed, which makes it convenient to 

introduce the different kinds of model updating method in the next section.  

 

2.2.1 Natural frequency 

Natural frequency, mode shape and modal damping are 3 basic modal parameters 

describing the dynamic characteristics of structures. It is well known that measured 

natural frequencies have the highest signal-to-noise ratio and can be obtained very 

accurately in the laboratory. In addition, the frequency data can be acquired by simple 

single-point measurements, and its experimental time is much less than the mode shape 

test. 
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Early natural frequency-based damage identification studies can be traced back to 

Cawley and Adams [12, 13], where it was found that the changes in natural frequencies 

could be used to detect, localize and roughly quantify damage in structures. However, 

this method is susceptible to noise in the measurement. After years of development, 

many improvements and new methods have been proposed, for example, Messina, et 

al. [14] presented a multiple damage location assurance criterion that utilized the 

changes in natural frequencies between damaged and undamaged states to predict the 

location and size of the damage.  

 

In 1997, Salawu [15] reviewed damage identification methods based on frequency 

variation by that time. It was concluded that the natural frequency alone cannot provide 

sufficient information for the localization of damage, for example, a crack in a location 

of a beam may cause the same amount of frequency change as a crack in a different 

location. Also, very high frequencies have to be used to cover various damage 

situations, which makes these methods easily influenced by noise and theoretical 

assumptions. The proper way is to use only test data from the first few frequencies in 

damage identification. 

 

2.2.2 Mode shape 

Unlike the natural frequencies, a series of sensors are required to measure mode shape 

data and usually noise contamination in these data is much higher than the frequency 

data. However, the advantage of using mode shapes for damage identification is also 

quite obvious. Apparently, mode shape data contain enough spatial information and 

thus is more useful in damage localization, especially for multi-damage identification 

problems. Besides, natural frequencies of structures are susceptible to environmental 

factors such as temperature and humidity, while these factors have a very small effect 

on mode shapes. 

 

An FE model is necessary for natural frequency-based damage detection methods, but 

not for all mode shape-based methods. Thus, the latter can be divided into 2 categories, 

model-based methods and non-model based methods, and will be introduced in turn. 
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(1) Similar to frequency-based methods, the idea of model-based methods is to 

establish a relationship between the damage location and/or severity and the mode 

shape change though an FE model. The mode shape change is calculated from test data 

of the intact and damaged models. If the intact model measurements are not available, 

the FE model is usually used to generate baseline data instead. 

 

Based on Messina, et al. [14]’s work, Shi, et al. [16] proposed a sensitivity- and 

statistical- method to localize structural damage. This method can utilize incomplete 

mode shape data directly without the requirement of matching the full FE model. 

Another way of using incomplete mode shape data is to expand it into complete ones. 

Chen and Bicanic [17] put forward a method of using the Gauss-Newton least-squares 

technique to predict damage. Parloo, et al. [18] presented a method to localize and 

assess damage based on the use of mode shape sensitivities and the least square method. 

A comparison with other damage localization methods was also shown using the test 

data from a clamped wooden board and an I-40 highway bridge. The change of natural 

frequencies and modes can also be used together, called modal data, which is shown 

in Ren and De Roeck [19, 20]’s work to identify damage of reinforced concrete beam 

with free boundary conditions. 

 

In a real application, it is important to compare the difference between the theoretical 

mode shape data to its experimental counterpart. Hence, the function of the modal 

assurance criterion (MAC) [21] is defined to provide a measure of consistency between 

a mode shape pair. Certainly, The MAC values between the same modes before and 

after damage is less than 1, which can be used as a simple damage indicator. An 

extension of the MAC is the coordinate modal assurance criterion (COMAC) which 

can be used to localize damage. In Salawu and Williams [22]’s paper, the dynamic 

response measurements of a bridge before and after structural repairs was provided 

and compared. It was shown that the change of COMAC values could be used to detect 

the positions of two of the three damages and showed the best performance. On the 

other hand, the change in natural frequencies and damping values were not obvious. 

 

(2) For the health diagnosis of large complex structures, FE modelling for these 

structures consumes much time and test data of the intact structures are required to 
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build an accurate FE model, which is usually not available. Therefore, model-based 

damage identification methods are more suitable for long-term health monitoring, 

rather than occasional on-site diagnosis.  

 

In order to meet the engineering needs, many researchers focus on developing a non-

model based, or response based, or modern signal processing based, branch of damage 

identification methods. These methods do not require any theoretical model but 

diagnose directly based on the measured mode shape data. Their core idea is that 

damage induces high-frequency signal change of the mode shape data in its 

neighbourhood. If a suitable mathematical tool can be found to accurately describe this 

change, this indicator can be used to determine the location of the damage and estimate 

its severity. 

 

The fractal dimension is such a tool, which was introduced by Hadjileontiadis, et al. 

[23] to find the sudden change in the spatial variation of the mode shape responses to 

detect damage. The proposed fractal dimension-based crack detector can successfully 

identify the damage of a one-crack cantilever beam and is attractive due to its simple 

calculation. This method was also extended to crack damage detection of 2-D plates 

by Hadjileontiadis and Douka [24]. Hadjileontiadis’ methods were all applied to the 

fundamental mode shape; if high mode shapes were considered, the sudden change 

caused by the crack would be overwhelmed by the spatial variation of the mode shapes 

themselves. To overcome this problem, Wang and Qiao [25] put forward a generalized 

fractal dimension method to increase the influence of the complexity caused by the 

crack. Such a method was applied to a beam-type structure using the data measured 

under uniform load surface which was considered to be the least sensitive to the 

experimental errors. 

 

Another well-known tool is the wavelet transform, which can be used to extract the 

features of the mode shapes in multiple scales. The extracted wavelet transform 

coefficients are proportional to the higher derivatives of the selected model shape data 

sequence. Thus, the damage features can be obtained from these coefficients. 
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The first attempt to apply wavelet theory in damage identification was made by Liew 

and Wang [26]. It was found that wavelet transform based method could detect a 

transverse crack on a simply supported beam easily and did not require data of the 

high-order modes. However, the response data processed was the deflection of the 

beam which oscillated under initial excitation. In Wang and Deng [27]’s work, wavelet 

transform was applied directly to analyse deflection or displacement response for 

damage detection. Douka, et al. [28] used the ‘symmetrical 4’ wavelet to identify 

damage of a plate having a uniform-depth crack which was parallel to one edge. Chang 

and Chen [29] extended the application of the wavelet-based method to identify 

multiple cracks in a beam. 

 

Obviously, the direct use of vibration mode data does not fully exploit its potential in 

the field of damage identification. In addition to the above mathematical tools, there 

are many other attempts to be introduced as follows. 

 

2.2.3 Modal flexibility 

Modal flexibility can be estimated by the first few mode shapes accurately. It was 

suggested by Pandey and Biswas [30] that the changes in flexibility matrix could be 

used directly to reflect the location of damage. This method was also validated on 

wide-flanged beams in [31] and only 3 of the lowest modes were enough to build the 

flexibility matrix. Zhao and DeWolf [32] presented a sensitivity study which compared 

the performance of natural frequencies, mode shapes and modal flexibility in damage 

detection. Results showed that the modal flexibility was more likely to indicate 

damage than the others. Duan, et al. [33] proposed a proportional flexibility matrix-

based method to identify damage of structures under environmental excitation where 

only output was required. Wu and Law [34] applied the changes in uniform load-

induced curvature to localize damage on 2-D plate structures. The uniform load-

induced curvature can be regarded as a derivative of the modal flexibility and is robust 

to the truncation error. 
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2.2.4 Mode shape curvature/ Modal strain energy (MSE) 

It was demonstrated by Li, et al. [35] that the defect on a plate would directly lead to 

the sudden change of the strain on the edge of the damaged area. This phenomenon 

implies that the mode shape derivatives are more sensitive to damage than mode 

shapes themselves. In the past few decades, strain-based damage identification 

research has attracted the attention of many scholars. A literature review presented by 

Li [36] briefly introduced these methods using different strain-based parameters, such 

as strain (curvature) mode shape, strain energy, strain frequency response function, etc. 

In this subsection, mainly the curvature mode shape-based and strain energy-based 

methods are reviewed. 

  

As second derivatives of mode shapes, mode shape curvatures can be derived by a 

central difference approximation or obtained by measured strains (curvature is 

proportional to the bending strain). In Pandey, et al. [37]’s work, it was shown that the 

absolute changes in the curvature mode shape could be used directly to localize 

damage. These changes increase with damage size. Abdel Wahab and De Roeck [38] 

proposed a curvature damage factor, which represented the mean value of the 

curvature change at a point of all modes. This factor was used to detect damage on a 

prestressed concrete bridge, Z24. It was suggested that a fine mesh was required in 

calculating the curvatures, but generally, the curvatures of lower modes are more 

accurate. 

 

Ratcliffe [39] used the Laplacian operator to calculate the curvature mode shapes and 

tried to detect damage based on the distinctive shape of a continuous curvature. To 

deal with the problem that the distinctive shape does not exhibit apparent singularity 

when the damage is small, Ratcliffe proposed a gapped smoothing method that 

established a localized cubic polynomial curve to fit each segment of the curvature 

mode shape and calculate the difference between the fitted curve and the curvature that 

reflected damage. This method was successfully applied in detecting damage of a steel 

beam with a slot cut and was also used to localize the delamination in a composite 

beam [40]. 
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Curvature mode shapes have been recognized by many researchers as being very 

sensitive to damage. Although this sensitivity can be further amplified by the wavelet 

transform [41, 42], the accuracy of the measurement of the vibration mode data is the 

factor that restricts the practical application of this kind of methods. 

 

Unlike the curvature mode shape, MSE is a response used to compare differences 

between elements. MSE was first used by Stubbs and Kim [43] and Stubbs, et al. [44] 

to detect damage in beam-like structures. The basic assumption of this method is that 

the damage is primarily located at a single sub-region, then the fractional strain energy 

(MSE of an element over MSE of a whole mode) of other parts will remain relatively 

constant before and after damage. Cornwell, et al. [45] extended this method to plate-

like structures. In all of these applications, MSE was obtained by integrating the square 

of curvature and the measurements of the intact structure are required for comparison. 

Li, et al. [46] proposed an improved modal strain energy method, which took the 

influence of frequency into consideration, to detect damage in offshore platform 

structures. 

 

Another way of calculating MSE is based on the mode shape and element stiffness 

matrix. Obviously, an FE model is required before the calculation. The MSE based 

methods can also be easily applied to truss and frame type structures, which is an 

advantage that the curvature-based methods do not have. Shi et al. [47-49] directly 

utilized the change ratio of MSE of each element to localize damage. Some MSE based 

damage quantification methods were also proposed in these papers but they are not as 

accurate as the MSE based localization methods. In some papers, it was preferred to 

use another response to quantify the damage. For example, Law, et al. [50] used MSE 

change to detect the damage location with incomplete measurements and estimated the 

severity of damage based on the sensitivity of natural frequency. Moradipour et al. [51, 

52] made some improvements to the calculation formula of MSE for damage 

identification. 

 

2.2.5 Frequency response function (FRF) 

FRF can be measured directly in vibration tests, from which modal parameters can be 

extracted. Therefore, the FRF has the advantage of no extraction error and contains 
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more vibration information, and is also used by researchers in damage identification 

methods. Wang, et al. [53] proposed an algorithm based on the perturbation equation 

of FRF data to determine a damage vector indicating the location and magnitude of 

the damage of a plane 3-bay frame structure. Owolabi, et al. [54] used the first few 

natural frequencies and their corresponding FRF amplitudes to identify crack damage 

in aluminium beams. Sampaio and Maia [55] utilized the frequency domain assurance 

criterion and the response vector assurance criterion to build the damage indicator 

reflecting the location and relative severity of the damage. 

 

Similar to the mode shape curvature, the FRF curvatures at the specified frequency 

before and after damage can also be used to locate damage directly. It was 

recommended by Sampaio, et al. [56] that the selected range of the frequencies should 

better be lower than the first resonance or anti-resonance. In Maia, et al. [57]’s work, 

a detailed comparison of the damage identification performance of different damage 

indices formed by FRF shape, FRF shape slope, FRF shape curvature as well as mode 

shape, mode shape slope, mode shape curvature was provided. It was concluded that 

the FRF based methods perform better and the false alarm problem should be given 

special attention. 

 

2.3 Model updating methods 

In dynamic analysis, the initial FE model of a structure usually predicts a different 

response from the experimental data. The errors listed below are the typical reasons 

for this discrepancy: 

 

• Model simplification errors, which may be caused by the difficulty of 

modelling joints, boundary conditions, nonlinearity and damping. 

• Model parameter errors, which may be caused by the uneven distribution of 

structural material properties, measurement errors of dimensional parameters 

and unknown damage. 

• Model order and structure discretization errors. 

 

Due to the above errors, it is necessary to modify the FE model before it is put into 

use.  
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Model updating theory has been widely studied and applied in different engineering 

fields such as aerospace, mechanical and civil engineering in the past few decades, and 

has been successful.  

 

In this section, the literature on model updating methods is reviewed. These 

publications are mainly divided into five categories based on different solution 

strategies and a brief summary of these categories is provided in Figure 2-1. The 

measurement data used in these methods are the various dynamic responses previously 

discussed, and the problems addressed tend to be in the field of damage identification. 

It should be pointed out that the role of model updating is to find an optimal solution 

that minimizes the discrepancy between the theoretical predictions and the test data, 

and the outcome of damage identification depends on the sensitivity of the response 

itself. 
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Figure 2-1 Classification of model updating methods. 

 

2.3.1 Direct methods 

The earliest model updating methods focus on modify the matrix of the dynamic 

system (mass matrix, stiffness matrix, and sometimes damping matrix) to make the 

predicted numerical results match the experimental results. Such methods are referred 

to as the direct methods. By assuming that the mass matrix is known in advance, 

Baruch [58] derived formulas to get the optimally corrected stiffness matrix and the 

optimally corrected flexibility matrix. Baruch [59] also utilized the stiffness matrix as 

the reference basis, which was updated by the static tests, to modify the measured 

mode shapes and the mass matrix. In Wei [60]’s work, the mass and stiffness matrices 
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were corrected together by the Lagrange multiplier technique. Friswell, et al. [61] 

presented an approach to minimize the difference in damping and stiffness matrices. 

 

 These methods are mostly based on the special relationships between these matrices, 

such as the eigenvalue equation and the orthogonality constraints, to construct 

mathematical expressions of the updated results. Although the mathematical 

expressions of the formulas are very complicated, the calculation is very simple, and 

the corrected theoretical response is very close to the measured data.  

 

However, the updating process of the direct method does not consider maintaining the 

physical meaning inside those matrices. The modified mass or stiffness matrix is often 

polluted and no longer has characteristics such as symmetrical and sparsity. This will 

cause the updated theoretical model to lose its original physical meaning. The modified 

model can only provide theoretical responses that are close to the test results. It can 

neither predict the unmeasured data effectively nor link the changes of the matrix 

before and after the correction with the changes of the physical parameters of the 

structure. Therefore, the direct method has gradually been abandoned by scholars. 

 

In order to overcome the above shortcomings of the direct method, it has been found 

that it is more reasonable to update the structural physical parameters rather than the 

matrices, and the model updating problem can be solved by iterative methods, which 

will be introduced in the following sections. 

 

2.3.2 Sensitivity based model updating methods 

A complete FE model updating program contains the following steps, which are 

detailed by Friswell and Mottershead [62]. 

1. Construct the FE model. 

2. Vibration testing, including choosing the response used. 

3. Comparing numerical results with test results, dealing with the incomplete 

measurements. 

4. Parameter selection for model updating. 

5. Estimation techniques/Model updating methods 
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The sensitivity-based methods are a kind of early, classic and mature iterative model 

updating method. The method is based on linearizing the relationship between the 

response of the FE model and the updated parameters to construct a sensitivity matrix. 

Typically, a Taylor expansion describing the relationship is used, and the sensitivity 

matrix is equal to the linear portion of the expansion.  

 

Model updating is essentially an optimization problem that pursues the minimization 

of residuals between theoretical response and experimental data. The sensitivity-based 

method is a solution similar to the method of steepest descent. Usually, it uses the 

sensitivity matrix to construct the linear relationship between the modified parameters 

and the response residuals, acquires the best solution at current iteration by the least-

squares method, and then obtains the optimal solution of the updating parameters 

through multiple iterations by the least-squares method. According to the types of the 

responses used, sensitivity methods can be roughly classified into modal data-based 

methods and FRF based methods. 

 

(1) Modal data-based methods 

Modal data refers to natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping, which have been 

introduced in Section 2.2. Generally, in model updating, the material properties of 

structural elements or substructures, such as Young’s modulus, are selected as 

updating parameters. In order to obtain the sensitivity matrix, the first derivative of the 

modal data to these parameters needs to be calculated. One well-known method was 

proposed by Fox and Kapoor [63], which calculated the change rate of eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors of the undamped system. Some other derivative calculation methods 

have also been proposed to consider damping and to seek high computational 

efficiency, etc. [63-67]. 

 

Mottershead, et al. [6] conducted a comprehensive and systematic discussion of 

sensitivity-based model updating methods and demonstrated their application to a 

baseline Lynx helicopter. That work also included the use of special updating 

parameters like offset nodes and generic elements. Gorl and Link [68] updated a 

theoretical model based on experimental data of intact and damaged models, 

respectively. Then the damage parameters of the benchmark steel frame were extracted. 
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Sarvi, et al. [69] showed the performance of using an enhanced Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm, designed for the nonlinear least square problem in the updating process. 

Moaveni, et al. [70] applied model updating to detect damage in a masonry infilled RC 

frame. The RC frame was tested on a shake table and the damage was induced by 

applying simulated earthquake excitation based on the historical records. Finally, the 

progressive damage can be successfully identified based on the natural frequency and 

mode shape measurements obtained between each earthquake simulation. 

 

A basic assumption in the sensitivity-based method is that the optimal solution 

obtained from the experimental data should be near the initial value of the theoretical 

model parameters. Therefore, on the one hand, it should be checked whether the FE 

modelling is accurate and whether the experimental data is close to the theoretical data 

before the updating to ensure that the solution does not converge to a certain local 

extremum. On the other hand, in each iteration, the step size of the parameter change 

should be controlled to pursue the shortest optimal solution. This is mainly achieved 

by a regularization method, which was demonstrated in detail in reference [6]. For the 

development and application of the regularization method itself, references [71-75] are 

recommended. 

 

(2) FRF data-based methods 

 

As mentioned above, FRF data contains abundant information and no extraction error, 

which can be easily used to construct a set of overdetermined equations in sensitivity 

based methods. Since the theoretical FRF value is obtained from the transfer function 

whose first derivative is not easy to calculate, the sensitivity matrix of the FRFs is 

usually calculated by both the theoretical and experimental FRFs. Imregun, et al. [76] 

showed a classic version of the formula derivation about the sensitivity matrix. In this 

formula, At least one full column of FRF data must be used to calculate the sensitivity 

of the correction parameters to the residuals of each FRF data and theoretical values 

in that column. To deal with the incomplete measurements, Imregun suggested to 

directly replace the unmeasured responses by their analytical values. The dynamic 

reduction method [62] can also be applied to achieve the reduction of the FE model or 

the expansion of the experimental data. Gang, et al. [77] introduced the pseudo master 
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degrees of freedom (DoFs) when only FRF is measured at only a few of DoFs to 

improve convergence. 

 

If there is a special need that the whole FRF matrix measurement should be used in 

the updating, Esfandiari, et al. [78] suggested using the decomposed form of the FRF 

matrix by the mode shapes and natural frequencies to calculate the measured FRF 

matrix. Obviously, in this way, the FRF data will be polluted by extraction errors. But 

the number of available data will increase as the mode shapes of the damaged structure 

can be replaced by those of the analytical model to some extends. There is a balance 

between the number of data and the extraction errors when considering which formula 

of the FRF sensitivity is more suitable for solving different problems. Esfandiari [79] 

also proposed a new model updating method using the frequency domain strain data 

which was calculated by the mode shape strain measurements based on a similar 

formula. 

 

In the frequency domain, theoretical FRF data may change dramatically with the 

updating parameter change, especially the FRFs near a natural frequency. Thus, it is 

not wise to calculate the residual between the theoretical and experimental FRF data 

at the same frequency, as some residuals may be much bigger than others which may 

amplify the test and modelling errors and the level of the ill-conditioning of the 

sensitivity matrix. In modal data-based methods, MAC values are used to select a 

matching modal shape. Similarly, Pascual et al. [80, 81] proposed the frequency domain 

assurance criterion (FDAC) to match the corresponding theoretical FRF column to the 

measured FRF column. The sensitivity equation was changed to consider a frequency shift 

between theoretical and experimental FRFs. Asma and Bouazzouni [82] presented a method 

which selected the frequency of theoretical FRF by searching the shortest distance between 

the theoretical and experimental FRF points, which also showed good convergence 

performance. Besides the theoretical FRF frequencies, the selection of the frequencies of 

measured FRFs is also important. Usually, it is not recommended to use the frequencies near 

the resonance or anti-resonance points as the FRFs may be highly influenced by the test errors 

and damping (unless damping is the study target). Kwon and Lin [83] proposed a frequency 

selection method to ensure the measure FRF used did not contain similar information and some 

special indices were defined to evaluate the degree of ill-conditioning of the sensitivity matrix. 
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D'Ambrogio and Fregolent [84] provided suggestions about how to select experimental DoFs 

and the experimental FRF data in certain frequencies to reduce the ill-conditioning problem. 

 

D'Ambrogio and Fregolent [85] proposed an anti-resonance based model updating 

method, which was another way of utilizing FRF data. Lin and Zhu [86] derived 

formulas for using measured response function data under base excitation to do model 

updating. To take the influence of damping into account, Pradhan and Modak [87] put 

forward a normal response function method using complex FRFs, which performed 

well when it was applied in viscously and structurally damped systems. In Garcia-

Palencia and Santini-Bell [88]’s work, the updating of the damping matrix was done 

as a second step separately from the mass and stiffness matrix, and the measured FRFs 

at resonance were specifically used to update the damping ratios. Arras and Coppotelli 

[89] presented an enhanced formulation for the FRF based method whose residual 

vector was defined upon the correlation functions. 

 

The iterative method can maintain the physical meaning of the parameters before and 

after the updating, making such methods have high practical application value. 

Sensitivity based method is a subclass of the iterative method. It is especially good at 

solving the problems with a large number of updating parameters. The other branches 

of the iterative method will be introduced in later chapters.  

 

2.3.3 Evolutionary algorithms based model updating method 

Based on the fact that the essence of FE model updating is an optimization problem 

which seeks to minimize the residual between theoretical prediction and actual 

measurement data, it can be naturally associated with the use of methods other than 

sensitivity method to solve it, which leads to the introduction of computational 

intelligence methods including different kinds of evolutionary algorithms. Two 

systematic introductions and reviews of the model updating methods using 

computational intelligence were provided by Marwala [90] and Alkayem, et al. [7]. 

 

Evolutionary algorithms can be regarded as very effective mathematical tools for 

solving optimization problems. They are population-based optimization algorithms 

that ultimately identify optimal solutions through a wide range of searches and 
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comparisons. They have the advantages of not calculating the gradient of the objective 

function, not relying on the position of the initial point, and not easily converging on 

the local solution in the solution process, which makes them very good at solving 

complex and highly nonlinear optimization problems.  

 

In model updating, evolution algorithms should be applied after both the updating 

parameters and the objective functions are designed. Under normal circumstances, 

these algorithms will directly give updated results. Such methods are primarily 

classified by the type of evolutionary algorithms used. 

 

(1) Genetic algorithm (GA) 

GA originated from computer simulation studies of biological systems. It is a random 

global search and optimization method that mimics the evolutionary mechanism of 

biological evolution in nature [91]. 

 

Akula and Ganguli [92] applied GA for model updating of a helicopter rotor blade 

based on natural frequencies. Almeida and Awruch [93] used GA based model 

updating method to obtain the optimal designs of composite laminated structures under 

different force conditions. Canyurt, et al. [94] developed a laser welding strength 

model using GA to evaluate the strength of the welding strength based on wire type, 

shielding gas, laser energy, etc. In Marwala [95]’s work, the objective function was 

constructed based on the information extracted from the FRF data by wavelet 

transform. GA was used to get the results which showed that the wavelet data 

performed better than directly used FRF data. Perera and Ruiz [96] proposed a 2-steps 

damage identification method using GA for large-scale structures. The position of the 

first damage was roughly estimated by using the damage function. Then, a 

multiobjective function was defined to identify the damage. 

 

(2) Particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

PSO is an evolutionary algorithm inspired by simulating bird predation behaviour. 

This method was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [97]. 
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Lin, et al. [98] applied PSO to estimate parameters of nonlinear dynamic rational filters. 

Kathiravan and Ganguli [99] used PSO to design the best ply angles of a composite 

box-beam structure which could be used as the main load-carrying members of 

helicopter rotor blades. It was found that the PSO could provide globally best designs. 

Seyedpoor [100] proposed a two-stage damage detection method in which PSO was 

used in the second stage to evaluate the extent of the damage based on mode shape 

measurements. In Liu, et al. [101]’s work, PSO was used in the parameter 

identification problem of permanent magnet synchronous motors. Perez and Behdinan 

[102] improved the basic PSO for constrained structural optimization problems. 

Hassan, et al. [103] provided a comparison between the PSO and GA, and found that 

both methods could give high quality solutions and their difference was PSO had a 

higher computational efficiency dealing with unconstrained nonlinear problems while 

GA performed better when applied to constrained nonlinear problems. 

 

(3) Simulated annealing (SA) 

Simulated annealing is a probabilistic algorithm used to find approximately optimal 

solutions in a large search space in a certain time, which was proposed by Kirkpatrick, 

et al. [104]. It is often used when the search space is discrete.  

 

McGookin and Murray-Smith [105] applied SA to optimize the nonlinear controllers 

of submarine manoeuvring. In that work, the SA’s global search performance was not 

as good as GA. Pedamallu and Ozdamar [106] proposed a hybrid SA method to solve 

a general constrained optimization problem. Levin and Lieven [107] recommended a 

special version of SA which was the most effective of all the versions for model 

updating purposes. They also concluded that the choice of updating parameters was of 

paramount importance. 

 

Other evolutionary algorithms such as tug-of-war optimization [108] and cyclical 

parthenogenesis algorithm [109] were also used in model updating and damage 

identification. With the development of the evolutionary algorithm itself, new methods 

will be proposed constantly. Most of them can give good optimization results, only 

with different computing efficiency for different problems. 
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Since there is no need to calculate sensitivity, many dynamic characteristics such as 

MAC that are difficult to be utilized in the sensitivity-based method can be directly 

added to the objective function to be solved by an evolutionary algorithm [110]. This 

helps researchers to directly find the most effective responses and parameters for 

model updating. The main disadvantage of the evolutionary algorithm is the efficiency 

problem, especially when the FE software needs to be called for the theoretical 

response calculation. The solution to this problem will be covered in the next section. 

 

2.3.4 Response surface-based methods 

The response surface, also known as the meta-model or surrogate model, was first 

developed as an experimental design method and has been gradually applied to other 

engineering fields. Myers [111] summarizes the research results of the method in the 

initial development stage. Rutherford, et al. [112] introduced and compared some of 

the new response surface construction methods, updating methods and sampling 

methods at that time. 

 

The main role of the response surface method is to use explicit mathematical tools to 

represent the relationship between the input and output of a system. For structures that 

need to be modelled with FE software, the FE model itself may be complicated, but 

some responses, such as frequencies and MAC, may vary smoothly and gently with 

the change of updating parameters. If an accurate mathematical model can be 

constructed to reflect the relationship between them, the mathematical model can be 

used instead of the FE software to calculate the response in the updating process. In 

this way, the problem can be easily solved by the artificial intelligence method, and 

the time consumption of the calculation process is greatly reduced. 

 

Of course, the premise of the response surface method is that the number of updating 

parameters is small, otherwise the difficulty of constructing a response surface will be 

greatly increased. Nevertheless, the practicability of response surface methodology is 

still obvious, and it is a relatively new methodology in the field of model updating. 

 

In the response surface method, the polynomial model is a very common mathematical 

tool used to construct the mapping between input and output. Fang and Perera [113] 
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presented a response surface-based model updating method using the second-order 

polynomial model. In this work, the complete construction flow of the response surface 

was demonstrated, including mathematical tool selection, sampling design, output 

feature selection, and model accuracy checking. Natural frequencies were used to 

identify damage and a multi-objective optimization algorithm provided by Matlab was 

used to solve the optimization problem. 3 cases were used to verify this method 

including the data from the I-40 bridge. Deng and Cai [2] applied a similar method to 

update an existing bridge. 

 

Ren and Chen [114] used two special indicators together with the mean square value 

to check the accuracy of the response surface. Fang and Perera [8] introduced D-

optimal design to reduce the number of samples used for response surface fitting and 

improving efficiency. Chakraborty and Sen [115] utilized the moving least-squares 

method to calculate the coefficients of the response surface which was good at 

capturing the nonlinearity and the local variations. This method added weighting 

to each sampling point, which tried to predict a response mainly using the sampling 

points near it. However, this method required a response surface to be reconstructed 

each time a response was predicted, which increased the computational burden. 

 

Besides the polynomial model, there are also other mathematical tools to build the 

surrogate model, such as radial basis function, Kriging model and support vector 

regression [116]. Zhou, et al. [117] utilized the radial basis function to construct the 

response surface and applied modal updating on a 1/40 scale model of a cable-stayed 

bridge. Wan and Ren [118] used the Gaussian process model to build the meta-model 

of the residuals for model updating.  

 

The principle of the Gaussian process is very similar to that of Kriging, which is 

popular in many fields due to its superior nonlinear fitting characteristics. Gao, et al. 

[119] applied the Kriging model to identify a single arbitrary crack for plate-like 

structures. The locations of the crack tips were selected as updating parameters and the 

stochastic particle swarm optimization algorithm was used to solve the optimization 

problem. The result showed that the crack can be determined by initial samples of 

fewer than 200. Liu, et al. [120] combined the Kriging model and the component mode 
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synthesis to update a 1 /10 scaled arch bridge model. Wang, et al. [4] constructed a 

Kriging model of the acceleration frequency response functions in the model updating 

of the composite structure of a honeycomb sandwich beam. Yin, et al. [121] applied 

Kriging model for model updating of a truss structure by FRF data. Joy, et al. [122] 

implemented a Kriging model for delamination prediction in composite structures 

based on frequencies and mode shapes. Xie, et al. [123] constructed a Kriging 

model between frequencies and crack depths for multiple cracks identification in 

beam structures. Lu, et al. [124] improved the Kriging model by adding a quadratic 

polynomial term in the original formula. The new surrogate model had higher 

accuracy in the dynamic probabilistic analysis of an aeroengine compressor blisk. 

One of the main advantages of using the Kriging model to construct a response surface 

is that it can estimate the degree of error of the predicted response and allows new 

sampling point to be filled at the location of the point where the error is large to 

reconstruct the Kriging model with smaller error near certain areas. Jin and Jung [110] 

illustrated how to apply this ‘sequential surrogate modelling’ based on validation 

samples to do model updating.   

 

In addition to constructing a surrogate model with updating parameters as input and 

dynamic responses as output to assist in computation, it is also a feasible idea to 

directly construct a mathematical model with the dynamic responses as the input and 

the updating parameters as the output. In this way, inputting the measured responses 

into the constructed model can directly obtain the updated result to determine the 

location and extent of the damage, and the optimization process is no longer needed. 

 

This kind of methods can be referred to as machine learning-based methods, and some 

successful applications are as follows. Zapico, et al. [125] applied the neural network 

technique to update a steel frame using natural frequencies. Zhu and Zhang [126] 

utilized the least squares support vector machines to construct the mapping between 

the natural frequencies and the designed parameters in the updating of GARTEUR 

aircraft model. Marcy, et al. [127] used the artificial neural network to localize damage 

in beams using measured mode shape data. 
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2.3.5 Uncertainty quantification in model updating 

In the practical application of model updating, the updating result will inevitably be 

affected by errors, such as measurement error and assembly error. Although some 

robust methods can still obtain relatively accurate results, the fact is that the updating 

results obtained in different situations will be different. In very difficult cases, it is 

easy to make a misjudgement. This uncertainty introduced by various errors leads 

researchers to study the problem of model updating from the statistical point of view. 

 

The model updating method for quantitative analysis of uncertainty is a very recent 

research endeavour. A statistical model such as a probability density function can be 

used to model the uncertainty of the updating parameters. Then, the statistical features 

of the model can be passed to the probability description of the response of the FE 

model, which is usually done by the Monte Carlo technique. Finally, the parameters 

are updated based on the actually measured response distribution. The advantage of 

this kind of methods is that not only the updating results of the parameters but also the 

confidence evaluation of the results can be given. A framework for this confidence 

assessment was presented by A Hanson and Hemez [128]. 

 

Mares et al. [129, 130] developed a stochastic model updating method to determine 

the means and standard deviations of the updating parameters by making the simulated 

data cloud converge upon the measured data cloud. This method was then applied to a 

set of benchmark structures connected by spot welds. Mares, et al. [131] also adopted 

the Bayesian analysis to solve a similar problem. Fonseca, et al. [132] identified the 

uncertainty of the position of a lumped mass on a cantilever beam using the maximum 

likelihood method. Khodaparast, et al. [133] proposed a new perturbation method to 

simulate the propagation of uncertainties.  

 

In Andriosopoulou, et al. [134]’s work, a lab-scale composite aerostructure was 

clamped at one end (bolted connection) and the damage scenarios were designed as 

the reduction in the tightening torque of the clamped end. Many experiments 

measuring FRF data were performed with assembly-induced uncertainty. It can be 

clearly seen that when all the data was drawn in one picture, the test data for the minor 

damage case was almost covered by the healthy case. Therefore, it was difficult to 
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obtain convincing results using deterministic damage detection methods. However, in 

the analysis of uncertainty, such as the multiple model based method and the principal 

component analysis based method used in the paper, those minor damage cases could 

be clearly distinguished from the healthy state. 

 

The model updating method of uncertainty quantification involves a wide range of 

topics, and only a part of them is described in this section. To have a more 

comprehensive understanding of this topic, readers can refer to the literature review 

written by Simoen, et al. [135]. 

 

2.4 Weld joint modelling 

The form of welding is essentially the atomic-level interdiffusion between the 

materials being joined. Metals, glasses and thermoplastic polymers can all be joined 

by welding under the combined action of heat and pressure. So far, a great number of 

welding processes has been invented and applied in industrial equipment production. 

Some of them which are commonly used such as gas welding, arc welding, resistance 

welding and friction welding, were described in detail by Messler [136]. Besides, 

Hughes [137] showed what a welding inspector should do to check and ensure the 

quality of a welding product. 

 

Except for basic knowledge of welding process, much research on different aspects of 

the weld has been completed. Firstly, the modelling and control of the welding process 

are concerned. Neto and Neto [138] presented a literature review on friction stir 

welding modelling. By fine-tuning of some process and material parameters, the 

welding process could become more reliable. Shen and Chen [139] developed a shell 

and solid combined model to simulate the temperature history and distribution, 

welding distortion and residual stress after the welding process, which was less time-

consuming compared with a solid model. 

 

FE modelling and simulation of the structure after welding is also of great interest. To 

study the residual stresses and distortions induced by the T- joint welding of two plates, 

Peric, et al. [140] used a shell/three-dimensional modelling technique to improve the 
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computational efficiency and accuracy of FE analysis. Nadimi, et al. [141] investigated 

residual stress problems, whose object was the butt welding of two dissimilar pipes. 

Nuruzzaman, et al. [142] adopted the notch stress approach for weld joint modelling 

to predict stress distribution. Al-Samhan and Darwish [143] worked on predicting the 

strength of weld-bonded joints with different welding forms. 

 

As welding joints often become areas of high-stress concentration, different kinds of 

failure must be studied and considered in the design process. Fang, et al. [144] 

introduced the Kriging model to optimize the spot weld to find locations of spot-

welded joints with maximum fatigue life. Matos and Dodds [145] applied the Weibull 

stress model to study the nonlinear fracture behaviour of welded steel frames. Song, et 

al. [146] studied numerically the magnification factors for semi-elliptical cracks 

numerically on the weld root of a T-butt joint. Hu, et al. [147] proposed a method for 

crack damage identification of welded steel structures by the propagation of Lamb 

waves. 

 

One purpose of this research is to use reliable solder joint modelling to properly reflect 

the dynamic characteristics of the structure, paving the way for subsequent damage 

identification. A recent literature review on this aspect was provided by Zahari, et al. 

[148]. Within this topic, the study on spot welding has been quite mature. Xu and Deng 

[149] proposed several types of simplified FE models for spot-welded joints. The 

stiffness of the joint of these models was compared with that of converged three-

dimensional FE models when the joint is subjected to different forces. Additionally, 

as a widely used commercial software, Nastran provides CWELD element which was 

specially designed for spot weld modelling[150]. The theory behind this element was 

given in reference [151]. Based on this element, Husain, et al. [152] and Abdul Rani, 

et al. [153] applied FE modelling and updating on laser spot weld joints in a top-hat 

structure. Abu Husain, et al. also successfully performed damage identification [154] 

and uncertainty analysis [155], based on the model updating method, on that kind of 

structure. 

 

As a comparison, research about modelling and model updating of a seam-welded joint 

has more potential to explore. Zeng, et al. [156] used the so-called local equivalent 
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welding element to predict the welding deformation of a plate-type structure. Chee and 

Bakar [157] simulated a simple T-joint structure by different element types and 

compared their natural frequency and mode shape predictions with the measured data. 

Similar work was done by Rahman, et al. [158] on a stiffened plate. Garifullin, et al. 

[159] used a surrogate model to optimize the initial rotational stiffness of welded 

tubular joints with fillet welds. These methods were successful in their own field. But 

it is better to find a common way that model the connection of the two welded parts 

easily and the parameters of the connection part can be adjusted for model updating 

which would make dynamic response predictions more accurately.  

 

For the case of a welded frame, Horton, et al. [160, 161] and Ahmadian, et al. [162] 

used partly rigid beam elements to connect beams and the lengths of the rigid parts 

was taken as updating parameters. When it comes to plates connected by seam welds, 

also with the help of FE analysis software Nastran, Zahari, et al. [163, 164] used rigid 

body element type 2 (RBE2) to model friction stir welding joint. Van Belle, et al. [165] 

compared the measurements and simulations of joined panels considering different 

joining techniques, whose model for seam weld connection was also RBE2. The 

shortcoming of their model is that the RBE2 element is rigid and nonadjustable. So 

they had to choose parameters of the two plates to update and no improvement can be 

made to the weld connection itself.  

 

2.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, publications on the development of dynamic response based damage 

identification methods, model updating methods and the modelling methods of welded 

structures are reviewed. Readers can get a basic understanding of the advantages and 

shortcomings of these methods, especially the response surface method, MSE and 

weld joint modelling, which provide motivations for the research work of this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 – Experimental test conditions 

3.1 Introduction  

Experimental testing is an important part of this research. No matter how noise is 

introduced into the theoretical simulation, there is a gap between the theoretical 

simulation and the experimental data. Therefore, only the method that verified by the 

test data is convincing. The experimental data used in this thesis is tested in the 

laboratory environment, where the input and output measurements are both available. 

After the test signal is transmitted through the sensor, the experimental modal analysis 

(EMA) is used to obtain the frequency, mode shape and frequency response function 

data of the test structure. Equation Chapter 3 Section 1 

 

In this chapter, the basic principles of vibration testing techniques (on the aspect of 

EMA) and the experimental equipment used are introduced. And an example is given 

to illustrate the acquisition of experimental data in detail. 

 

3.2 Experimental modal analysis 

Most structures can be made to resonate under certain conditions. Resonance usually 

appears as excessive and sustained motion, which can be generated by excitation at a 

specific frequency. Modal properties (natural frequency, mode shape and damping) 

are used to describe such dynamic characteristics, which are inherent properties of a 

structure. They are only related to the material properties and boundary conditions of 

the structure and do not depend on the applied external forces. EMA is a method of 

obtaining modal information of structures through experimental tests and has been 

extensively developed and widely used in the past few decades [166]. 

 

In the early days, modal testing was done by applying a sinusoidal excitation to a 

structure. Later, thanks to the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm and the use of 

digital computers, the basic framework of EMA was built, which can be mainly 

divided into two steps: 
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• FRF measurements obtained by structural test and FFT. 

• Modal features extracted by curving fitting. 

 

Impact testing is a convenient, fast and low-cost way to find patterns in structures. It 

was developed in the 1970s and became a very popular modal test method to estimate 

the modal properties of structures. Its process is demonstrated here to show the 

theoretical details of EMA.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3-1 Impact test tools: (a) Hammer; (b) Accelerometer. 

 

The measurement tools required to perform an impact test are a hammer and 

accelerometers as shown in Figure 3-1. By the sensors in these tools, the time-domain 

signals of the force and response of an effective knock on the structure can be recorded 

and then converted into the frequency domain signals of the input and output by the 

FFT analyzer. After that, the frequency response function representing the input-

output relationship between the two points of the structure can be obtained whose basic 

formula is  

 
( )

( )
( )

F
H

X





=   (3.1) 

where ( )H  is the frequency response function, ( )F  is the output function in the 

frequency domain, ( )X  is the input function in the frequency domain,   is the 

frequency variable. 

 

The physical meaning of FRF is the response of an output point of a structure under 

the unit force excitation of a specific frequency. In actual tests, the results are usually 
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obtained by means of multiple measurements. According to the different effects of 

noise sources, there are many averaging options to choose. The most common 

formulas are as follows 
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=   (3.2) 

where , ( )F XS  is the averaged cross power spectrum between the input and output,  

, ( )X XS  is the averaged auto power spectrum of the input. 

 

The FRF measurement contains the vibration information of the structure in a selected 

bandwidth frequency domain. The next step is to extract the modal information of the 

structure. Obviously, when the structure is in resonance, its FRF curve will reach a 

local peak. The frequency point at this time is the natural frequency. The FRF peak of 

each measurement point is used as the vibration mode shape, and the width of the 

resonance peak can be used to estimate the damping. 

 

In vibration test systems, there are usually built-in programs that can directly provide 

modal information based on FRF measurements. This is done primarily by curve 

fitting, which approximates the experimental data curve by mathematical expressions 

containing specific parameters. 

 

When an elastic structure is vibrated by an external force, its linear vibration can be 

described as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t+ + =Mx Cx Kx f   (3.3) 

where M , C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. ( )tx

and ( )tf are the displacement and force vectors at time t. 

 

Equation (3.3) works in the time domain, which can be transformed into the frequency 

domain by Fourier transforms 

 1
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−
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 = − + + 

X H F

H M C K
  (3.4) 

where ( )ωX and ( )ωF are vectors of Fourier transforms of displacement responses and 

external forces at frequency ω , respectively. ( )ωH is the FRF matrix representing 
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displacement per unit harmonic force which is also called receptance, i denotes the 

imaginary unit. Equation (3.4) provides a theoretical way to predict the FRF of a 

structure. Usually, the mass, stiffness and damping matrices of the structure are 

obtained by the FE method, and the positions of the impact and accelerometers in the 

actual measurement should be arranged on the nodes of the FE mesh. Note that the 

theoretical prediction of the FRF at a particular location is affected by the mesh 

distribution but the measured data is independent of the mesh. 

 

Here, it is assumed that the viscous damping model is used in the equation of motion 

of the structure. After omitting some intermediate derivation, the theoretical value of 

FRF (the receptance matrix element) can be estimated by the following expression 

using modal parameters as variables [167]. 
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  (3.5) 

where ( )ijH ω is the ij-th entry of the FRF matrix at frequency , rs  is the complex 

pole of the rth mode, ir and jr  are entries of the mass-normalised mode shape 

vector of the rth mode, r  is the frequency of the rth mode of the system without 

damping, * denotes complex conjugate; n is the number of DoFs of the system. r  is 

the modal damping ratio for mode r, which can be estimated directly by the experiment 

or be further simplified by applying proportional damping assumption which defines 

the viscous damping matrix is a linear combination of the stiffness and mass matrix as 

 α β= +C K M   (3.6) 

where α  and β  are constants. Then, the r  can be calculated by 
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= +   (3.7) 

In this way, only two parameters need to be determined to reflect the damping property 

of the structure. 

 

Equation (3.5) shows a way to construct an FRF curve (one entry of the FRF matrix 

with frequency) from modal parameters. The actual values of those modal parameters 

can be determined by performing an effective curve fitting of the measured FRF curves. 
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It can be seen from the equation that when the excitation frequency of the structure is 

equal to a certain natural frequency, the FRF matrix will be mainly affected by the 

corresponding mode shape. At this point, every row or column of the FRF matrix will 

be approximately that mode shape. This allows a researcher to measure only one row 

or column of the FRF matrix to obtain all the required modal information, which 

significantly reduces the effort of modal testing. 

 

Actual modal feature extraction algorithms tend to consider more factors, such as the 

influences of the out-of-band modes and to process multi-input-multi-output 

measurements. These methods are also constantly evolving for greater precision and 

stability. A well-known estimation method called PolyMAX is used in the LMS test 

system and was described in detail in [168]. 

 

 

Figure 3-2 EMA through impact test. 

 

So far, the general flow of the EMA through the impact test has been introduced as 

shown in Figure 3-2. In a specific experiment, there are also other steps, such as 
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selecting appropriate window functions, setting sampling frequency, and assessing the 

quality of test results by coherence. In addition, the experimenter's experience is also 

an important factor in getting good test results. Impact testing is a mature EMA method, 

and a more complete description can be found in references [169, 170]. This type of 

experiment is usually performed in the laboratory to reduce the interference of 

unmeasured external forces. 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Shaker. 

 

The test tools used in this research are not the hammer and accelerometer previously 

described. For external impact and measurement, in most cases the hammer is replaced 

by a shaker as shown in Figure 3-3. A Shaker is also a widely used test tool. It can 

provide a continuous external force excitation in a specific frequency bandwidth, 

which is usually controlled by the signal processing system, making the interested 

mode more possible to be excited. The test signal of a shaker-excited structure is 

stationary and continuous, which makes the test data more accurate. A shaker is 

usually connected to a specific location on a structure. This ensures that the position 

of the input force does not change. However, when using sensors to measure the 

response, a large number of sensors or manual adjusting the position of the sensors is 

required to obtain a complete set of test data, which brings certain inconvenience. 

 

For the response measurement in this study, accelerometers are replaced by a scanning 

laser vibrometer, which is described in the next section. 
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3.3 Scanning laser vibrometer  

In addition to classical impact testing, there are other testing tools that can be used in 

EMA. PSV-500 scanning laser vibrometer (SLV) is a modern vibration testing 

equipment, which is used to obtain experimental data in this study. In this section, the 

device layout, testing methods, advantages and disadvantages of the equipment are 

described in detail, and a specific test example is provided for demonstration. 

 

Figure 3-4 Schematic of the experimental set-up. 

 

As shown in Figure 3-4, the entire experimental setup contains the following 

components. 

 

• A laser head emits laser light to the surface of a specimen and utilizes the 

Doppler shift phenomenon to measure the velocity of the structural vibration. 

This research uses the 2-D plane acquisition function, which means that only 

out-of-plane motion data will be acquired. 

 

• A force sensor is installed between the shaker and the specimen to measure the 

input force. 
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• A PSV-500 system is used to receive, process, present and save data collected 

by the laser head and the force sensor. It can also generate the input force signal 

to control the shaker. 

 

• An amplifier is used to manually adjust the amplitude of the generated input 

force signal before it is transmitted to the shaker. 

 

• A shaker is used to excite the specimen in a specific frequency band. 

 

When EMA is conducted by impact testing, the mesh density of the measuring points 

is limited to the size of the accelerometers. In addition, during the test it is difficult to 

ensure the accuracy of the tapping position, and high-intensity physical exertion also 

brings some additional problems. 

 

Compared with accelerometers, SLV can make non-contact measurements of a 

specimen so that its test results are not subject to additional mass interference. Besides, 

in a PSV-500 system, the position of the test points can be evenly distributed by the 

grid function and the laser beam can be controlled to move to the target accurately for 

measurement. In a complete scan test, a PSV-500 system can automatically complete 

the test of each measurement point. At the same time, a shaker can be installed at a 

fixed position of a test piece so that the position of the input force remains fixed for 

each measurement. These characteristics of the SLV make it a distinct advantage in 

vibration testing with a great number of measurement points [171]. It is less affected 

by external factors during the test and the testing speed is very fast as a specific testing 

process is completely controlled by a built-in signal processing software without 

human judgment. 

 

However, there is not a built-in modal feature extraction algorithm in a PSV-500 

system. This means that it can only perform the time-frequency conversion of the 

collected data, but cannot directly give the value of modal parameters. In addition, its 

laser test results are greatly affected by the selected velocity-measuring range. The 

measurement of a point will not be accurate enough if its vibration magnitude is much 

less than the measuring range. Moreover, the presence of the shaker can also cause a 

slight shift in the frequency measurement. 
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In this study, a PSV-500 SLV is used to measure the mode shape of a structure with 

very high-density measurement points. In the absence of a modal characteristic 

extraction algorithm, the commonly used method (which is referred to as common 

method in Figure 3-9) of obtaining the natural frequency and mode shape of the 

structure by using this device is to excite the specimen by force of a certain frequency 

band by the shaker using pseudo-random signal, and measure the FRFs of all the 

measuring points. Then, the natural frequencies are found from the resonance peaks 

on the FRF curves and the peak values of all measuring points for the same resonance 

frequency are recorded and form the mode shape of that frequency. When facing a 

large number of measuring points, another test strategy is used, which is mainly 

divided into the following two steps: 

 

• Step1: The natural frequencies of the structure are obtained from the FRFs 

measured at a small number of measuring points. 

 

• Step2: The mode shape of the structure at each natural frequency is measured 

in turn by the FastScan mode of the PSV-500 system. 

 

An actual vibration experiment is used to demonstrate the vibration test procedure 

based on the FastScan mentioned above. The experimental layout is shown in Figure 

3-5. The structure used in the experiment consists of two plates welded together and 

the vibration of one of the plates is measured. This specimen is mainly used in Chapter 

7, where a detailed description can be found. This experiment can be seen simply as a 

test of the mode shape of a plate. 
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Figure 3-5 Actual experimental set-up. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Position distribution of measuring points. 

 

The distribution of the measuring points on the specimen is shown in Figure 3-6. 

According to step1, the FRF of point 11 (whose colour is cyan) is first measured which 

is shown in Figure 3-7. The peak positions of the curve can be used to determine the 

first 5 natural frequencies of the structure as shown in Table 3-1. In this step, the 

confidence of natural frequency measurements can be increased by looking at FRF 

peaks at multiple points or making multiple measurements on one point. 
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Figure 3-7 FRF measurement of point 11. 

 

Table 3-1 Nature frequencies of the specimen. 

Modes Natural frequency (Hz) 

1 35.94 

2 103.28 

3 177.97 

4 230.47 

5 342.34 

 

Next, the first-order mode shape of the structure is measured as a demonstration by the 

FastScan mode in this experiment. In this mode, a specified frequency is inputted and 

the PSV-500system generates a sine wave signal of the frequency band near that 

frequency to control the shaker to apply an external force. Then, only the frequency 

domain data at that frequency are recorded, which significantly reduces the test time. 

Thus, the FRF measurements of all measuring points at this frequency are obtained. 

 

The 1st natural frequency, 35.94Hz, and bandwidth of 3Hz are entered into the PSV-

500 system as shown in Figure 3-8. The measured FRF magnitude values are taken as 

the mode shape data which is drawn in Figure 3-9 (a). The bandwidth depends on the 

needs and experience of the experimenter. A narrow bandwidth means a higher signal-

to-noise ratio but it takes longer to scan. 
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Figure 3-8 Settings of FastScan. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 3-9  Comparison of Measurements: (a) Mode shape measured by Fast scan; 

(b) Mode shape measured by common method; (c) Modal displacement at on each 

measurement point by the two methods. 

 

The 1st order mode shape measurement by the common method is also provided in 

Figure 3-9 (b). The two mode shape measurements look very similar and their exact 

values (normalized) are compared in Figure 3-9 (c). The results show that both 

methods can accurately capture the mode shapes of structures. The main difference 

between them is the time of measurement. As shown in Table 3-2, under the same 

condition that each point is measured three times, the time taken by FastScan to 

complete the test is much less than that of the common method. 

 

Table 3-2 Test time comparison. 

Test method Test time(s) 

FastScan 67 

Common method 1202 

 

So far, a complete process of measuring natural frequencies and mode shapes of 

structures using FastScan mode has been demonstrated. In the experimental tests of 

Chapters 5 and 7, to calculate the curvatures of structural mode shapes, it is necessary 

to use a very high-density grid of measuring points and perform a high number of 
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measurements of the velocity time history on each measuring point to obtain accurate 

mode curvatures. Therefore, FastScan, a fast measurement scheme, must be used to 

obtain the experimental data. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

In this section, experimental modal analysis is introduced. The main test procedure for 

obtaining experimental data using a scanning laser vibrometer in subsequent chapters 

is described. It is important to have a good understanding of the basic principles and 

the specific purpose of the operation before performing the modal test. 
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Chapter 4 – Basic theory of model updating method 

4.1 Introduction  

It is very valuable to have a clear understanding of the basic theory of model updating. 

In this chapter, two classic and successful methods of model updating are introduced, 

which are sensitivity-based and GA-based model updating methods, respectively. The 

sensitivity-based method is divided into two parts which are modal property-based and 

FRF-based methods. For the FRF-based method, a new frequency matching technique 

is proposed to improve the convergence of the method. Sensitivity methods and 

artificial intelligence algorithms including GA are the two most widely used methods 

for solving optimization problems in model updating. Their ideas and algorithms 

continue to play an important role in later chapters. Equation Chapter 4 Section 1 

 

4.2 Sensitivity-based methods using natural frequencies and 

mode shapes 

4.2.1 Selection of updating parameters  

 

In the beginning, it is important to understand what model updating can and cannot do. 

As mentioned in the previous two chapters, the function of model updating is to 

minimize the discrepancy between the ‘responses’ of the theoretical model and the 

actual structure by adjusting the values of the selected parameters. This discrepancy is 

mainly caused by simplification and incorrect description in the process of FE 

modelling. Among them, many problems cannot be solved by model updating [6]. For 

example, 

 

• Use of a wrong type of elements like applying beam elements for a plate. 

• Unexpected external forces. 

• Discretization error caused by a too coarse FE mesh. 

• The connection between the nodes is misplaced. 

• Linear models are used to describe structures with obvious nonlinear 

characteristics. 
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Therefore, when the numerical results are significantly different from the experimental 

data, the modelling of the FE model itself should be checked first. After that, model 

updating can be used to reduce the discrepancies caused by uncertain parameters. 

Generally, the parameters that can be updated contain the following categories. 

 

• Material parameters such as Young’s modulus, mass density or Passion’s ratio. 

• Geometric parameters such as thickness or moments of area. 

• Connection parameters which treat elastic connections as rigid. 

• Specially designed parameters like treating cracks as rotational springs [172]. 

 

Now the question becomes how to choose the parameters to be updated. This step may 

even be more important than the model updating method itself. Because no matter 

whether the parameters to be modified are the source of the difference between 

theoretical results and experimental data, the model updating method will provide a 

‘best’ solution. However, these parameters will actually become inaccurate or even 

lose their physical meaning after updating. The typical result is that the revised 

theoretical model can reproduce the experimental data quite accurately, but it cannot 

predict the dynamic characteristics outside the experimental test range. This will make 

the use of model updating method meaningless, because the response that can be tested 

by experiment is only for reference, and it is precisely those characteristics beyond the 

measurement range that are the focus of researchers. 

 

At present, there is no general mathematical theory that can accurately determine the 

parameters to be updated. In practical application, the choice of parameters mainly 

depends on engineering experience. By analysing the blueprint of the target structure 

and referring to the actual test situation of the structure, researchers can make a 

judgment on the locations and parameters of the FE model which contains large errors. 

Usually, the most likely place for modelling errors is where structural theory 

assumptions or model simplification is the greatest. In addition, structural stiffness and 

boundary conditions are also important areas of concern. For complex structures with 

more components, sometimes a trial-and-error method is an effective solution strategy. 
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After preliminary selection of some modified parameters, sensitivity analysis can be 

carried out to further screen them as the model updating process expects to have as 

few parameters as possible. The sensitivity analysis is to determine how the specified 

dynamic characteristics of the structure are affected by the updating parameters on the 

basis of the current FE model, which can be quantified by calculating the rate of change 

of the dynamic characteristics with respect to the parameters: 

 
( ) ( )i i i

i i

D x x D xD

x x

+ −


 
  (4.1) 

where D and ix  are the dynamic characteristic and updating parameter, respectively. 

Equation (4.1) is a generalized way of calculating sensitivity using the finite 

difference method. There are already sensitivity formulas for some dynamic 

characteristics like natural frequencies and mode shapes, which will be introduced later. 

 

The use of sensitivity analysis to select updating parameters is more of a consideration 

in solving optimization problems. A very large difference of sensitivity between two 

parameters will cause ill-conditioning of the sensitivity matrix, and the updating 

process may not converge. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the sensitivity of each 

parameter and set a threshold to eliminate the parameters with a too low sensitivity. In 

fact, the highly sensitive updating parameters are indeed more likely to be the cause of 

the modelling error. However, this is not always true, and the sensitivity calculation is 

usually chosen in a local position of the parameter space, and it is often impossible to 

draw a general conclusion from a global perspective. 

 

Parameter selection is an important part of model updating, but it is mainly based on 

the engineering experience of researchers. In practice, it is recommended to use test 

data of the fractional frequency band for model updating, and check whether the 

updated model can correctly predict the test data of remaining frequency band to judge 

the effect of model updating. 

 

4.2.2 Procedure of sensitivity-based model updating method 

 

Theoretically, the function between dynamic features of a structure and its updating 

parameters can be written as 
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 ( )=y f p   (4.2) 

where y is the vector of the dynamic features, p is the vector of updating parameters. 

Let ip and ( )i i=y f p denote the parameters and features of the FE model in the ith 

iteration, and my denotes the measured features. The sensitivity method chooses to 

linearize the generally nonlinear relationship f  using the first-order approximation 

of Taylor expansion series. In this way, the measured values are approached by  
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  (4.3) 

where iε is the residual vector in the current iteration, iS is the sensitivity matrix 

computed at the current value of the updating parameters ip . In model updating 

process, it is always required to ensure the number of the dynamic features is more 

than that of the updating parameters, which makes equation (4.3) overdetermined and 

can be solved by least-square methods as follows ( ( )
T

* is transpose symbol.) 

 
1

T T

i i i i

−

  =  p S S S ε   (4.4) 

Then the FE model is updated with a new set of parameters 

 1i i+ = + p p p   (4.5) 

Due to the existence of truncation errors in equation (4.3), multiple iterations are 

usually required to bring the theoretical response close to the test data. Therefore, the 

model updating starts from the initial value of the parameters and iterates using 

equations (4.4) and (4.5) until the value of ip converges.  

 

In this section, the experimental data are taken from the natural frequencies and modes 

shapes, which are directly related to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the structural 

free vibration equation. The first analytical formula for the eigenvalue and eigenvector 

sensitivity was proposed by Fox and Kapoor [63] which was about undamped systems: 
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where j  and jφ are the jth order eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively, kp is 

the kth updating parameter, M  and K are mass and stiffness matrices. 

 

To calculate the sensitivity of natural frequencies, equation (4.6) is applied together 

with the following formula according to the multiple relationships between them 

(represented by f ) and the eigenvalues. Alternatively, a simpler way is to turn 

measured natural frequencies into the measured eigenvalues and to use those 

eigenvalues as experimental reference directly. 
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In equation (4.7), the eigenvector sensitivity is calculated as a linear combination of 

all the eigenvectors and n is the number of the vectors actually used. The mode shape 

data can be used directly as eigenvectors and they had better be normalized by  

 T 1j j =φ Mφ   (4.9) 

It is worth noting that when modal data is used for model updating, it must be ensured 

that the theoretical prediction and experimental data correspond to the same physical 

mode. This is mainly judged by the degree of closeness of their mode shapes using 

modal assurance criterion (MAC) [62]. 

 

2
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φ φ

φ φ φ φ
  (4.10) 

where iφ and j
φ denote the theoretical mode and the measured mode, respectively. 

The value of MAC is between 0 and 1. A value of 1 means the highest match between 

the two modes. 
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In an undamped system, the modal data of the structure have only real parts. Real 

natural frequencies and real mode shapes are widely used in model updating methods 

because most structures are lightly damped. However, for a highly damped structure, 

Equation (4.6) and (4.7) will no longer be suitable to use. The formulas for 

calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors sensitivities of damped vibration systems 

is given in [67], which can be used in model updating methods especially for studying 

damping. 
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where C  is the symmetric damping matrix. Also note that the expression of 

eigenvalue in a damped system is different from that in an undamped system. 

As mentioned in chapter 1, the model updating process can be regarded as an 

optimization process. The goal is to minimize the residuals between the numerical 

results and test data, which can be described as an objective function 

 
T( )J =p ε ε   (4.13) 

where p is the updating parameter vector and ε  is the residual vector as defined in 

equation (4.3). The sensitivity method finds this minimum by making the gradient of 

this objective function zero. There is an implicit assumption that the minimum is 

within the neighbourhood of the initial values of the updating parameters. Otherwise, 

the sensitivity method may converge to a local extreme point. 

 

In actual application, the objective function can be extended to the following form 

 T T

ε r p( ) i iJ = +  p ε W ε p W p   (4.14) 
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where the residual weighting matrix εW  is often used to balance the importance of 

different test data. A simple idea is that the first-order and the fifth-order natural 

frequencies have similar influences on the objective function, although their values 

may vary widely. Therefore, a reasonable choice is to set  
2

ε mdiag( )
−

=W y   to 

eliminate scale differences between test data of the same type. As for the weighting 

setting between different types of test data, such as natural frequencies and mode 

shapes are used at the same time, it mainly depends on the experience of the researcher. 

 

The essence of sensitivity is the gradient of the objective at the current parameter 

position, which means that the prediction of a new theoretical response is only valid 

within a limited range of step size (p ). However, the step size obtained by the least-

squares method can be very large, especially for sensitivity matrices with ill-

conditioning problems. Therefore, a regularization method is used to increase the 

convergence probability of the sensitivity method. It adds a new term to the objective 

function (the second term in equation (4.14)) that requires that the parameter changes 

should be minimized at the same time to limit the step size during each iteration. 

 

To minimize this extended objective function, in each iteration the change of each 

parameter can be estimated as 

 
1

T T

ε r p εi i i i
−

  = + p S W S W S W ε   (4.15) 

The parameter weighting matrix pW  is used to reflect the uncertainty in the initial 

parameter estimations and r  is a regularization parameter determined from an L-

curve [71]. The regularization technique is mainly used when the model updating 

process cannot converge, caused by the ill-conditioning problem. More details of it 

can be found in [84]. 
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Figure 4-1 Flowchart of the sensitivity-based model updating method. 

 

So far, the procedure of the sensitivity-based model updating method has been 

introduced, which is illustrated more clearly in Figure 4-1. In addition, the sensitivity 

formulas of the natural frequencies and vibration modes are given. In a specific model 

updating problem, usually, the frequencies are more important than the mode shapes. 

This is because the measured natural frequencies are much less affected by noise than 

the mode shapes. 
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4.3 Genetic algorithm-based model updating 

GA is a heuristic algorithm based on global search and is one of the most successful 

evolutionary algorithms. Inspired by Darwin's theory of evolution, this algorithm 

searches for optimal solutions by simulating the process of natural selection, that is, 

only the fittest individuals can survive the cruel competition and spread their genes 

through producing offspring. It ultimately finds the best solution from a set of possible 

solutions. This process does not depend on the calculation of sensitivity, and its 

probability of converging to the global optimal solution is also higher than the 

sensitivity method. This advantage makes GA better at dealing with complex 

optimization problems such as wire routing and cognitive modelling [90]. In the field 

of model updating, GA can be directly connected to the construction of the objective 

function, in the flow chart of Figure 4-1, and then give the updating results. Many 

successful applications can be found as mentioned in Chapter 2. This section is mainly 

an introduction to the basic principles of GA. 

 

To implement a genetic algorithm [90], as shown in Figure 4-2, there are five main 

stages to consider: initialization, selection, crossover, mutation, and termination, 

which are introduced separately. 

 

(1) Initialization. For a given optimization problem, a set of individual solutions is first 

randomly generated as a population. The number of this initial population is 

proportional to the number of design variables and the population should cover the 

entire variable space as much as possible. Each individual is characterized by a set of 

parameters called a gene. All genes are arranged in sequence to form a chromosome 

to replace the original individual. The whole process is called ‘encode’. 

 

Typically, binary digit strings are used to construct chromosomes. For example, 

'100000', where each digit represents a gene. In the specific encoding process, It is 

assumed that the variables’ change range is m and the number of digits in the binary 

digit string is n. Then m will be divided equally into 2𝑛 points and the values of each 

variable will be represented by the binary digit string corresponding to their nearest 

segmentation point. The greater the value of n, the higher the accuracy of GA solution. 
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Figure 4-2 Flowchart of the GA method. 

 

(2) Selection. GA is also an iterative-based approach, with a new generation of 

population generated in each iteration. The selection process is to select the fittest 

individuals and pass their genes to the next generation. Despite this, many selection 

functions tend to be stochastic in nature to ensure that some individuals with low 

fitness have the opportunity to be selected to ensure the diversity of the population 

genes and to avoid premature convergence of the search process to low-quality 

solutions. In this process, the fitness function determines the ability of each individual 

to compete with other individuals. It gives each individual a fitness score based on the 
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objective function of the optimization problem. This score is an important basis for the 

probability of individual survival and reproduction.  

 

(3) Crossover. A pair of individuals are selected as parents, and crossover operators 

control them to produce offspring. A classic way of doing this is to choose a random 

crossover point on the parents’ chromosomes and then exchange the genes on the left 

of the point to form two new offspring. For example, two chromosomes, a='000000', 

b='111111', are selected and the crossover point is considered to be in the middle. Then 

new offspring c=’ 111000’ and d=’ 000111’ will be generated. 

 

The crossover operation mixes the genetic information of individuals with high fitness 

in the population. This has the potential to combine two excellent genes to form a 

better individual. Genes with poor fitness are gradually eliminated in natural selection. 

 

(4) Mutation. In certain newly formed offspring, some of their genes can be subjected 

to mutation with a low probability. The mutation operation randomly flip a binary digit 

of chromosomes. For example, e=’110011’ becomes f=’110101’ after the mutation. 

Mutation is an effective way of enriching the population diversity, making GA have a 

higher probability of converging to the global optimal solution. 

 

(5) Termination. The new generation of population formed in each iteration consists 

of two parts: the offspring produced by crossover and mutation, and the elite 

individuals (called elite children) surviving from the previous generation. This 

iterative process is repeated until a termination condition is met. The stopping criteria 

can be the maximum number of iterations or the maximum time has been performed, 

the best fitness value is less than or equal to the expected fitness limit (note that for 

minimum optimization problem, the less means the better.), the average change in the 

fitness function value is less than a tolerance (which means the population has 

converged) and so on.  

 

When applied to model updating, the main disadvantage of GA is the low speed of the 

solution, which makes it difficult to implement for large-scale structures. Nevertheless, 

it provides great convenience for solving general model updating problems, and can 
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easily utilize some special dynamic features that cannot be solved by sensitivity 

method like the MAC value. A numerical simulation is provided to demonstrate the 

implementation and comparison of the sensitivity-based and the GA-based model 

updating method.  

 

4.3 Numerical Simulation  

In this section, a 4-DoF undamped mass-spring system adapted from [62] is considered 

for demonstration, as shown in Figure 4-3.  

 

Figure 4-3 4-DoF mass-spring system. 

Assume that the values of the following parameters are known accurately: 

𝑚1 = 5kg, 𝑚2 = 10kg, 𝑚3 = 5kg, 𝑚4 = 5kg 

𝑘1 = 100N/m, 𝑘4 = 60N/m, 𝑘6 = 150N/m 

𝑘2 , 𝑘3  and 𝑘4  are uncertain parameters to be determined and their initial 

estimations are: 

𝑘2 = 50N/m, 𝑘3 = 50N/m, 𝑘5 = 50N/m 

while their real values are 

𝑘2 = 70N/m, 𝑘3 = 120N/m, 𝑘5 = 90N/m 

 

The comparison between the natural frequencies of the system using the initial 

parameters and the real values is shown in  
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Table 4-1 Natural frequencies (Hz) of the system. 

Mode Initial Real 

1 0.38 0.45 

2 0.70 0.89 

3 0.91 1.0 

4 1.0 1.2 

 

The updating is done by 4 ways classified by the methods and data used, which are 

referred to as ‘Sen1’, ‘Sen2’, ‘GA1’ and ‘GA2’, respectively. In the beginning, based 

on these frequencies, the objective function of this model updating problem can be 

constructed as 
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where superscript ‘a’ represents the analytical value and superscript ‘e’ represents the 

real value which is considered as experimental data. This optimization problem can be 

solved by both the sensitivity method and GA, which are referred to as ‘Sen1’ and 

‘GA1’, respectively. 

 

The mode shape data can also be utilized in model updating. The following equation 

is solved by the sensitivity method (referred to as ‘Sen2’). 
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where i denotes the mode order and j denotes the entry of the mode shape vector 

(normalized by equation (4.9)). The mode shape data can also be used with natural 

frequency data in another form: 
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The value of MAC can be determined by equation (4.10). Then GA is used to solve 

this problem which is referred to as ‘GA2’. 

 

At first, it is assumed that all the data are measured perfectly without noise. The 

updating results of the 4 ways are shown in Figure 4-4 (a). It is clear that all of them 
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can obtain the real values of the three parameters correctly. However, it happens 

randomly that GA1 converges to a local solution. Thus, it is suggested to run the GA 

several times until getting a stable solution. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-4 Updating results of the 4 ways: (a) Without noise; (b) Noise 

contaminated. 

 

Then the white noise of 1% signal to noise ratio and 3% signal to noise ratio are added 

to the natural frequency and mode shape data respectively to simulate the actual test 

data, respectively. The updating results are shown in Figure 4-4 (b). Obviously, 

methods based only on natural frequencies (Sen1 and GA1) are more affected by the 

noise. Among them, Sen1 sometimes even does not converge, without introducing 
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regularization. On the other hand, although the noise added to the mode shape data is 

greater, Sen2 still produces good results. This is mainly because the mode shape data 

contains far more information than the frequency data. The result of GA2 is also great. 

It provides a way to use both frequency and mode shape data while their effects are 

similar. In addition, the use of MAC data can reduce the impact of some heavily 

polluted measurements in the mode shape data. 

 

In this simulation, a simple conclusion is that the more test data used, the stronger the 

noise resistance. As described in Chapter 3, modal data are extracted from the FRF 

data, which means that the FRF data can provide the most vibration information. The 

model updating method utilizing FRF data is described in the next section. 

 

4.4 Sensitivity-based methods using FRFs 

FRF residues have been widely used to update FE models. They are a kind of original 

measurement information and have the advantages of rich data and no extraction errors, 

etc. However, like other sensitivity-based methods, an FRF-based identification 

method also needs to face the ill-conditioning problem which is even more serious 

since the sensitivity of the FRF in the vicinity of a resonance is much greater than 

elsewhere. Furthermore, for a given frequency measurement, directly using a 

theoretical FRF at a frequency may lead to a huge difference between the theoretical 

FRF and the corresponding experimental FRF which finally results in larger effects of 

measurement errors and damping. Hence in the solution process, correct selection of 

the appropriate frequency to get the theoretical FRF in every iteration in the sensitivity-

based approach is an effective way to improve the robustness of an FRF-based 

algorithm. A primary tool for right frequency selection based on the correlation of 

FRFs is the Frequency Domain Assurance Criterion (FDAC). In this section, the theory 

of the FRF-based model updating method is described and then a new frequency 

selection method is presented (The main content of this section was published on 

reference [173]), which directly finds the frequency that minimizes the difference of 

the order of magnitude between the theoretical and experimental FRFs. 
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4.4.1 Basic theory 

The essential purpose of the FRF based model updating method is to use the 

parameterized theoretical FRFs to approximate the measured ones. A brief description 

of the fundamental theory is given below [77] which begins with a simple equation: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a x a x   − = −H H H H .  (4.19) 

where ( )a H and ( )x H are n n theoretical and experimental FRF matrices at 

frequency , respectively. Equation (4.19) can be rewritten as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1

a x a x a x     − −− = −H H H H H H   (4.20) 

Replacing ( )1 −
H  by the dynamic stiffness matrix ( )Z  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a x a x    = −H ZH H H   (4.21) 

where  

 ( ) ( ) 2

x a j    = − = −  +  + Z Z Z M C K   (4.22) 

 

The basic assumption here is that the damage causes a reduction of the mass, damping 

and stiffness matrices of the model at element level. So the difference of the 3 global 

matrices can be expressed as 

 
e e e

e e e

m c k

1 1 1

n n n

i i i i i i

i i i

p p p
= = =

 =  =  =  M M C C K K， ，   (4.23) 

where en is the number of updating elements, 
e

iM ,
e

iC and
e

iK are respective 

contributions of the ith clement to the global mass, damping and stiffness matrices and

mip , cip and kip are the corresponding scalar multipliers representing the proportional 

changes from their values in the intact state and are also regarded as updating 

parameters. Substituting equations (4.23) and (4.22) into (4.21) and assuming only 

one column vector x ( )h of the measured FRF matrix ( )x H is available, one obtains 

  
m

m c k c a x

k

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )    

 
 

= − 
 
 

p

S S S p h h

p

  (4.24) 

where m ( )S , c ( )S and k ( )S are the sensitivity matrices with en submatrices 

arranged in a row and mp , cp and kp are the column vectors of the corresponding 

updating parameters. The ith submatrix of the 3 sensitivity matrices is calculated as 
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  (4.25) 

 

Equation (4.24) is the final form of most FRF based methods. However, as mentioned 

before, choosing good theoretical frequencies different from their counterparts can 

improve the robustness of the method. To achieve this, equation (4.24) and (4.25) are 

rebuilt where two different frequencies are considered: aω as the analytical frequency 

and xω as the experimental frequency. Equation (4.24) now becomes 

  
m

m a x a x k a x c a a x x ω a x

k

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )c         

 
 

= − − 
 
 

P

S S S P h h e
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 (4.26) 

and 
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  (4.27) 

 
2 2

ω a x x a a a x x x a a a x x( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) j( ) ( ) ( )         = − + + −e H Mh H Ch  (4.28) 

where the additional item ω a x( , ) e comes from equation (4.22) representing the 

difference of theoretical dynamic stiffness matrices between the two frequencies 

 

By now the relationship between the difference of the FRFs and the updating 

parameters has been established. The next task is to find the best corresponding 

theoretical frequencies for every experimental frequency. A well-known method for 

doing this is the FDAC method [81] which matches the measured frequency with the 

theoretical frequency whose FDAC value is the greatest. The FDAC value can be 

regarded as the correlation of the two FRFs and its expression is 

 
   

   

T

a a x x

a x

a a x x

( ) ( )
( , )

( ) ( )
FDAC

 
 

 
=

h h

h h
  (4.29) 

 

The experimental FRF can be considered as the shift of theoretical FRF caused by the 

change of the updating parameters. The key point of FDAC method is to find the 
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corresponding theoretical frequency to the experimental one. However, this method 

requires searching for the whole frequency range, which is very time-consuming. 

Since the main idea of this method is to avoid a big difference of the theoretical and 

experimental FRFs, a new index is proposed to find the theoretical frequency with a 

minimum order of magnitude difference (MOMD) from the measured frequency and 

is expressed as: 
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  (4.30) 

where imomd represents the degree of closeness of every pair of elements in the two 

vectors. 

 

imomd  has different expressions to reduce the influence of anti-phase vector with 

the same modulus value. The closer its value is to 1, the smaller MOMD is. After 

calculating all the MOMD values in a certain interval around the measured frequencies, 

the one with smallest MOMD value is chosen as the theoretical frequency. By using 

the MOMD index, the robustness of the algorithm has been improved significantly, 

which is verified in the next section. For simplicity, the FRF based model updating 

methods without and with different frequency matching techniques under comparison 

are referred to as the original method, the MOMD method and the FDAC method, 

respectively. 

 

To deal with the problem that in practice usually not all DoFs are measurable and 

incomplete measured data cannot be directly substituted into equations (4.26), (4.27) 

and (4.28), a dynamic reduction method is considered which generates the slave DoFs 

by the master DoFs if a harmonic excitation is applied at the master DoFs. The 

transformation is given as 

 
( ) ( )

 m
1 m d m2 2

s ss ss ss sm sm sm

I

j j   
−

  
 = = 
− − + + − + +    

x
x T x

x M C K M C K
 

 (4.31) 
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where subscripts m and s stand for the master and slave DoFs, respectively, and 

displacement vector x and mass, damping and stiffness matrices M , C and K  are 

divided into sub vectors and sub matrices relating to these DoFs. By suitably dividing 

the measured DoFs into the master DoFs and the slave DoFs, the theoretical model is 

reduced by  

 
T T T

r d d r d d r d d,     ,     = = =M T MT C T CT K T KT   (4.32) 

where rM , rC and rK are the reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices. 

 

It should be noted that the fewer the measured DoFs there are, the less information the 

experimental FRF data contains and the more model errors the theoretical model 

produces, which causes the updating procedure to diverge. Thus, the method which 

updates parameters correctly with fewer measured DoFs is considered to be more 

robust. 

 

4.4.2 Case study using simulated FRF data 

A six-bay truss structure with 25 rods of identical cross-section and 21 DoFs as shown 

in Figure 4-5, adapted from [78], is used in simulation. The structure is modelled with 

2D truss elements. The properties of the structure are Young’s modulus of 200GPa, 

mass density of 7800kg/m3  and cross section area of 1800mm2 . The DoFs are 

arranged in the order of the node numbers and for each node the horizontal 

displacement is placed ahead of the vertical displacement. 

 

In this study, two damage scenarios listed in Table 4-2 are considered to gauge the 

performance of the proposed method. Both damage scenarios are represented by the 

reduction factor of the mass and stiffness matrices of some elements and for the sake 

of simplicity, the ‘experimental’ FRF data from only the first column of the FRF 

matrices directly obtained by the finite element simulation, are used to update the 

original intact structure. 
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Figure 4-5 Geometry of a truss model.  

 

Table 4-2 Damage scenarios of the truss structure. 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 

Element no. M (%) K (%) Element no. M (%) K (%) 

7 15 20 7 50 70 

12 30 40 12 60 80 

21 25 32 21 40 60 

First, scenario 1 which represents a moderate damage case is used to get experimental 

FRF data without noise. Figure 4-6 shows the results of damage identification using 

both the FDAC and the MOMD methods when all DoFs are measurable. It is clear that 

the FRF based model updating method is able to update so many parameters at the 

same time if enough and accurate test data are available. 

 

Scenario 1 is also used to compare the identification performance of the three methods 

(plus the original method without frequency shift). The minimum number of the 

required measurable DoFs (MD) is considered a criterion. For the sake of fair 

comparison, for all the methods the measurable DoFs are removed gradually from the 

end of the DoF sequence and the experimental frequencies (whose FRFs are measured) 

are selected at a regular interval in the range of 0 to 900Hz controlled by the total 

number of measured frequency points, denoted by NF, which is from 20 to 60. Table 

4-3 lists the results of this comparison, which shows that the MOMD method can get 

acceptable updating results using far fewer measured DoFs than the FDAC and the 

original method. The FDAC method is slightly better than the Original method as it 

has more acceptable NFs with the same MD. However, it takes the longest time to get 

the final solution of updating parameters. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-6 Actual and updating results for damage scenario 1 (top graph for mass 

and bottom graph for stiffness). 

 

Table 4-3 Updating limits of the three methods. 

 

Method  

 

minimum of MD 

 

Acceptable NF 

Single operation 

time(s) 

(MD=15,NF=30) 

Original  8 21, 24, 32, 38, 40, 

58 

1.75 

MOMD 4 33, 59 4.26 

FDAC 8 20, 22, 28, 37, 40, 

41, 42, 44, 47, 48, 

49, 57, 59 

83.86 

 

Secondly, scenario 2 which represents a more severe damage case than scenario 1 is 

used to compare the performance of the three methods in this extreme circumstance. 

This time the experimental FRF data is contaminated by 1% white Gaussian white 
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noise which is introduced though function awgn in MATLAB. Other parameter values 

are the same as before. The numbers of measured DoFs are from 12 to 18; and the 

corresponding numbers of acceptable NF, for which an acceptable result can be 

obtained by the three FRF-based methods are illustrated in Figure 4-7. It is clear that 

for each number of measured DoFs the MOMD method is more likely to achieve 

convergence than the original method. 

 

Figure 4-7 Numbers of acceptable NF for the three methods with different numbers 

of measured DoFs. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-8 Actual and updating results for damage scenario 2 with 3% white 

Gaussian noise polluted data (top graph for mass and bottom graph for stiffness). 
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Then, the proportion of white Gaussian noise is increased to 3% to compare the noise 

robustness of the three methods. The MD and NF are set to 17 and 30 respectively, by 

which an acceptable updating results can be obtained by all methods. After enough 

iterations, the results are considered convergent solutions as shown in Figure 4-8, 

which illustrate that although all methods are able to identify the damage, the MOMD 

method makes the best predictions.  

 

In this section, the FRF-based model updating method is shown and a new frequency 

matching technique is proposed which can be used for the FRF based model updating 

method. With a small additional amount of computational time, a best theoretical 

frequency whose FRF has the minimum order of magnitude difference from the 

experimental one is selected in the vicinity of the related experimental frequency. The 

results of the simulated truss structure show that the MOMD method makes a big 

improvement in the performance of convergence over conventional FRF-based 

identification methods. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

In this section, several common model updating methods are described in detail. Both 

the sensitivity-based and the GA-based updating theory have played a guiding and 

supporting roles in the contents of the following chapters. It can be seen that the 

updating result is susceptible to noise interference. Therefore, it should be ensured that 

the number of reference responses is sufficiently more than the number of updating 

parameters to improve robustness. 

 

The FRF-based updating method is slightly different from the modal data-based 

updating method. A complete column of FRF test data is used in calculating the 

sensitivity matrix as shown in equation (4.26). This requires that each degree of 

freedom of a structure must be measured. If this is not possible, the theoretical model 

will need to be condensed or the experimental data will be expanded, which will 

introduce certain errors. In a specific updating process, matching the theoretical FRF 

with the experimental data can improve the convergence. A MOMD method is 

proposed for its performance due to the traditional FDAC method. In the specific 
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updating process, the best updating results can be obtained by manually selecting the 

FRF data of the appropriate frequencies. 
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Chapter 5 - Modal Strain Energy Based Model 

Updating Method for Damage Identification on 

Beam-like Structures 

5.1 Introduction  

Modal strain energy (MSE) is a sensitive dynamic characteristic for non-destructive 

damage identification. In the past decades, it has been widely used in damage index 

methods for localization of damage. However, this kind of methods often make 

misjudgement, especially for beam- and plate-like structures, because their angular 

displacements usually cannot be measured directly which play an important role in 

calculating element model strain energy. In this chapter, using Gaussian smoothing 

technique and a laser scanning vibrometer, a new MSE-based model updating method 

is proposed for damage assessment of beam-like structures.  

Equation Chapter 5 Section 1 

5.2 Background 

In civil engineering, damage identification (DI) is always a popular topic that seeks to 

detect defects in structures at an early stage. Thus, proper maintenance can be 

implemented in time to avoid a catastrophic loss of life and property. Vibration-based 

DI, as a global DI technique, has drawn great attention in the past decades. 

 

Theoretically, natural frequencies, mode shapes, the derivatives of mode shapes and 

their combinations can all be used in vibration-based DI. Reviews of this research field 

were presented by Doebling, et al. [9] and Fan and Qiao [5]. It can be concluded that 

mode shapes are more sensitive to local damage than natural frequencies but less than 

their derivatives. Among the mode shape derivatives, the performances of methods 

based on mode shape curvature [37], flexibility [30], flexibility curvature [174] and 

modal strain energy (MSE) [45] were compared by Alvandi and Cremona [175] where 

the MSE based method showed the best performance. However, it is intuitive that MSE 

is very sensitive to noise as well as damage, which limits its application to some extent. 
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MSE can be calculated by the FE method using stiffness matrix and mode shapes. Shi 

and Law [47] presented a damage localization method which directly used the change 

ratio of element MSE as a damage index. The theoretical FE model was used as a 

baseline model and the MSE of the damaged model was calculated from measured 

mode shape data. A two-story steel plane frame structure was used for experimental 

verification. Similarly, Shi et al. [48, 49] also proposed their own damage 

quantification methods. Moradipour et al. [51, 52] improved the formula of calculating 

the MSE of the damaged model by using the reduced stiffness matrix.  

 

Although MSE has been shown to be a sensitive damage factor, most damage index 

methods mentioned above have a serious problem: misjudgement. In many papers, 

even for simulated cases, the damage indices of some undamaged elements were not 

close to zero while the threshold for detecting damage was usually based on experience 

or prior knowledge rather than sound science. When noisy data were used, a false 

alarm was likely, which would reduce confidence in the damage severity assessment 

based on this indicator. 

 

Compared with precise localization, the ability of MSE based damage index to locate 

the most possible damage region is more convincing. In many studies, this index was 

developed as a step-1 method which was used as an effective tool to reduce the damage 

searching range. Then damage evaluation was done by other methods based on modal 

data such as frequencies and modes. The evolutionary algorithm based methods like 

tug-of-war optimization [108], cyclical parthenogenesis algorithm [109] and particle 

swarm optimization [100] benefitted most from the reduced searching range. 

 

This researcher believes that MSE has the potential to identify damage independently. 

However, the damage index methods cannot make the most use of the information 

MSE provides, as most of them utilize the MSE of each element separately. 

Conversely, model updating method, as an important branch of the DI field, can take 

advantage of all the measured MSE data at the same time.  

 

However, there is no report in the open literature on model updating method using 

MSE alone with reliable experimental verification. Jaishi and Ren [176] used global 
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MSE (MSE of a whole mode) for model updating. The global MSE was then combined 

with frequency for better performance. The method was not specially designed for DI 

as it focused on the overall dynamic characteristics of the structure. Cha and 

Buyukozturk [177] detected damage by minimizing each element MSE. However, the 

main novelty was the proposed multi-objective optimization approach and the method 

was applied on only a simulated steel frame structure. Yan and Ren [178] derived a 

formula to calculate the sensitivity of element MSE by which it was more intuitive to 

see the influence of damage on each element MSE. Yan, et al. [179] also proposed an 

element MSE sensitivity based damage index method for damage detection, which 

showed good performance on DI of three simulated models. This method was close to 

model updating but it was not experimentally validated.    

 

In reality, generally angular displacements of beam- and plate-like structures are 

difficult to measure. If measurements of only translational displacements at FE nodes 

are available, the measured MSE calculated by the two methods, curvature [45] and 

FE model [47], will be unacceptable for model updating even if an interpolating 

method [43] or a Guyan reduction method [180] is used. Relatively accurate test data 

of the damaged structure is a prerequisite for this kind of method. The author 

recommend to use a finer mesh of measurement points than the FE mesh when element 

MSE is calculated in terms of curvature [171] and to use strain mode shape measured 

by strain gauges to calculate element MSE [181, 182], when the FE method is adopted. 

 

In this chapter, a new MSE based model updating method for beam-like structures is 

presented based on Yan’s method. There is a subtle but important improvement to the 

original formula. Besides, a weighting matrix and a penalty function are incorporated 

for practical applications. Benefiting from advanced instrumentation such as a 

scanning laser vibrometer, some modes are measured on more points than the number 

of the FE nodes and the associated MSEs are calculated. An image filtering technique, 

Gaussian smoothing [183] is also adopted to reduce the influence of noise. The 

proposed method is a baseline free method and can localize and quantify cracks in 

beams accurately in both simulation and experiment. 
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5.3 Basic theory 

In this section, the details of the MSE based model updating method are presented, 

including the formulas, the updating procedure and the data processing of 

measurements. It should be noted that the proposed method is valid for crack-like 

damage. 

 

5.3.1 Sensitivity of element modal strain energy 

The eigenvalue problem of a structure with m elements and n degrees of freedom is 

 r r rλ=Κφ Mφ   (5.1) 

where K and M are the global stiffness and mass matrices, respectively; rλ  and 

rφ are the rth eigenvalue and eigenvector of the structure. The global stiffness and 

mass matrices are the sums of the local ones of individual elements, which can be 

expressed as 
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  (5.2) 

When the FE method is applied, the MSE of the jth element of the rth mode can be 

easily calculated by 

 
T1

2
jr r j rMSE = φ K φ   (5.3) 

where rφ  is normalized by  

 
T 1r r =φ Mφ   (5.4) 

After the required theoretical MSEs are obtained, they will be tuned to the 

experimental ones by updating selected parameters. Traditional model updating 

methods can be roughly divided into two categories: sensitivity and evolutional based 

methods. The former is chosen as it will save much computing time when a large 

number of updating parameters are used.  

 

To apply the sensitivity based method, the first-order derivative of element MSE with 

respect to each updating parameter must be calculated by 
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To calculate the first-order derivatives of mass normalized mode shapes, different 

methods were compared by Lee and Jung [66], and a method was proposed by them: 
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For damage detection, it is assumed that damage will cause a decrease in the stiffness 

of certain elements while the mass of these elements will stay the same. In this chapter, 

the remaining stiffness as a proportion of each element’s original stiffness is taken as 

the updating parameter whose value is limited within [0, 1]. Then, the jth (j = 1, 2, …, 

m) element stiffness matrices of the damaged structure can be represented by 

 d

j j jp=K K   (5.7) 

By this assumption, the sensitivities of the damaged global/local stiffness and mass 

matrices to the ith updating parameter are given as 
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The sensitivity of jth element MSE of the rth mode to the ith parameter is expressed 

by 

 
jr

ijr

i

MSE
S

p


=


  (5.9) 

where ijrS is calculated from equations (5.5), (5.6) and (5.8). Please note that when 

using equation (5.5) and (5.6), K  and jK  should be replaced by 
d

K  and d

jK  , 

respectively. 

 

5.3.2 Calculation of residuals 

The aim of model updating is to minimize the residuals between the selected MSEs of 

the theoretical model and the damaged structure. It can be written as an optimization 

problem whose objective function is 
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  (5.10) 

where ( )MSEa p is the theoretical element MSE vector of the current updating 

parameters and MSEd is the measured element MSE vector from the damaged 

structure. 

 

This optimization problem is solved by the sensitivity based method which is also 

regarded as the iteration based method. In each iteration, the parameters are updated 

to minimize the objection function by the following equation: 
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= = = −
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  (5.11) 

where k represents the kth iteration. mse
S is a matrix of ijrS for the corresponding 

parameter and element MSE, calculated from equation (5.9). As for the residual part, 

the theoretical element MSE is easy to be obtained while the MSEd must be 

calculated from the measured mode shapes. In Yan et al.’s method [179], the element 

MSE of the damaged structure is calculated by 

 
d T d d d T d1 1

2 2r r r rjr j j jMSEd p= =φ K φ φ K φ   (5.12) 

where d

r
φ is the measured mode shape of the rth mode and d

jK  is the damaged 

element stiffness matrix which contains the updating parameter to be determined. Thus, 

the mse
S  and mse

ε  have to be adjusted in their work. That method works for 

simulated examples. However, when experimental measurements are used, the authors 

recommend the following equation which is further discussed in section 5.4. 

 
d T d1

2 r rjr jMSEd = φ K φ   (5.13) 

Rather than using the FE method, in this research, the curvature based method is used 

for more accurate calculations, whose formula is  

 
1 1* 2 21 1
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+ +

= =    (5.14) 

where  xxv  is the mode shape curvature, and EI is the bending stiffness. By assuming 

that the real stiffness
*EI is affected by the damage slightly, EI is considered 

unchanged and the damage is only reflected by the curvature change. With much more 
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measurement points than the FE nodes, the angular displacements and the curvatures 

are obtained by the measured displacements as 

 , 1 ,1
, ,,     

x i x ii i
x i xx i

v vv v
v v

h h

++
−−

= =   (5.15) 

where i represents the ith measurement point and h is the distance between 2 

measurement points. 

 

5.3.3 Data processing 

In equation (5.15) the finite difference method is used to calculate the mode shape 

curvature. A smaller h will produce more accurate xxv  theoretically while it will 

amplify the noise influence at the same time. In order to reduce the noise effect, 

Gaussian smoothing [183], also referred to as Gaussian blur or Gaussian filter, is 

introduced to process the data to get more precise curvature from measured 

displacements. This technique is originally used to ‘blur’ images which will remove 

noise but inevitably some useful information. It is very suitable for denoising measured 

MSE as the curvature of the damage structure is supposed to be fairly smooth without 

noise and integration is less affected by such ‘blur’. 

 

The Gaussian filtering of the response of a point outputs the weighted average of the 

responses at that point and its neighbours. The weighting of each point is calculated 

by the Gaussian distribution 

 

2

22
1

( ) e
2

x

σG x
σ

−

=   (5.16) 

where σ is the standard deviation of the distribution, x is the distance between the 

afore-mentioned reference point and one of all the other points within this 

neighbourhood. This distribution is illustrated in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1 1-D Gaussian distribution with σ =1. 

 

The weightings should also be normalized to make sure that their sum is 1. Then the 

measured data are filtered by this vector through convolution operation. The noise-

induced fluctuation is decreased and its great performance is shown in section 5.5. 

 

After reliable curvature measurements are obtained, an interpolation method is used to 

get a better integration result in equation (5.14). In each element, the integration 

region is divided into subregions whose meshes are finer than the measurement mesh, 

and in each subregion the curvature is assumed to be constant. The values of these 

parts equal to their left points which are determined by the nearest 3 measurement 

points through the following curve fitting equation 

 
2

0 1 2( )xxv x c c x c x= + +   (5.17) 

Moreover, the experimental translational displacement and angular displacement data 

at the FE nodes are also obtained through the interpolation, which allows the whole 

displacement data to be mass normalized initially as the FE mode shapes 

 d T d*1/ ( )
r rr r=dis dis φ Mφ   (5.18) 

where rdis is the measured displacement vector of the rth mode. 

  

It is easy to prove that the theoretical model will give the same mode shape result even 

if a different E is used for the whole structure. Thus, the initial values of E and 𝜌 do 

not need to be very accurate as each of them has the same effect on all the element 

MSE respectively and only damage will change element MSE if the mode shapes are 

normalized to the same mass matrix. This means that there is no need to have test data 
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of the intact structure and MSE based model updating is a baseline free damage 

identification method.  

5.3.4 Model updating procedure 

Besides efficient data processing to make MSE measurements more reliable, the 

objective function in model updating can be improved through introducing weightings. 

A different weighting for each measurement and a penalty function are added in 

equation (5.10). The new objection function is defined as 
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  (5.19) 

 

mse
W is the weighting matrix to make MSE of different modes have a similar influence. 

It is a diagonal matrix whose elements are calculated by 

 , , 2

1

(mean( ))
mse i i

r

W =
MSEd

  (5.20) 

where mseiiW represents the weighting of the ith residual which belongs to the rth mode. 

mean( )rMSEd is the average value of all the measured element MSEs of the rth mode. 

 

gw  in equation (5.19) is the weighting of the penalty function which is used to adjust 

the influence of the two parts in the objective function and is set to 20 in the following 

sections. 

 

The proposed MSE based model updating method is mainly used for DI. Theoretically, 

there is no reason for the value of any of the updating parameters to become greater 

than 1. So it is reasonable to add a penalty function ( )g p to stop the procedure from 

producing meaningless results. In the penalty function, the upper bound is set as b 

whose value should be slightly more than 1 to allow 1ip = . a is a very large value to 

ensure that the penalty function has little influence when 1ip  . In this chapter, a and 

b are set to 10000 and 1.05, respectively. 

The sensitivity of the penalty function is also shown and the new objective function is 

minimised with respect to p  though the following equations 
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The above equations are easy to understand and hence are not explained in detail here. 

As mentioned before, many iterations will be needed to get a converged solution. Also, 

in each iteration the step length of parameter change should also be limited by sl  so 

that 

 

,                    max( )

,   max( )
max( )

sl

sl
sl

= 



= 


Δp Δp Δp

Δp Δp Δp
Δp

  (5.23) 

Control of the step length is very important because the problem is nonlinear and the 

sensitivity matrix is only valid in a small range of p (and thus must be updated in 

iterations). The value of sl  should be much smaller than b-1 to prevent any parameter 

from exceeding the upper bound b in equation (5.19). sl  used in this chapter is set 

to 0.01. 

 

Finally, the procedure of the proposed method is summarized as follows: 

 

• Step 1:  Select the elements to be updated and modes to be used in the 

procedure. 

• Step 2:  Calculate the required MSEd in equation (5.14) from the measured 

data and the data processing technique. 
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• Step 3:  In each iteration, calculate the current sensitivity matrix jS , the 

weighting matrix W  and the residual vector jr by the input jp and MSEd

in equation (5.22). Initially, 0 =p 1 . 

• Step 4:  Solve the least square solutionΔp in equation (5.22). 

• Step 5:  Ensure that the step length satisfies equation (5.23). Then check if 

2
cΔp (c is a given tolerance), the updating procedure converges; otherwise 

set 1j j+ = +p p Δp and go to Step 3. 

 

After model updating, the location and severity of damage are exposed as the 

proportional loss of each element’s stiffness by the updated parameters. The severity 

evaluated by model updating method has its own physical meaning, which is better 

than the damage index method. 

 

5.4 Numerical simulation 

In this section, a simply supported beam, similar to the numerical example used in 

reference [179], is used to verify the proposed method. The beam is divided into 15 

elements and its geometrical data are shown in Figure 5-2. The material properties are 

set as 32GPa in Young’s modulus, 2500 kg/m3 in mass density and 0.3 in Passion’s 

ratio (which can represent reinforced concrete). 

 

 

Figure 5-2 Simulate simply supported beam and its geometry. 
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Figure 5-3 Beam model with damage of a crack built in Patran. 

 

The theoretical model of the beam in Figure 5-2 is built in Matlab using Euler-

Bernoulli beam elements whose updating parameters defined in equation (5.7) are 

updated to detect damage of another model with the same dimensions and material but 

with a crack. This damaged model is built in Patran using 2D quadrilateral shell 

elements (CQUAD4) whose z-direction deflections of all nodes are fixed to 0 to allow 

only in-plane vibration. The crack locates at 2.2m from the left, which is at the centre 

of the 6th element of the theoretical model, and the depth of the crack is 0.05m from 

the top. As shown in Figure 5-3, a much finer mesh, especially at the tip of the crack, 

is applied on the beam in the commercial software while the mesh seed of the bottom 

line of the model is exactly 0.08m. Vibration data of this damaged model solved by 

Nastran are used as ‘measured’ data. 

 

Initially, the ‘measured’ data are used to obtain the element MSEs of the model built 

in Matlab in the damaged state and the 1st mode element MSEs of 4 different sources 

are compared in Figure 5-4(a). The 4 sources are referred to as ‘curvature method’, 

‘real result’, ‘intact model’ and ‘FE1 method’, respectively, and are defined below. 

 

The ‘curvature method’ refers to the element MSEs computed from equation (5.14) 

and (5.15) using the ‘measured’ translation displacements of the nodes on the bottom 

line of the damaged model (Figure 5-3). This is also the suggested way in this chapter. 

 

The ‘real result’ refers to the element MSEs computed directly from the detailed FE 

model (as shown in Figure 5-3) in Nastran. The element MSEs of the shell elements 

in the corresponding region of each beam element are added up to get its MSE in the 

damaged state. 
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The ‘intact model’ refers to the element MSEs of the theoretical model (Figure 5-2) 

when all the elements are undamaged. 

 

The ‘FE1 method’ refers to the calculated element MSEs from equation (5.13). The 

translational displacement and angular displacement data at the FE nodes that are 

obtained after the ‘curvature method’ are now used. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-4 MSE calculation: (a) Comparison of element MSEs of 1st mode from 

different sources; (b) Curvature of the 1st mode. 

 

From Figure 5-4(a), it is clear that the largest difference in element MSEs exists in 

element 6 which is just the element with crack in the damaged model. So element 
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MSEs are capable of reflecting damage. There are slight computation errors of MSEs 

by the curvature method at the undamaged elements compared with the real ones, and 

this error is much larger at the damaged element. The reason should be that the real 

stiffness
*EI of the beam is considerably reduced at the crack location but is assumed 

to be unchanged in equation (5.14). Usually, the absolute value of the mode shape 

curvature is largest in such a region as shown in Figure 5-4(b). Thus, it can be 

concluded that the curvature method produces a much larger element MSE of the 

damaged element than the real one, which is regarded as a merit for DI in this research 

as this method can expose the damage area. 

 

The FE1 method gives similar results to the curvature method, as it also uses the 

undamaged stiffness matrix to calculate element MSEs. This method can be used 

instead of the curvature method if the measured translational displacements and 

angular displacements are reliable and sufficient in number. However, there is a higher 

possibility for FE1 method to produce large errors as it uses fewer measured data. 

 

The difference between element MSEs of the real result and the intact model shows 

the influence of stiffness loss in element 6. This influence is illustrated in more detail 

in Figure 5-5 where the element MSEs of the theoretical model under different input 

of 6p  are shown. As damage increases in element 6, the MSE of the damaged 

element increases while the MSEs of the other elements decrease monotonously. 

Therefore, MSE is a reliable indicator in the sensitivity-based model updating method. 

 

 

Figure 5-5 Element MSEs of 1st mode calculated by theoretical model with different   

values. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-6 Updating results of the data from curvature method: (a) Damage severity 

represented by d−1 p ; (b) MSE comparison. 

 

The proposed model updating procedure is applied based on the element MSEs from 

the curvature method. In this simulation, only the data of the 1st mode are used as 

enough information is available from them without measurement noise. The updated 

parameter vector, dp  , is shown in Figure 5-6(a) in terms of d−1 p to represent the 

severity of the damage. It is clear that the MSE based model updating method can 

accurately locate the damage. 

 

The MSEs of the updated model are compared with the ones from the intact model and 

the curvature method in Figure 5-6(b), which shows that the updated model’s MSE of 
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the damaged element is close to the MSE from the curvature method. However, as 

mentioned before, the curvature method overestimates that MSE, which amplifies 

damage severity and the differences between MSEs of other undamaged elements as 

6p  decreases. The updating procedure tends to increase all the parameter values (the 

stiffness) of these undamaged elements, which would cause a reduction in those 

differences. However, this increase would be constrained by the penalty function. That 

is why in Figure 5-6(a), there is a small decrease in the values of damage severity of 

most undamaged elements. It should be noted that although in this simulation the 

measurement noise is absent, there are still modelling errors and numerical errors in 

the ‘measured’ data. Thus, the errors in the final values of the updating parameters are 

considered acceptable. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-7 Updating results of the data from real result: (a) Updated parameters 

change from 1; (b) MSE comparison. 
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As a comparison, the updating result based on the element MSEs of the real result is 

also presented. The updated MSEs are very close to the real ones, as shown in Figure 

5-7(b). However, the DI result shown in Figure 5-7(a) is not good enough. Even though 

the largest damage is located in element 6, there are obvious false alarms in elements 

1 and 15. Moreover, there exist considerable errors in the updating result of elements 

7 to 14. This time the MSE of the damaged element is not overestimated; but, the 

effects of the modelling error and integration error in the updating procedure have 

increased compared with the effects of the cracks. Also, the evaluated damage severity 

of the damaged element becomes lower than that predicted by the curvature method, 

which causes the errors of other elements to increase, as shown when Figure 5-6(a) 

and Figure 5-7(a) are compared. The updated parameters may produce close 

theoretical element MSEs to the ones of the real result, while their changes, d−1 p , 

cannot reflect damage well. Of course, some extra efforts could be made to improve 

this DI result. However, it is preferred to use the curvature method directly for 

simplicity and the exposure of damage. 

 

The updated parameters are also used to calculate the ‘measured’ element MSEs from 

equation (5.12), using damaged stiffness matrix and ‘measured’ mode shape data, 

which is referred to as ‘FE2 method’ shown in Figure 5-7(b). It can be seen that overall 

the MSEs of the FE2 method are closer to the real ones than FE1 while there is still a 

considerable error in the damaged element. Therefore, there is no guarantee that the 

result of using data from the FE2 method will be better than the curvature method and 

FE1 method in this simulation, let alone a few challenges that need to be overcome 

before using this method as the damage is not known in advance. 

 

In this simulation, the proposed method shows good performance in DI. The effect of 

damage is amplified by using the curvature method to calculate the ‘measured’ MSEs, 

which helps to detect damage at an early stage. Although the method actually 

overestimates the severity of the damage, the evaluation can still be used to reveal the 

severities of different damage, especially for the different severities of damage at the 

same location. The method also shows a good resistance to modelling errors and 

numerical errors. The influence of measurement noise together with the performance 

of the Gaussian smoothing technique is analysed in the next section. 
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5.5 Experimental setup and results 

In this section, the proposed method is validated by experimental measurements of a 

cantilever beam. The beam is made of aluminium having dimensions of 

0.64×0.02×0.02m3  and is fixed between two metal blocks with 4 bolts to apply a 

sufficient preload to implement clamping. Damage is introduced as 2 small cracks cut 

at specified locations. Details of the cracks are listed in Table 5-1 and 99 measurement 

points are distributed along the beam as shown in Figure 5-8(b). A PSV-500 scanning 

laser vibrometer is used to set up the measurement mesh and acquire the velocity 

responses at these points. This device can perform non-contact measurements with 

high precision and can greatly save test time when there are a large number of points 

which need to be measured repeatedly. 

 

The whole experimental setup (shown in Figure 5-8(b)) also involves a shaker (LDS 

V406) fixed at the free end of the beam, a force sensor inserted between the shaker 

and the beam to measure the input force, and an amplifier to boost input signals from 

the PSV-500 system. In practice, the mode shapes are measured in 2 steps. Firstly, a 

pseudorandom excitation in the frequency range of 0-2000 Hz is generated by the 

PSV-500 system and the natural frequencies of the beam are estimated from the 

measured FRF peaks. Secondly, sinusoidal excitation signals near the natural 

frequencies are generated to ensure that they are strong and stable signals and the 

measured responses are regarded as the mode shapes of the corresponding frequencies. 

In this test, the measured natural frequencies and the frequencies of excitation used are 

listed in Table 5-2. 

 

Table 5-1 Information of crack configurations. 

Cracks Location (m) 
Corresponding 

element 

Depth 

(m) 
Width(m) 

Crack 1 0.014 4 0.006 0.001 

Crack 2 0.034 9 0.006 0.001 
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Table 5-2 Natural frequencies of the damaged beam and the used driving frequencies 

of the shaker.  

Modes Natural frequencies (Hz) Driving Frequencies (Hz) 

1 36.3 33 

2 229.4 230 

3 640.0 635 

4 1241.9 1254 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-8 Photos of test on a cantilever beam: (a) Experimental setup; (b) 

Measurement points set up by PSV-500 system. 
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As this method is a baseline free method, common aluminium material properties are 

used: 69 GPa in Young’s modulus, 2700 kg/m3 in mass density and 0.33 in Passion’s 

ratio. An FE model similar to the one shown in Figure 5-2 is built with fixed-free 

boundary conditions (the beam is divided into 16 elements). Then, the measured mode 

shape data are normalized and element MSEs of different modes are calculated based 

on this theoretical model. 

 

Even though the measured mode shape data at each point are an average of 60 

responses at the same location, it is not precise enough, as the mesh is too fine. Hence 

Gaussian smooth technique is adopted. In this research, the technique is applied before 

each finite difference calculation is performed (equation (5.15)), using the ‘fspecial’ 

and ‘imfliter’ functions of MATLAB. For different measured mode shape data, the 

input function parameters are carefully chosen to reduce fluctuation in the data. The 

curvatures of mode 1 calculated with and without smoothing are shown in Figure 5-9. 

It is clear that the calculation of curvature is significantly improved by applying 

Gaussian smoothing technique. Also, the MSEs can reflect the damage better than the 

curvature, as the effect of noise is reduced by the integration in equation (5.14). 

 

  

(a) Measured mode shape displacement. (b) Smoothed displacement. 
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(c) Angular displacement calculated 

from (a). 

(d) Smoothed angular displacement 

calculated from (b). 

  

(e) Curvature calculated from (c). (f) Curvature calculated from (d). 

  

(g) Normalized curvature square from 

(b), (d) and (f). 

(h) MSE calculated by curvature 

method compared with that of the intact 

theoretical model. 

Figure 5-9 MSE calculation based on the experimental data. 

 

However, in the practical application, the MSEs of elements 1 and 16 cannot be 

calculated correctly by the curvature method. The first reason is that it is hard to obtain 
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measurement data near the two ends of the beam due to the presence of the clamp and 

the shaker. Additionally, the measured mode shape values at those points near the two 

ends cannot be smoothed properly as there are not enough left/right points for 

averaging. In Figure 5-9(g), it is obvious that the first several points of the MSE are 

incorrect, as they should form a downward trend since the MSE of element 1 should 

be the largest in the 1st mode. In this chapter, only the calculation of MSEs of elements 

2 to 15 is guaranteed to be accurate, so parameters 2 to 15 are selected in updating. 

This limitation is caused by insufficient measurement capability rather than the 

updating method itself. 

 

 

Figure 5-10 Updating results of the experimental data shown by reduced proportion. 

 

  

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 5-11 Comparison of MSE of different modes between the intact model, 

calculated by the curvature method and the updated model: (a) Mode 1; (b) Mode 2; 

(c) Mode 3; (d) Mode 4. 

 

The MSEs of the first 4 modes are used in the model updating procedure shown in 

Figure 5-11 and the updating result is shown in Figure 5-10. Cracks are correctly 

located at elements 4 and 9 with quite accurate evaluation of relative severity. The 

MSEs of the updated model are also compared with those of the intact model and the 

measured ones. It can be seen that there are many obvious differences between some 

element MSEs of the updated model and the measured ones. However, based on the 

reasonable objective function proposed in this chapter, the effect of measurement noise 

and modelling errors is reduced to a very low level. Thus, this method is verified as an 

effective and robust multi-damage identification method for beam-like structures. 

 

It should be noted that an element MSE cannot reflect damage if its value is small. For 

example, it is hard to see the difference between MSE of element 4 of mode 2 of the 

intact model and the measured one in Figure 5-11(b). That is why measurements of 4 

modes are used to get a good result, or some false positives will be seen in the elements 

near the free end. Nonetheless, the damage in elements 4 and 9 can always be detected. 

In contrast, the precise updating result of element 16 can hardly be obtained even 

though its MSE measurement is available, as its value is close to 0 for all modes. As 

far as DI is concerned, parts of the structure like element 16 can be ignored since their 

damage usually does not affect the function of the structure. As for parts of structures 
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like element 1, it can be detected by using extra tools to measure its MSE or using a 

local damage detection technique. 

 

5.6 Influence of damping 

In reality, the existence of damping is inevitable. It will cause the measurement result 

of the mode shape to become a complex vector. Since damping is not the focus of this 

thesis, in the previous section, the magnitude of measured complex mode shape data 

are used as normal modes, and the effect of damping is simply classified as that of  

noise. In this section, a numerical simulation is used to demonstrate the effect of 

damping itself on the proposed method. 

 

Damping is a mathematical approximation used to reflect the energy dissipation of 

materials. Two types of damping are generally used for linear-elastic materials: 

viscous and structural. The structural damping force is proportional to displacement. 

In Patran's simulation, the structural damping coefficient can be added directly from 

the material property settings, which will cause the calculated natural frequencies to 

increase. However, structural damping has little influence on the mode shapes. The 

imaginary part of the complex modes can be ignored and the measured MSE do not 

change in the simulation. 

 

Figure 5-12 Beam with grounded viscous dampers (view of part of the beam that 

covers the crack). 

 

The viscous damping force is proportional to velocity. It can decrease the natural 

frequencies and raise the proportion of the imaginary part of the complex modes. But 

viscous damping cannot be set directly in the material property. Instead, each node of 

the beam used in Section 5.4 is connected to a grounded viscous damper (only Y-
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direction is restricted) as shown in Figure 5-12. In this way, the viscous damping 

from the grounded damper will mainly affect the first mode of the beam. This effect 

is regarded similar to that caused by the material viscous damping. 

 

The damping coefficient (dc) is required to be an input for all the dampers. 4 cases 

are compared in which the dc has been set to 0, 5, 20, 50, respectively. The 

corresponding modal damping ratios are as 0, 0.703, 0.2814, 0.7096, respectively, 

calculated by the following equation ( d and n are obtained from Nastran .f06 

file): 

 
2

d n1  = −   (5.24) 

where   is the modal damping ratios, n  is the undamped natural frequency and 

d  is the damped natural frequency. 

 

 

Figure 5-13 The 1st mode MSE calculation results comparison. 

 

Based on the magnitude of the complex mode shape data, the 1st mode MSE 

calculation results of the 4 cases are calculated by equation (5.14). As shown in 

Figure 5-13, when the value of dc is below 20, the 1st mode MSE data of the damped 

beam are almost the same with the undamped beam (dc=0), which means the viscous 

damping will not affect the damage identification result if the modal damping ratio is 

less than 0.3.  
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Figure 5-14 Updating results of the 2 cases. 

 

Besides, in the extreme case (dc=50), the influence of the viscous damping is 

obvious. For example, the 1st complex mode shape of a random node is -4.4e-2 -

3.3e-4i. Although the MSE data calculated in this case have big differences from the 

other cases, the damage identification result of this case is still acceptable as shown 

in Figure 5-14, which is a strong proof of the robustness of the proposed method. 

 

The effect of material damping on real structure is more complicated. However, 

through the analysis of this section and the experiment in Section 5.5, it can be 

concluded that for the low-damping materials commonly used in engineering, the 

method proposed in this chapter is not much affected by the damping and is feasible 

for damage identification. 

 

5.7 Conclusion 

In this study, a modal strain energy (MSE) based model updating method is proposed 

for damage identification. This method is a baseline free method which can locate and 

quantify multiple damages at the same time. Measured element MSEs are calculated 

from curvatures, and Gaussian smoothing technique is introduced to get reliable 

curvature data based on modal displacement measurements. Cases of a simulated 

simply supported beam and an experimental cantilever beam are used to validate the 

effectiveness of this method. The results show that this method can identify damage 

correctly and is robust to the measurement noise from the test of using a scanning laser 

vibrometer. The proposed method is recommended for structures with low-damping 
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materials and should perform even better if a more advanced MSE testing technique is 

available. 
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Chapter 6 - A Kriging model-based finite element 

model updating method for damage detection. 

6.1 Introduction 

Model updating is an effective means of damage identification and surrogate 

modelling has attracted considerable attention for saving computational cost in finite 

element (FE) model updating especially for large-scale structures. This chapter 

presents a new surrogate model-based model updating method taking advantage of the 

measured FRFs. The Frequency Domain Assurance Criterion (FDAC) is used to build 

the objective function whose nonlinear response surface is constructed as a Kriging 

model. Then, the efficient global optimization (EGO) algorithm is introduced to get 

the model updating results. The proposed method has good accuracy and robustness, 

which are verified by a numerical simulation of a cantilever and experimental test of a 

laboratory three-story structure. The main content of this chapter was published in 

reference [184]. 

Equation Chapter 6 Section 1 

6.2 Background 

In early research, the sensitivity-based and evolutionary algorithm-based model 

updating methods had achieved great success. However, one of the main limitations 

of model updating methods in engineering applications is computational efficiency. In 

theory, the denser the FE mesh is, the more accurate prediction of the structural 

response is — a dense FE mesh improves the reliability of the model updating results. 

However, a very fine FE mesh will result in a considerable increase in the 

computational time of a single theoretical model response. If the model updating 

procedure requires a considerable number of iterations to converge, the required 

computation time will be long and even become unacceptable, especially when 

running FE analyses of complicated structures. 

 

In this context, the surrogate model (also called the response surface method), as a 

quick alternative to computer experiments (FE analysis), has attracted the attention of 

many researchers. The core idea of a surrogate model is to replace the FE analysis 
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model with a much more simplified model for the relationship between the parameters 

and the response. After confirming the accuracy of the surrogate model, the response 

of the original model is calculated directly through this model to achieve the purpose 

of a quick solution. 

 

At present, the surrogate model-based global optimization has been extended to 

nonlinear optimization problems [185]. There have been many applications of 

surrogate models in place of the finite element models. Ren and Chen [114], and Fang 

and Perera [8], Fang and Perera [113] use the response surface method for model 

updating and damage identification. The polynomial of a particular order is used to fit 

the relationship between the parameters and the responses. In most cases, the first and 

second-order polynomials are the two most commonly used models: 
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  (6.1) 

where y is an output response, ix  is one of n input parameters (usually the updating 

parameters),  denotes the unconsidered residual between the real value and the 

mathematical expression. The least-squares method is used to determine the 

coefficients ( i ) of the polynomial based on reasonable initial sampling [2, 8, 113, 

114, 186] (using D-optimal design or central composite design). A small number of 

sampling points can be effectively used to predict the response of the structure under 

different parameters. The second formula contains more quadratic terms about the 

updating parameters, so that it can better describe the gradient change of the response 

surface compared with the first formula. In practical applications, the order of the 

polynomial selected should be judged based on the approximate shape of the response 

surface. 

 

Furthermore, as a special response surface construction method similar to the Gaussian 

basis function [118], the Kriging model has received more and more attention in recent 

years [119]. Khodaparast, et al. [187] used a Kriging model to establish the relationship 

between the positional parameters of two beams and the frequency of the whole 

structure, for fast interval model updating to define the uncertain range of the 
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parameters. Liu, et al. [120] proposed a 2-level model updating method based on 

Kriging predictor for large complex structures.  

 

Most of the methods mentioned above have chosen the frequency as the output 

response of the surrogate model. This is mainly because the response surface of a 

frequency has a relatively gentle shape with respect to different system parameters. 

Especially when a polynomial is used as the mathematical construct of a surrogate 

model, the frequency is not sensitive to the cross terms of the polynomial. So an 

accurate response surface can be built from a small number of sample points. On the 

other hand, the FRF can provide more structural vibration information than the 

frequency and its use as the response in surrogate modelling is worth investigating, 

which has rarely been attempted. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6-1 Real response surface of (a) First order frequency; (b) FRF(1,1). 
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This is mainly because the response surfaces of the FRF data are difficult to be built. 

Figure 6-1 shows the real response surface of the first-order frequency and a specified 

FRF (FRF(1,1) at frequency 0.45) of the model in section 4.3 while the 2 variables are 

the coefficients ( changing from 0.8 to 1.2) of the k2 and k3 whose default values are 

70N/m and 120N/m, respectively. It is obvious that it is easy to use mathematical 

tools to approximate the frequency response surface while the FRF response surface 

can hardly be simulated. 

 

Therefore, in this chapter, a new strategy is proposed to utilize those responses that 

change sharply with the updating parameter in the response surface-based model 

updating method. When dealing with the FRF data, a Kriging model with good 

simulation performance of a nonlinear response surface is constructed to establish the 

relationship between the updating parameters and the residual of the FDAC value, and 

a model updating method is used based on the Kriging model for damage identification. 

The EGO algorithm is introduced to realize fast convergence of the updating procedure. 

The proposed method is applied to a simulated example of a cantilever beam with 3 

weakened elements and a laboratory three-story frame structure to verify its 

effectiveness. 

 

6.3 Kriging based model updating method 

In this section, the theory of the Kriging based model updating method is presented. 

Generally, it requires two steps to build a precise Kriging model. The first step is to 

build a Kriging model through initial sample points generated by design of 

experiments (DOE). The second step is to add a new sample point by a specified infill 

criterion and rebuild the Kriging model until the precision of the prediction value 

meets the requirements. 

 

In this chapter, the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method is used to produce initial 

sample points, the number of which is usually 10 times the dimension. The infill 

criterion is described in section 6.3.3. 

 

6.3.1 Construction of Kriging Model 
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A Kriging model is a surrogate model based on a stochastic process. It was originally 

put forward in geostatistics and made its way into engineering design following the 

work of Sacks, et al. [188]. For a given set of sample data (input),  
T

1 2 n, , ,=X x x x , 

and the observed responses (output),  
T

1 2 n, , ,y y y=Y , the expression of the 

Kriging model that reflects the relationship between them is : 

 ( ) ( ) ( ),     1,2, ,i i iy z i n= + =T
x f x β x   (6.2) 

where ( )if x is a polynomial vector of the sample ix , β  is the vector of the linear 

regression coefficients to be estimated and ( )iz x represents errors and is assumed to be 

a stochastic process that follows a normal distribution of
2(0, )N   with a zero mean 

and standard deviation . 

 

It should be noted that the basic assumption of the Kriging model is that the same input 

will lead to an identical output. Therefore, the deviation between the output response 

and the polynomial regression part is only due to the modelling error itself, regardless 

of the measurement error and other random factors. This method does not depend on 

the simulated precision of the polynomial part to the response surface, but focuses on 

constructing the appropriate surrogate model by effective filling of the stochastic 

process part, which makes it more suitable for dealing with nonlinearity. Thus, the 

polynomial part is often taken as a constant in some other references. 

 

To estimate the stochastic process ( )z x , Kriging assumes that the true response surface 

is continuous, and any two points will trend to have the same value as the distance in 

between approaches zero and it is the same for ( )z x of two points. Thus, the 

correlation between ( )z x  of any two sample points can be expressed as a function of 

their spatial distance. The most widely used Gaussian correlation model is adopted 

here: 

 
2

1

( ( ), ( )) exp
m

k k

i j k i j

k

R z z x x
=

 
= − − 

 
x x   (6.3) 

where
k

ix and k

jx are the kth components of the two sample points xi and xj, m denotes 

the number of design variables, k controls the decay rate of correlation on different 
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dimensions. And then the matrix of correlation functions between sample points is 

obtained as 

 

1 1 1

1

( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , )

n

n n n

R R

R R

 
 

=
 
  

x x x x

R

x x x x

  (6.4) 

Then the likelihood function of the sample point can be written as: 

 

( )

( ) ( )
T 1

/2 21/22

1
exp

22
m

L


− − −
= − 

  

Y Fβ R Y Fβ

R
  (6.5) 

where F  is a matrix of vector ( )f x  for each sample point. R  is the determinant of

R which is a function of k . According to the maximum likelihood function method, 

one can get: 

 ( ) ( )

T 1 1 T 1

T 1

2

ˆ ( )

ˆ
n



− − −

−

=

− −
=

β F R F F R Y

Y Fβ R Y Fβ   (6.6) 

Based on this, the logarithmic form of the maximum likelihood function can be written 

as: 

 
2 1

ˆln( ) ln( ) ln
2 2

m
L  − − R   (6.7) 

The maximum value of the function above is solved by the genetic algorithm to 

determine the value of the decay rate k on different dimensions. 

 

At this point, a Kriging model linking the sample point and the response is constructed. 

The next step is to predict the value of new points. For any point 0x , following the 

principle that the predicted value for the point continues to maximize the augmented 

likelihood function of both the sample point and the new point, the predicted response 

value can be obtained by: 

 T T 1

0 0 0
ˆ ˆˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y −= + −x f x β r x R Y Fβ   (6.8) 

and the mean squared error of the predictor can also be calculated to estimate the 

accuracy of the predicted value, which is denoted by
2ˆ ( )s x : 

  
1

T

2 2 T T
( )0

ˆ ( ) 1 ( ), ( )
( )

s 

−    
 = −   
    

f xF
x f x r x

r xF R
  (6.9) 
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where
T

0( )r x is a row vector of correlation function between the new point and each 

sample point: 

  T

0 0 1 0( ) ( , ), , ( , )nR R=r x x x x x   (6.10) 

It is worth noting that when the value of the ith sample point is predicted, since

T 1( )i

−
r x R  equals the ith order unit vector (whose elements are all zero except the ith 

element which is one), equation (6.8) becomes: 

 T Tˆ ˆˆ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i iy y y= + − =x f x β f x β   (6.11) 

which shows that Kriging model predicts the real response value at the sample point. 

That is why it can be considered an interpolation technique. Interested readers can refer 

to references [116, 189] for a more detailed presentation of the theory, and to reference 

[188] for a more detailed formulation based on the idea of the best linear unbiased 

predictor. 

 

6.3.2 Kriging model in model updating 

Model updating technique is to make the theoretical model, usually the FE model, 

produce a response as closely as possible to the experimental data. The traditional 

sensitivity-based model updating method uses the sensitivity matrix to correlate the 

updating parameters with the residuals of the response, which is the first derivative of 

the response residual with respect to the updating parameters, and then iteratively 

solves the associated optimization by the (weighted) least-squares method. However, 

this method usually requires the knowledge of all the degrees of freedom (DoFs) of 

the FE model. When some DoFs cannot be measured, the model condensation 

technique shall be used and if the number of measured response points is much smaller 

than the number of the model degrees of freedom, this method will fail to give a unique 

solution. 

 

Model updating can be essentially considered an optimization problem which can be 

formulated in the following form: 

 min ( ), s.t.   ,    1,2, ,j j jf lb x ub j n  =x   (6.12) 

where ( )f x is the objective function and usually the response residual between 

theoretical prediction and experimental data, design variable jx is the jth parameter of 
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the structure to be updated,  jlb and jub are the lower and upper bound of jx , 

respectively. 

 

By solving this optimization problem, design variable vector x which minimizes the 

objective function (response residual) gives the right updating parameter values. 

Besides using the sensitivity method which can also be regarded as the steepest descent 

method, the artificial intelligence algorithm is also convenient. In this chapter, the 

widely used genetic algorithm (GA) is selected again. The advantage of this method is 

that it is easy to update some special parameters of which the sensitivity matrices are 

difficult to calculate and to specify the interval of parameters to prevent them from 

convergence to meaningless results. 

 

Of course, due to the strong complementarity among the updating parameters, the 

optimization problem of model updating is a typical multi-peak problem. The 

algorithm can easily cause convergence to a local optimal solution if the number of 

updating parameters is large. In addition, the core problem of this approach is that a 

huge number of objective function values at different sets of design variables are 

required by the GA to find the global minimum. If the computation time taken to 

evaluate a single value of the objective functional from the theoretical model is long, 

the total duration of solution by the algorithm may be unacceptable. That is why a 

Kriging model is required here to calculate the objective function instead of the 

original FE model.  

 

There are two ways to use the Kriging model to improve the computational efficiency 

in the model updating procedure. Firstly, the response of the FE model is used as the 

output response. A precise Kriging model is constructed for every response to totally 

replace the FE analysis in the subsequent model updating procedure. However, this 

kind of usage is mainly for the frequency as response and for a few updating 

parameters. When it comes to FRF, for Kriging model construction, not only many 

measured responses are required, but also many sample points are required since the 

true response surface of the FRF is much more complicated than that of the frequency. 
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These are the main reasons why in this chapter the second way is taken in which the 

value of the objective function of the optimization is directly used as the output 

response of the Kriging model. In so doing, only one Kriging model is required to be 

built and the EGO algorithm is adopted to obtain the model updating results, which is 

described in the next subsection. 

 

However, it is unwise to set the residual of FRF between the theoretical and 

experimental FRF models as the objective function, because there is easily a big 

difference in magnitude between the two FRFs at a specified frequency and in this 

case, their residual may overwhelm the influence of the smaller residuals at other 

frequencies. 

 

Hence Frequency Domain Assurance Criterion, proposed by Pascual [80, 81] to 

compare the correlation between two FRFs, is introduced to be the objective function: 

 
1

(1 ( ) )
n

i i

i

f w FDAC 
=

= −   (6.13) 

where n is the number of selected frequencies, i  is the ith frequency, and iw is the 

weighting. 

 

The revised FDAC given in [77] is adopted: 

 

T
R R

a x

I I

a x

R R

a x

I I

a x

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

FDAC

 

 


 

 

   
   

  =
   
   

  

h h

h h

h h

h h

  (6.14) 

where h is a specified column of the FRF matrix,ω is the frequency, subscripts “a” and 

“x” are corresponding to the theoretical and experimental data respectively and 

superscripts “R” and “I” denote the real part and imaginary part of the FRF vector h , 

respectively. It follows from equation (6.14) that FDAC values are limited to the 

interval [-1, 1], regardless of the modulus value difference between two vectors. 

 

There are 2 more main advantages of the proposed objective function: 
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1. It contains more physical meanings during the model updating procedure, 

which can improve the reliability of the updating results. 

2. The shape of the response surface becomes more gentle, which reduces the 

fitting difficulty of the Kriging model. 

 

Moreover, unlike the sensitivity-based method, it is not necessary to use FRFs of all 

the DoFs to calculate the FDAC value. The consistency of several sets of FRF curves 

is sufficient to ensure correct updating results, which allows elimination of the 

measured data with low signal to noise ratio. 

 

6.3.3 Efficient Global Optimization 

The EGO algorithm was proposed by Jones, et al. [189] as an effective method using 

response surfaces for global optimization. In that method a Kriging model was 

constructed between the design variables and the objective function of the optimization 

problem and only the accuracy of the location where the minimum value might exist 

was of interest. By only adding sample points in these effective areas, the purpose of 

solving the optimization problem using only a small number of sample points is 

achieved. 

 

After constructing the Kriging model by the initial sample points, it is easy to get the 

prediction and its mean squared error of any point by equation (6.8) and equation 

(6.9). The EGO algorithm treats the uncertainty in the prediction as a Gaussian 

probability density function with the predicted value as mean value and the mean 

squared value as variance, as shown in Figure 6-2. When finding a new point to be 

added in the sample points, the algorithm does not simply select the point with the 

minimum value of the current Kriging model, but rather selects the point with the 

maximum value of the expected improvement (ei) relative to the minimum value of 

the current responses at all the sample points. Based on the Gaussian probability 

density function, ei is calculated by: 
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where miny is the minimum response value of the sample points, ( )I x is the improvement 

of the minimum value by adding a new point, ( )erf  is the cumulative distribution 

function, and ( )EI x is the expectation of that improvement. Usually the smaller the 

predicted value of the unknown point is, the larger the MSE is, and the larger the value 

of EI is, as shown in Figure 6-2 (a) in which the right axis is only for the expected 

improvement. The calculation of expected improvement at x=0.7 is illustrated in 

Figure 6-2 (b). Only the red region is valid for EI calculation which is controlled by

miny . 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 6-2 (a) The expected improvement of a one-variable function calculated by 

the Kriging model constructed through five sample points; (b) A graphical 

interpretation of the expected improvement at x=0.7. 

 

Thus, the infill criterion of the EGO algorithm not only finds the minimum value of 

the Kriging model (local search) but also explores the region with high mean squared 

error (global search). After adding enough sample points, the Kriging model will be 

accurate in the region where the minimum of the objective function exits and the global 

optimization problem is solved efficiently. In this thesis, the solution for the location 

of the maximum expectation is also done by GA. And the stopping criterion is set as: 

 1max( ( ))EI x   (6.16) 

where 1 is a small positive number that controls the precision and the convergence 

speed of the algorithm. 

 

However, a shortcoming of the EGO algorithm in this study is that its precision of the 

local minimum value is not particularly high since it puts a certain amount of effort 

into the global search. Thus it can be considered a step to find the area in which the 

global minimum exists and a supplementary process is implemented which keeps 

adding the point with the minimum value of the Kriging model as a new sample point 

until the following criterion is reached: 

 new min 2− x x   (6.17) 
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where   is the Euclidean distance between the new sample point newx and minx

whose output response is minimum among current sample points, and the small 

positive number 2 denotes the tolerance for termination of iteration. 

 

Figure 6-3 Flow chart of the proposed model updating method. 

 

Based on all methods mentioned above in section 6.3, the flow chart of the complete 

model updating procedure is presented in Figure 6-3 and can be described as follows: 

 

• Step 1: Generate initial sample points of the updating parameters by DOE. 

• Step 2: Run the FE analysis program to calculate the objective function 

(equation (6.13)) output vector of the sample points and construct the initial 

Kriging Model. 

• Step 3: Find the point with the maximum expected improvement value of the 

current Kriging model and add it into the set of sample points. 

• Step 4: Calculate the true response of the new sample point and reconstruct the 

Kriging model by the new set of sample points and their response. 
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• Step 5: Check whether the first termination criterion (equation (6.16)) is 

satisfied. If it is, go to step 6. Otherwise, go back to step 3 and continue adding 

new points. 

• Step 6: Find the point with the minimum value of the current Kriging model 

and continue to add it into the set of sample points, calculate the true response 

output and reconstruct the Kriging model.  

• Step 7: Check whether the second termination criteria (equation (6.17)) is 

satisfied. If it is, then stop updating the Kriging model and the sample 

corresponding to the minimum value in the output vector is used as the right 

updating result. Otherwise, go back to step 4 and continue adding new points. 

 

The method described in this section successfully uses the FRF data and the Kriging 

model for model updating. In fact, this method can be summarized as a new solution 

strategy of the response surface-based model updating method, which can be easily 

extended to other responses. Figure 6-4 shows the basic process of the whole strategy. 

Its core idea is to transform the problem of how to construct complex response surface 

using surrogate model into the problem of how to construct an objective function with 

smooth response surface in the neighbourhood of the optimal solution. The difficulty 

is undoubtedly greatly reduced compared with the initial problem. By applying this 

strategy, not only can the response types of the response surface-based model updating 

method be enriched, but also the total amount of data involved in the updating can be 

significantly increased, because no matter how many responses are used, only one 

response surface about the objective function needs to be constructed, rather than 

constructing a response surface for each response as in the traditional method. A 

response surface is constructed. However, subjective judgment and trial-and-error 

method are still the main methods to evaluate the availability of objective function, 

which means that some preparatory work should be done before reliable model 

updating. 
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Figure 6-4 Flow chart of the proposed updating strategy. 

 

6.4 Numerical example 

The proposed model updating method is first verified through a simulated numerical 

example of a cantilever beam of rectangular cross-section divided into 9 elements as 

shown in Figure 6-5. The properties of the beam are 0.9 m in length, 200 GPa in 

Young’s modulus, 7670kg/m3 in mass density, and 6 mm and 50 mm in height and 

width respectively. 
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Figure 6-5 The cantilever beam used for numerical simulation. 

 

9 Euler-Bernoulli beam elements are used and each node has two degrees of freedom 

of transverse displacement and rotation. It is assumed that the damage of the structure 

results in stiffness reduction in element 2 by 20%, in element 4 by 25% and in element 

5 by 10%. The natural frequencies of the undamaged model and the damage model are 

shown in Table 6-1. 

 

Table 6-1 Natural frequencies of the theoretical and damaged model of the cantilever 

(unit: Hz). 

Mode no. Undamaged model Damaged model 

1 6.11 5.81 

2 38.29 36.87 

3 107.26 104.95 

5 210.41 203.89 

5 348.63 332.91 

6 522.95 506.21 

7 734.98 712.38 

8 985.66 952.78 

9 1261.5 1216.71 

 

The stiffness coefficients of all elements are used as the updating parameters and their 

change interval is set to [0.7, 1]. The number of the frequencies selected for FRF 

should be more than the number of the updating parameters to reduce the effect of 

noise and excellent frequency selection away from resonance and anti-resonance can 

effectively improve the reliability and convergence speed of the algorithm. However, 

to check the robustness of the algorithm, the frequency range of the FRF is simply set 

from 20 Hz to 800 Hz at every 50 Hz. 
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90 samples are obtained by LHS as the initial sample population and the Kriging 

model-based model updating is carried out with the stopping criterion of 
10

1=10 −
in 

equation (6.16) and criterion of 
4

2 =10 −
in equation (6.17). At the same time, the 

model updating based on GA directly is also implemented as a benchmark to compare 

the results of the two methods. These two methods are hereinafter referred to as 

Kriging method and GA method respectively. The GA used in this thesis is the ga 

function of MATLAB 2017 whose FunctionTolerance value is set to 10−9 as the 

stopping criterion. For details, please consult Matlab help menu. 

 

In this example, the Kriging model is constructed after 358 iterations. As the 

dimension of the parameter is high, only the stiffness coefficients of element 1 and 2 

are taken as variables while the stiffness coefficients of the other elements are set to 1 

to demonstrate the similarity between the response surface predicted by the Kriging 

model and the real response surface as shown in Figure 6-6. It can be seen that when 

there are many parameters to be updated, the prediction error of the objective function 

of the Kriging model is large at the location away from the minimum.  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 6-6 The response surface of the objective function when only two parameters 

are variable: (a) The Kriging model prediction; (b) Real response surface. 

 

Furthermore, the complexity of the real response surface when all the parameters are 

design variables can be envisaged through Figure 6-6 (b). Even building that 2-D 

surface requires a considerable number of sample points. That is why the EGO 

algorithm is adopted to save the computational cost. The final updating results are 

shown in Figure 6-7. For the sake of comparison, a conventional way of using FRF in 

the Kriging based model updating is also applied, in which the amplitude of FRF is 

used to construct the objective function, which is referred to as the AF approach in the 

chapter. 

 

Figure 6-7 The updating results of the Kriging method, GA method and AF approach 

compared with the ‘real’ damage. 
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As illustrated in Figure 6-7, the proposed Kriging method can effectively identify the 

stiffness reduction caused by damage in this numerical simulation experiment. A great 

improvement has been made by introducing the FDAC in the objective function as the 

AF approach contains obvious errors. Actually, the AF approach can hardly get correct 

results as using the FRF to construct the objective function directly will lead to a too 

complicated response surface for Kriging to build and this method will not be 

mentioned in the next case. On the other hand, although the Kriging method contains 

slightly higher errors in results compared with the GA method directly, it needs a far 

fewer number of running the FE program than the latter, as shown in Table 6-2, which 

is the core purpose of this method. 

 

Table 6-2 The required number of running the FE program of the Kriging method, 

and the GA method (which is repeated 3 times). 

 Kriging GA  

1 448 119600 

2 380 92600 

3 421 161000 

 

 

6.5 Experimental study 

In this section, the experimental data [190] of a three-story building structure made of 

aluminium tested at Los Alamos National Laboratory(LANL) shown in Figure 6-8 is 

used to verify the effectiveness and the practicability of the proposed approach. The 

test-bed structure consists of 4 plates and 12 columns assembled by bolted joints and 

was installed on rails that allow sliding in only one direction. Also, a centre column 

suspended from the top floor and an adjustable bumper mounted on the 2nd floor were 

used to simulate the nonlinear behaviour of damage. 

 

An electrodynamic shaker was used to provide a band-limited random lateral 

excitation (20-150 Hz) to the base floor along the centreline of the structure and a force 

transducer was connected to the tip of the stinger to measure the input force. At the 

same time, four accelerometers were attached at the centreline of each floor on the 
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opposite side from the excitation to measure the dynamic response of the system. The 

analogue sensor signals were discretized into 8192 data points sampled at 3.125ms 

intervals corresponding to a sampling frequency of 320 Hz. 

 

Force- and acceleration-time histories for 17 different structural state conditions were 

collected. However, only 9 of them are utilized as the others are concerned with 

nonlinearity which is not within the scope of this article. The 9 different states can be 

divided into 3 categories: the baseline structure, the increase of the mass and the 

reduction of the stiffness. The change of mass was realized by adding a 1.2kg 

concentrated mass to the aluminium plates while the reduction of stiffness was 

introduced by replacing the corresponding column with another one with half the 

cross-section thickness in the direction of shaking. Each state was tested separately 

and the detailed state conditions [191] are shown in Table 6-3. 

 

Figure 6-8 Overview of the three-story structure (Source: Courtesy of [190]). 

 

Table 6-3 Summary of structural state conditions. 

State Condition Description 

State 1 Baseline condition - 

State 2 19.1% base mass increment 1.2 kg additional mass on the base 

State 3 19.1% 1st-story mass increment 1.2 kg additional mass on the 1st 

story 
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State 4 21.8% 1st-story stiffness reduction Replace one column (1st story) 

State 5 43.7% 1st-story stiffness reduction Replace two column (1st story) 

State 6 21.8% 2nd-story stiffness reduction Replace one columns (2nd story) 

State 7 43.7% 2nd-story stiffness reduction Replace two column (2nd story) 

State 8 21.8% 3rd-story stiffness reduction Replace one columns (3rd story) 

State 9 43.7% 3rd-story stiffness reduction Replace two column (3rd story) 

 

As recommended in [190], the structure is modelled as four lumped masses for the 

floors shown in Figure 6-9. All the mass and stiffness values are selected as the 

updating parameters except 𝑘0 since the friction between the rails and the structure 

is negligible. Besides, the damping matrix is introduced based on the proportional 

damping assumption which can also be affected by the mass factors. 

 

At first, the Baseline condition is used to update the theoretical model to get the 

original undamaged model. The FRF of the first floor after the updating procedure 

compared with the experimental data is illustrated in detail in Figure 6-10. It can be 

seen clearly that the model after updating shows good agreement with the experimental 

data. However, there is considerable noise in the imaginary part of the experimental 

FRF especially near the anti-resonance points and modelling error in the theoretical 

FRF around the same points. Moreover, there is also a big difference between the real 

parts of the two FRF values near 22Hz which should not be selected as the frequency 

points of the objective function since such a big difference cannot be eliminated by 

model updating. 
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Figure 6-9 Theoretical model for the test structure. 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Figure 6-10 The FRF of the first floor of the real structure and the updated model: (a) 

Absolute value of H(1,1); (b) Absolute value of the real part of H(1,1); (c) 

Absolute value of the imaginary part of H(1,1). 

 

Then the two methods are applied to the undamaged model obtained using the 

experimental data of the other states. The intervals of the mass and stiffness parameter 

ratios are set to [0.98, 1.5] and [0.4, 1.0], respectively. This setting is based on the 

pre-knowledge of the structure’s change and prevents all parameters from becoming 

larger at the same time or smaller at the same time, which would make little change in 

the value of the objective function. 
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Unlike the numerical simulation mentioned in section 3, in this case, setting a larger 

parameter range is beneficial in getting the right updating parameter values. However, 

this may lead to selected frequencies to become close to a theoretical resonant 

frequency, which would result in a sharply increased objective function value, as 

illustrated in Figure 6-11. 

 

 

Figure 6-11 The objective function of 50Hz when only m1 and m2 are variable using 

experimental data of state 1. 

 

Since the experimental data has considerable noise, the number of selected frequency 

points for model updating should be much higher than the number of updating 

parameters to reduce the effects of noise and damping. If such an increase appears in 

too many frequency points, there will be severe fluctuations in the response surface of 

the final objective function formed at these frequency points, which are undesirable 

and useless in identification. 

 

It is not difficult to relate this increase to the sharp decline of the real parts of the FRFs 

near the natural frequency as shown in Figure 6-10. In contrast, the imaginary parts of 

the FRFs show better correlation near the natural frequency. Thus if the selected 

frequencies are near the natural frequencies shown in the experimental data, 3 Hz on 

either side of a peak of the real part of the experimental FRFs is used as a criterion; in 
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this case, the imaginary part of the FRFs only is chosen to calculate the FDAC to get 

a smooth response surface. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 6-12 The response surface of the objective function when only m1 and m2 are 

variable: (a) Before improvement; (b) After improvement. 

 

This measure turns out to reduce the complexity of the frequency response surface. 

This improvement is shown in Figure 6-12. It is clear that the response surface is much 

smoother than before, after such a special treatment which saves a great deal of 

computation time in constructing the Kriging model because the fluctuating portion of 
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the response surface is largely reduced. It should be noted that both the Kriging method 

and the GA method benefit from the improvement that their computing times decrease 

significantly.  

 

Finally, the updating results of each state by the two methods are shown in Figure 6-13. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

  

(e) (f) 
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(g) (h) 

 

Figure 6-13 Updating results of the different states of the two methods compared 

with the real value. 

 

It is clear that the updating results of both methods match the experimental values quite 

well. The parameter that has experienced the largest change can be clearly identified 

with small false alarms in other parameters due to the measurement noise and the 

modelling error in the theoretical model. The successful application in identifying 

these states is sufficient to demonstrate the superiority of using FDAC value to build 

the objective function and the Kriging method shows similar updating results to those 

by the GA method, which means the proposed Kriging method has the advantage of a 

typical good surrogate model and ensures high updating accuracy at the same time.  

 

Additionally, the required numbers of the finite element runs for all states by the two 

methods are listed in Table 6-4. Again the Kriging method shows a great improvement 

over the GA method. It should be noted that the proposed method can also converge 

very quickly if a point near the global minimum is selected as one of the initial sample 

points. 

 

Table 6-4 The required number of running the FE programs of the Kriging method 

and the GA method for different states. 

State Kriging GA 

State 1 95 101200 

State 2 122 55200 
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State 3 187 84600 

State 4 226 125800 

State 5 268 65600 

State 6 201 69200 

State 7 152 119200 

State 8 160 140200 

 

6.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a new surrogate model-based model updating method using frequency 

response function (FRF) is proposed. Although FRF contains the most vibration 

information, its response surface is difficult to construct directly and the Frequency 

Domain Assurance Criterion (FDAC) is adopted to build the objective function rather 

than the residual of every single FRF. As a combination of three parts, the residual of 

FDAC for the objective function and the Kriging model for constructing the response 

surface and the efficient global optimization (EGO) for solving the optimization 

problem, this method is found through a simulated example and a real experiment to 

have the following merits: (1) it does not need to calculate the sensitivity of the 

parameters, (2) it has similar accuracy as the direct use of GA but requires much fewer 

runs of the finite element analysis, and (3) it has strong robustness in the face of 

measurement noise and modelling errors which are always present and cannot be 

ignored. 
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Chapter 7 - Finite element modelling and damage 

detection of seam weld 

7.1 Introduction 

Seam welds are widely used in assembled structures for connecting components. 

However, the dynamic effects of a seam weld are often difficult to characterize in 

numerical models for several reasons: (1) it is often not wise to build a fine mesh on 

the seam line which will add considerable computational cost for a structure with many 

welds, (2) the mechanical properties of weld materials are not well known; (3) 

sometimes some geometric information about welds is not known beforehand. In this 

chapter, the FE model of a welding connection joint is developed by employing 

CSEAM element in Nastran and its feasibility for representing a seam weld is 

investigated. Based on this result, a damage detection method by updating the 

properties of the built CSEAM elements is also proposed for welding quality assurance. 

The damage takes the form of a gap in the weld which causes a sharp change of model 

strain energy (MSE) at the edges of the gap for certain vibration modes. Specifically, 

the MSE shape is used as the objective function. A Kriging model is introduced for 

efficiency and simulation of a T-shaped welded plate structure to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of this method. The work in this chapter is based on chapter 5 and 6, and 

some parts of this chapter, mainly in the background and theory, were published in 

reference [192]. 

Equation Chapter 7 Section 1 

7.2 Background 

Assembled structures are widely used in civil and mechanical engineering. Different 

structural members are produced independently and then connected together by special 

joining techniques. The joint formed has an important influence on the overall 

dynamical characteristics of the structure. Thus the accurate representation of the joints 

in the Finite Element (FE) models has significant research value [193]. 

 

Welding is one of the most commonly used joining techniques, whose FE modelling 

has drawn great attention in the past decades [194]. At the early stage, special elements 
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are designed for connection, like partly rigid beam element used in frame structures 

[160-162]. Then, with the development of computer-aided engineering software, many 

useful connectors are available in structural analysis software packages to represent 

welded joints in the FE model, like RBE2, ACM2 and CWELD [195]. The last one is 

specially designed for spot weld modelling in Nastran [151] and has been widely used 

and studied by many researchers. References [152, 153] show that after reliable model 

updating, CWELD elements can successfully represent the laser spot weld joints in a 

top-hat structure. Further research by Abu Husain et al. about damage identification 

[154] and uncertainty analysis [155] on that kind of structure also benefited from the 

superiority of the CWELD element. 

 

Unlike the mature application of spot weld modelling, a seam weld which creates a 

weld seam line to connect parts together has not attracted much research, even though 

it is also widely used. Most research about FE modelling of seam welded joints does 

not focus on reflecting the dynamical characteristics, but on their deformation [156], 

rotational stiffness [159], fatigue capacity [196, 197] and residual stresses [140]. In the 

field of structural dynamics, Zahari et al. [163, 164] studied the modelling of friction 

stir weld joints. But their model is simplistic and thus cannot be used generally. Chee 

[157] and Rahman [158] presented common finite element modelling of T-shaped 

structures connected by fillet welds and their focus was on the impact of the types of 

elements used in plates. The joint part modelled by a shell or a solid element is not 

flexible enough to represent damage in a weld. In most cases, a seam weld provides a 

firm connection. But it may still suffer from cracks, underfill, burn through, incomplete 

fusion, welders’ faults and so on. Therefore, an effective modelling method of seam 

welded joints that can properly reflect the weld properties and can be further applied 

in damage identification of the welding part is required in modern industry. 

 

Besides different joint modelling methods, model updating is applied in most of the 

publications mentioned above. In actual applications, geometric and material 

properties of the welding part are often assumed but they may slowly vary over time 

or their accurate values are not known beforehand. One remedy is to update these 

models based on suitable responses. After that, the welding part is regarded as properly 

modelled. 
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In this chapter, the CSEAM element of Nastran is adopted to model the seam weld 

joint of a T-shaped plate structure. The advantages and disadvantages of this element 

are discussed and its application in damage identification is shown through an FE 

simulation and experiment. In both of them, the damage is in the form of an unwelded 

gap in the weld seam line and model updating method based on MSE is applied to 

detect the gap. The resulting optimization problem is solved by a genetic algorithm 

while the Kriging model based model updating method described in chapter 6 is added 

for computational efficiency. 

 

7.3 Seam welded joint modelling 

7.3.1 General seam welded joint modelling methods 

The simplest way to join two plates of a T-shaped structure together in FE modelling 

is to delete extra overlapping points at the connection parts, as shown in Figure 7-1 (a) 

with the yellow line (connection between the two plates) denoting the place where 

nodes are merged. Thus, the two parts are assumed to be melt together representing 

the weld is firm enough. But in this case, the joint of the model is not adjustable and 

cannot be used for further calibration. 

 

A smarter approach is to include extra shell or solid elements and delete overlapping 

points between them and the two plates as shown in Figure 7-1 (b). In this way, the 

properties of the weld can be changed through modifying the parameters of these 

elements. Model updating methods could be applied to make the model more accurate 

and reliable. 

 

However, all of these methods mentioned above are limited by the mesh distribution 

of the two plates. They can hardly work with misalignment of the two meshes 

especially when the two element sizes are different. In order to solve more general 

problems involving seam welds, in this research the CSEAM element of Nastran is 

explored. This type of element is specially designed for modelling seam welds and can 

easily overcome the misalignment problem. Also as shown in Figure 7-1 (c), the 
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CSEAM element is good at connecting two plates with a certain distance, which is 

considered as thickness offset. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 7-1 Three ways of modelling for comparison: (a) Shell elements with nodes 

overlapped; (b) Solid elements connected by solid elements; (c) Shell elements 

connected by CSEAM elements. 

 

Here is a specific application of modelling a stiffened plate (simulation of the structure 

in reference [158]) as shown in Figure 7-1. This is a very common structure in 

industrial equipment and usually, the rib is welded on the plate with two welding seam 

on both side. The plate is made of aluminium with the following mechanical properties: 

70GPa in Young’s modulus, 0.33 in Poison ratio and 2796 kg/m3 in mass density. 
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Table 7-1 Natural frequencies of the stiffened plate. 

Mode Test Solid Error Shell Error CSEAM Error 

1 354 371 4.9% 365 3.2% 370 4.6% 

2 451 453 0.5% 448 -0.5% 453 0.5% 

3 781 795 1.8% 793 1.4% 792 1.8% 

4  1009.2  1009  1013  

5  1061  1044  1067  

 

The element sizes of the three FE models are the same and their frequencies are 

compared with the test result as shown in Table 7-1. It is clear that all the frequencies 

of the three theoretical models are very similar. However, there is still a certain gap 

between them and the actual measured values, which means that model updating needs 

to be implemented to obtain more accurate FE models. This example is only used to 

show the effect of using CSEAM elements, and its specific working principle and 

modelling method will be introduced next. 

 

7.3.2 CSEAM element modelling 

Similar to CWELD designed for simulate spot weld, CSEAM is another connector 

element provided by Nastran. It is used to define a seam line to connect two surface 

patches. For welding, a weld seam can be created by selecting two surface patches by 

their property IDs (the simplest way) and specifying the width and the thickness of the 

seam. Compared with the RBE2 element, CSEAM element models the welding 

connection part directly. All the parameters of the material and size of the seam can be 

adjusted, which is very convenient for model updating.  

 

Although the function of the CSEAM element seems great, one problem which limits 

its application is that this element can only be created in Nastran input file. By now no 

pre-processing software contains the menu of creating this element, so command line 

with the respective formats must be typed by hands into the Nastran input file. It is 

suggested to use Matlab or C++ to do this tedious work when there are many CSEAM 

elements to be created. Such inconvenience caused by this extra work is one 

disadvantage of this element. However, it is still worth to explore its performance in 

modelling seam welded joint. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 7-2 Illustration about the creation of CSEAM element: (a) Seam weld 

between two shell patches; (b) Dimensions of the seam element. (Source: reference 

[195] with permission from Nastran). 

 

The full CSEAM input format and its detailed description are available in reference 

[195]. As shown in Figure 7-2, to create a CSEAM element the user needs to input the 

shell patches to be bonded, the coordinate of the start (GS) and end (GE) points, the 

material and the size (width and thickness) of the seam element. Then Nastran will 

build a hexahedron element automatically representing the seam based on the input. 

The information of the CSEAM element built finally can be found in .f06 and .pch file 

(see Appendices A1 and A2). 

 

Here is a demonstration about how to do dynamic analysis with the use of CSEAM 

element. At first, four shell elements are created in Patran as shown in Figure 7-3 (a). 

Two CSEAM elements will be created between elements 1 and 4, between elements 3 

and 2 (on the right side), which are two element pairs to be connected. Then, dynamic 

analysis is applied to this semi-finished structure and Patran will produce the input file 

of Nastran about this structure. Finally, after adding command line codes to create 

CSEAM elements between the two pairs (see appendix A), the input file is run in 

Nastran and the dynamic analysis is done. 
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(a)  

 

(b) 

Figure 7-3 Demonstration about how CSEAM element is built in Nastran: (a) Semi-

finished structure in Patran; (b) CSEAM elements built directly in Patran.  

 

After the analysis is done, based on the information of the output files, the two CSEAM 

elements can be built directly in Patran as shown in Figure 7-3 (b). It is clear that two 

seam elements (hexahedron elements) are created between the two pairs of shell 

elements. Additionally, the nodes of the shell elements are linked with nodes of seam 

elements through the magenta lines. That is how the four shell elements are connected 

respectively. 

 

These magenta lines represent RBE3 elements. RBE3 and RBE2 both belong to R-

type elements in Nastran, which are used to describe the situation that the motion of a 
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DoF is dependent on the motion of at least one other DoF. Their difference is that an 

RBE2 element uses a rigid body to link the dependent and independent nodes while an 

RBE3 element forces the motion of the dependent node to be the weighted average of 

the motions of a set of independent nodes. An RBE3 element does not add additional 

stiffness to a structure and is a powerful tool for distributing applied loads and mass in 

a model [198]. 

 

The relationship between motions of nodes constructed by RBE3 elements is based on 

the user-input weighting factors and the geometry of these nodes. Figure 7-4 shows 

the theory behind this element in the view of how the force and moment are transferred 

from the reference point (dependent node) to the other points (independent nodes). In 

Figure 7-4 (a), the reference point is connected to all the other points through an RBE3 

element with different weightings, respectively. The C.G. point is the centre of gravity 

of these points. The force applied on the reference point will be transferred to the C.G. 

point as force and moment. Then the force and moment will be distributed to the points 

connected to the reference point by the formula shown in Figure 7-4 (b). 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 7-4 Force and moment transferred from the reference points to other points 

connected by RBE3: (a) From reference point to the centre of gravity; (b) From the 

centre of gravity to other points; (Source: reference [198] with permission from 

Nastran). 

 

When a CSEAM element is built, each node of the seam element works as a reference 

point whose motion is determined by motions of 4 nodes of its corresponding shell 

element through an RBE3 element (see Figure 7-3 (b) where 4 magenta lines from a 

seam element node represent an RBE3 element). Thus, a great number of special 

motion constraints are added between these nodes, which finally results in the 

constraint between each shell element pair. The stiffness of the constraint depends 
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mainly on the Young's modulus of the seam element. If the stiffness meets the 

requirements, then the two shell elements can be considered to be connected by a seam 

welded joint.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 7-5 Mode shapes of the structures connected by CSEAM elements: (a) Mode 

1 of the Semi-finished structure; (b) Mode 1 of the full structure; (c) Mode 2 of the 

Semi-finished structure; (d) Mode 2 of the full structure. 

 

After applying dynamic analysis, the first two mode shapes of the two structures are 

shown in Figure 7-5. Here the semi-finished structure represents the case that CSEAM 

element are created by Nastran. Figure 7-5 (a) and (c) are obtained by reading the 

specific output file, which is generated after running the modified (CSEAM element 

added) input file by Nastran, into the semi-finished structure in Patran and this result 

is generally what can be gotten in the real application of the CSEAM element. The full 

structure represents the case that CSEAM elements are built directly in Patran and can 

only be achieved in simple cases for illustration when the number of CSEAM elements 

is very limited. 

 

It is clear that the mode shapes of the shell elements of the two structures are almost 

exactly the same, which also happens to their frequencies. This verifies that CSEAM 

element is a combination of seam element and RBE3 elements created by Nastran to 

connect two surface patches. The advantage of the RBE3 element is that it does not 
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add additional stiffness to the structure itself. Also, as a weighted multi-point 

constraint (MPC) element, CSEAM element can be used to assemble components with 

different meshes. This advantage is very important as this allows the meshes of two 

plates to be adjusted freely to meet the actual needs. 

 

The CSEAM element can be built by Nastran with a small amount of input information, 

which is very convenient compared to create such a complex element combination 

manually. However, it should be pointed out that the construction of CSEAM elements 

is not completely controllable. As shown in Figure 7-3 (b), the size information of the 

seam element inputted is the width and thickness of a rectangle while the cross sections 

of the two seam elements created are a trapezoid (left) and a rotated rectangle (right). 

This is because Nastran must follow several criteria to ensure the rationality of the 

constructed CSEAM element. Some of the criteria are shown as follows. 

 

 

Figure 7-6 Illustration about modifying the location of start point GS (Provided by 

MSC Technique Support with permission to use). 

 

In the beginning, Nastran modifies the location of GS and GE. As shown in Figure 7-6, 

if GS locates outside of the space between two shell patches, it will be relocated to the 

midpoint of the line connecting its projections on each shell patch. Then, the same 

thing happens again to ensure that GS finally locates midway between the two patches. 

Generally, if there is no big mistake in inputting the GS and GE, this relocation will 

only happen once. That is why the distance from GS to the two patches are actually 

half of what it is designed when the shell patches are vertical in Figure 7-3 (b) (the 

right CSEAM). 
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After the GS and GE are located, 4 auxiliary points of the cross section at start point 

GS, as shown in Figure 7-7, are constructed by equation (7.1), where W is the width 

and T is the thickness of the seam. They and the other 4 auxiliary points of GE are the 

8 vertex points of the seam element to be created. Base on this theory, a seam element 

with rectangle cross section should be created between two parallel shell patches. But 

Nastran will make sure that each auxiliary point has a projection on its corresponding 

shell patch by adjusting the value of W and T automatically. This is why the cross 

section of the left seam element is a trapezoid.  

 

 

Figure 7-7 Seam element cross section at start point GS (Source: reference [150] 

with permission from Nastran). 
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The 
s

1t  and 
s

2t  are tangent vectors of the element coordinates at start point GS. Their 

coordinates can be gotten from Nastran output file .f06. And the description of how 

they are calculated from MSC Technical Support is shown as follows: 

 

s

2t  is calculated based on the coordinate of GSA and GSB, the projection points from 

GS to patch A and patch B, respectively. If these two patches are not too close, then 
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s

2 sb sat x x= −   (7.2) 

where sax  and sbx  are vectors from GS to its projection on the two shell patches. 

Otherwise, 
s

2t  have to be determined from shell normal vectors of patch A and patch 

B, Na and Nb based on the following equation: 
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where eax  and ebx  are vectors from GE to its projection on the two shell patches. 

 

The word ‘close’ is vague. However, as these criteria are from MSC Technical Support 

which cannot be found in a Nastran reference book, how the weightings of the RBE3 

elements in a CSEAM element be allocated is not known. Nevertheless, these criteria 

are still very helpful for understanding how a CSEAM element is created and further 

control of the position of CSEAM elements in the design phase as all of the 

information about the construction of CSEAM element can be listed in the Nastran 

output file. 

 

At this point, the modelling of the CSEAM element has been introduced. It has the 

following advantages that make it very flexible to connect two plates. 

 

• It can connect 2 shell elements and make their relative stiffness be adjustable. 

• It adds the least computation cost compared with shell and solid elements. 

• It can be used to connect 2 grids of different mesh sizes. 

• Thickness offset is acceptable. 
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• No additional manual operation is required in pre-processing. 

• Its location and size are also easy to be modified. 

 

 

7.4 Theory of model updating of seam welded joint 

When an FE model is built, the discrepancies between the measured and predicted 

responses, like natural frequencies and mode shapes, are unavoidable. An FE model 

can be improved by systematically adjusting the structural parameters to minimise 

these discrepancies. 

 

In seam weld joint modelling, even though the welds are well produced, model 

updating should still be applied to reflect their real properties. Usually the stiffness of 

all the seam elements is selected as a design parameter and the minimisation is carried 

out via a residual-based objective function: 
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   (7.5) 

where 
a

if and 
e

if are the predicted and measured frequencies of the ith mode, 

respectively. iw  indicates the weighting coefficient of the residual of that mode.  

 

Measured frequencies are enough for updating the intact model. However, in this 

research, the focus is the damage identification of a weld structure. As mentioned 

before, the damage is introduced as a gap within the weld seam representing missing 

connection shown in Figure 7-8 (a) in section 7.5. This time the mode shape must be 

used to localize the gap. 

 

Raw mode shape data are not very sensitive to damage. Many methods took advantage 

of their derivatives, for example, mode shape curvature, flexibility matrix and MSE 

were used and compared in reference [175]. In addition, one thing that must be 

considered is that welds are difficult to be measured directly, especially when using 

PSV-500 scanning laser vibrometer described in chapter 3. Compared with the vertical 

plate, the horizontal plate is more convenient to measure in the weld area (the response 

can be measured on the bottom surface of the horizontal plate). Therefore, it is 
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necessary to find a dynamic response that is sensitive to weld damage on the horizontal 

plate. 

 

The MSE is adopted because there is a significant stress concentration (strain energy 

peak) caused by weld gaps for some specific modes in the simulation shown in section 

7.5, which indicates that the element MSE of the horizontal plate can be used to 

identify the location of the gap. The theory of the MSE based methods and one 

improvement are given below: 

 

The energy stored in the jth element at mode i before and after the occurrence of 

damage is defined as: 

 T d dT d,       ij i j i ij i j iMSE MSE= =φ K φ φ K φ   (7.6) 

where iφ  is the mode shape vector, jK is the global stiffness matrix of the jth 

element. 
d()  represents the damaged states. 

 

In traditional MSE methods, the elemental modal strain energy change ratio is used as 

a good indicator for damage localization and is defined as: 

 

d

ij ij

ij

ij

MSE MSE
MSECR

MSE

−
=   (7.7) 

But in this case, all horizontal plate elements are themselves intact and are indirectly 

affected by damage of weld. This means that the above damage indicators cannot be 

used directly; otherwise it is likely to provide wrong results. 

 

To solve this problem, in this chapter a new MSE-based model updating method is 

proposed for seam welded joint damage identification. This method utilizes the shape 

of MSEs of the horizontal plate shell elements connected by the weld joint to localize 

the gap. Assuming that the vertical plate is in bending, the MSE of the shell element 

of the horizontal plate will increase and decrease sharply across the seam line at the 

edges of the gap. If the theoretical model predicted MSEs are closest to the 

experimental ones, the model can be regarded as properly updated and the change of 

the design parameter shows the location of the gap. The objective function to maximise 

this MSE shape similarities is defined as: 
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min f


= −


MSEa MSEe

MSEa MSEe
  (7.8) 

where a ‘-’ is added to turn the maximum problem into a minimum problem. MSEa  

and MSEe  are theoretical and experimental MSE vectors of the shell elements along 

the weld seam line for a certain mode, respectively. Usually, one row of shell elements 

nearest and parallel to the weld is enough to localize a gap in the weld. 

 

Genetic algorithm (GA) is applied to solve the optimization problem in equation (7.8) 

and (7.5). This is a typical model updating problem that needs to be solved with the 

response surface method, because the calculation of the theoretical dynamic response 

must rely on Nastran. The Kriging model based model updating strategy proposed in 

chapter 6 (Figure 6-4) can be directly used to utilize the two responses (natural 

frequencies and MSEs) and it is found that the response surfaces of both objective 

functions meet the requirement. The updating of the intact model is relative easy as 

only one parameter E is considered. Thus, only the procedure of the model updating 

for damage identification is briefly described based on the method presented in Figure 

6-3. 

 

• Step 1: Select the updating parameters and set their range 

• Step 2: Solve the optimization problem by the EGO algorithm. Note that the 

initial samples are generated by factorial sampling as there are only 2 design 

variables.  

• Step 3: Check whether the shape of the final response surface built by the 

Kriging model is smooth enough. If it is, them stop and output the updating 

result. Otherwise, go back to step 1 and set a smaller range of the updating 

parameters. 

 

Although the response surface of equation (7.8) can be used to get quite a good 

updating result, it also has some wrinkles, and the updating result can be improved by 

performing a new updating in the vicinity of the current solution. Actually, in the 

judgment of step 3, step 1 is returned only once by default. The method can be regarded 

as a two-step method: first determine the approximate range of the optimal solution 

and then obtain a much improved solution. 
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As for the calculation of experimental MSE, the curvature-based calculation method 

in chapter 5 (equation (5.14)) is used in this chapter, which is extended to the two-

dimensional plane (assuming that the normal does not stretch when deformed, and and 

the mid-plane of the plate is inextensible)as follows 
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  (7.9) 

where h is the thickness of the plate,   is the Poisson's ratio, and w is the out-of-

plane displacement.  

 

7.5 Numerical simulation 

In this section, an FE simulation is used to test the performance and robustness of the 

presented method. As shown in Figure 7-8, two plates are connected together to 

simulate a tee weld joint configuration with free edge conditions. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 7-8 Illustrations of two T-shape models used in simulation by Patran: (a) Fine 

mesh with merged-node joint (b) General mesh with CSEAM element joint. 

 

The sizes of the two plates are set to 200×200 mm (horizontal) and 200×120 mm 

(vertical) with 6 mm thickness. They share the same material properties: Young’s 

modulus of 70 GPa, mass density of 2769 kg/m3 and Poisson’s ratio of 0.33. They are 

welded across the middle line of the horizontal plate. Two different models are 

constructed with shell elements (CQUAD4). 

 

In the 1st model shown in Figure 7-8 (a), a very fine mesh (element size is set to 1mm) 

is distributed onto both plates. Their connected parts, edge and middle line, are 

overlapped. Welding connection is constructed by merging the 2 nodes at the same 

location as mentioned in Section 7.2. The magenta line shows the nodes that have been 

merged. Also, a gap is left in the middle of the weld seam representing the part of the 

welding fault (damage). The simulated responses of this model are regarded as 

experimental responses. 

 

In the 2nd model shown in Figure 7-8 (b), the element size is set to 10mm for general 

use. There is a small distance between the two plates due to thickness of the horizontal 

plate. 20 CSEAM elements are created on both sides of the vertical plate to join the 

two plates together element by element, which cannot be seen in Patran. The material 

properties of these elements are set the same as the plates initially. Then their Young’s 

modulus (E) is updated based on the first five frequencies of the 1st model without 
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damage by equation (7.5). The updated E is 28 GPa and the improvement in 

frequencies is shown in Table 7-2. 

 

Table 7-2 Natural frequency improvement after updating. 

Mode 1st model (Hz) 
Original 2nd 

model (Hz) 

Updated 2nd 

model (Hz) 

1 401.3 442.1 398.9 

2 459.8 463.1 456.3 

3 642.6 668.0 651.2 

4 680.3 694.5 656.9 

5 897.5 920.7 909.8 

Average error  3.9% 1.5% 

 

Then, the proposed method is applied to identify the weld gap in the 1st model. The 

left edge point and length of the gap is chosen as updating parameters a and b, 

respectively. They both change from 0 to 20 with the constraint: a+b ≤ 20 (unit: cm). 

As the gap represents the welding fault, the connection stiffness is 0 in the gap. During 

the updating process, E of each CSEAM element is multiplied by a factor which equals 

the proportion of its element length that is not covered by the gap represented by a and 

b. 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 7-9 MSE distribution of the structure: (a) Mode 1; (b) Mode 2; (c) Mode 9. 

 

Choosing the right MSE data is also a critical step. It must be made clear that not the 

MSEs of all modes can be used to identify damage. For example, in Figure 7-9 (b), the 

distribution of MSEs at the weld is primarily affected by the mode shape rather than 

damage. The reasonable choice should be to select the mode that the whole vertical 

plate bends in the same direction near the weld (Modes 1 and 9 are the available 

choices shown in Figure 7-9). Assuming that the damage in weld does not affect the 

order of the modes, in updating modes of the damaged structure must follow the mode 

of the initial theoretical model. 
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In this simulation, the MSE of the 1st mode is used for damage identification. The 

experimental MSE data are calculated by equation (7.9) using mode shape data 

extracted from the 1st model’s Nastran output files — the MSE of a coarse-mesh 

element is obtained by integrating the MSEs of those fine-mesh elements inside it (see 

Figure 7-10). Note that in these figures the unit of the x-axis and y-axis is mm. As 

shown in Figure 7-9 (a), Figure 7-10 (b) and Figure 7-10 (c), in this mode the MSE 

values of the elements near the edges of the gap are extremely high, which indicates 

that the model updating procedure can get correct results.  

 

 

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 7-10 Experimental data of the 1st Mode of the 1st model: (a) Extracted mode 

shape; (b) MSE of calculated by equation (7.9); (c) MSE of the coarse mesh 

corresponding to the 2nd model. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7-11 Response surface of the objective function: (a) Real response surface of 

the 1st step; (b) Kriging model of the 1st step; (c) Real response surface of the 2nd 

step; (c) Kriging model of the 2nd step. 

 

During the updating, the response surfaces of the objective function is shown in Figure 

7-11. Note that the axis a1 and a2 represent the location of the 2 edges (in no particular 

order) of the gap. Compared with directly using a and b to form a response surface of 

a triangular region, this setting is to ensure that the response surface of the 1st step is 

calculated in a rectangle region and is smooth near the axis of symmetry; otherwise 

the Kriging model can hardly describe that response surface. Actually, the real 

response surface of the 1st step (Figure 7-11 (a)) is still not smooth enough, and that is 

why the 2nd updating procedure is applied as an insurance based on the localization of 

the 1st step. If the wrinkles of that response surface are more severe, Equation (7.8) 

must be improved to allow proper solutions. 
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Table 7-3 Actual location and updating results of the gap. 

Parameters Actual value Updating results Error 

a 7.9 7.76 1.8% 

b 4.5 4.68 4% 

 

After the optimization, the updated a and b are compared with their actual values in 

Table 7-3. It is clear that the damage gap can be identified correctly with tiny errors 

by this method. These errors are caused by inevitable modelling error which influences 

the updating result of the gap. The updated MSEs are compared with the experimental 

data shown in Figure 7-12 where the experimental data are normalized to have the 

same mean value with the updated data. 

 

 

Figure 7-12 Comparison of element MSEs across the weld seam. 

 

In this simulation, the proposed MSE-based model updating method can successfully 

identify the damage in the weld. It is illustrated that the MSE shape of one line of 

elements of the horizontal plate across the seam weld can provide enough information 

of the location of the gap. The experimental MSEs are calculated by the mode shape 

‘measurements’. Again, when the data are contaminated by noise, Gaussian smoothing 

technique must be used to obtain correct updating result, which is demonstrated in the 

next section. 
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7.6 Experimental results 

In this section, 3 specially designed T-shaped steel structures with fillet weld 

connections are used to verify the proposed method. Their detailed design parameters 

and actual appearance are shown in the Figure 7-13. The 3 structures are referred to as 

T1, T2, T3 and their components are referred to as h1, h2, h3 for the horizontal plates 

(the left part is used for clamping) and v1, v2, v3 for the vertical plates, respectively. 

Initially, those 6 plates are cut from a single (larger) plate. Then, each pair of them are 

welded together by inert gas welding. Among them, T1 represents the intact model 

whose weld is designed Figure 7-13 (c) while T2 and T3 are 2 damaged structures 

whose damage scenarios are designed in Figure 7-14. The 2 gaps in both sides of the 

connection parts without any welding are considered as the damage to be identified, 

which is the main goal of this chapter. 

 

  

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 7-13 Designed parameters of the T-shape structures (unit: mm): (a) Horizontal 

plate; (b) Vertical plate; (c) Weld connection for T1; (d) Actual appearance. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7-14 Two damage scenarios: (a) Weld connection for T2; (b) Weld 

connection for T3. 

 

The sizes of these real plates are very close to the design parameters. The mass 

densities of each plates are calculated by the measured weights shown in Table 7-4. 

Based on these, the Young’s moduli and Passion’s ratios are determined by model 

updating of plates h1, h2 and h3 and shown in Table 7-5. Finally, the averaged values 

of these material properties, which are regarded as the true material properties of the 
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original plate from which all the 6 component plates are cut, are used in the theoretical 

model. 

 

Table 7-4 The measured weights (unit: kg) and calculated mass densities (unit: 

kg/m3) of the plates. 

 h1 h2 h3 v1 v2 v3 Average 

Weight 5.28 5.28 5.26 1.62 1.62 1.63  

Density 7870.3 7873.3 7839.0 7826.1 7845.4 7874.4 7854.7 

 

Table 7-5 Measured frequencies (unit: Hz) and updated E (unit: GPa) and   of the 

horizontal plates. 

 

Modes h1 h2 h3 Average 

1 42.81 42.6 42.66  

2 142.34 140 141.72  

3 265.47 262.9 264.53  

4 481.88 473.13 479.38  

5 667.19 666.88 665.78  

Updated E 196.4 191.6 194.8 194.3 

Updated   0.3 0.295 0.3 0.30 

 

In the theoretical model, the two plates are divided into 10-mm meshes and are 

connected by 46 CSEAM elements as shown in Figure 7-15 (a). This model is utilized 

to identify the damage in T2 and T3. Similar to section 7.5, at the beginning, the intact 

model T1 is used to obtain the initial Young’s modulus (E) of CSEAM elements in the 

theoretical model based on the measured first six natural frequencies as shown in Table 

7-6. Unlike the previous simulation, this updated E far exceeds that material property 

of the two plates. This means that this updating parameter only represents the strength 

of the weld itself, regardless of the actual physical meaning. 

 

Table 7-6 Model updating of the E (unit: GPa) of the welding part based on natural 

frequencies (unit: Hz).  

Modes T1 measurements Initial model Updated model 
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1 36.72 5.88 36.95 

2 103.75 39.03 107.23 

3 180.94 79.04 183.78 

4 233.59 164.62 228.25 

5 340.31 166.32 333.82 

6 410.78 187.12 398.72 

E  194.3 67.37 10   

 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7-15 (a) Theoretical model connected by CSEAM elements; (b) MSE 

distribution of the 3rd mode. 

Next, FE analysis is applied to find effective modes for damage identification. It is 

required that the whole part of the vertical plate near the joint bends to one direction 

and thus the suitable ones are modes 3 and 4. Here, the 3rd order mode shape is adopted 

for both T2 and T3. The MSE distribution of the intact model of this mode is shown 

in Figure 7-15 (b). Note that the highest MSEs exist in the leftmost and middle left 

positions, as the structures are fixed at the left end.  
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Figure 7-16 Grid of measurement points. 

 

After that, the PSV-500 SLV is used to measure the 3rd mode shape of T2. The 

experimental set-up has been introduced in chapter 3. Only the area near the weld seam 

line is measured and a very fine measurement grid (71×35 points) is designed to 

improve the accuracy of the MSE calculation. For de-noising, the Gaussian smoothing 

technique is applied similarly to the 1-D problem in chapter 5. For example, the 

measured data can be recorded in a 71×35 matrix. When calculating the curvature of 

each point in the x direction, the data on each line of the matrix are calculated 

separately. By performing the same operation on each line as the 1-D de-noising used 

in chapter 5, the data can be greatly improved as shown in the Figure 7-17.  

 

 

(a) 
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(b) (c) 

  

(d) (e) 

  

(f) (g) 

Figure 7-17 Performance of Gaussian smoothing technique applied on calculating x-

direction curvature measurements: (a) Measured mode shape; (b) x-direction angular 

displacement calculated from (a); (c) x-direction angular displacement calculated 

from smoothed (c); x-direction curvature calculated from (b); (d) x-direction 

curvature calculated from smoothed (c); (e) Curvature squared from (d); (f) Final 

MSE density measurements. 
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Bringing the curvatures of a point into equation (7.9), the MSE density value of the 

point is obtained as shown in Figure 7-17 (g). Then, each element of the theoretical 

model is further subdivided, and the MSE density values on nodes of each sub-element 

are determined by the surface fitting of the MSE density values of the measuring points 

nearby. Finally, the actual measured MSE values corresponding to the theoretical 

model elements are obtained by integration of these sub-elements.  

 

Similar to the FE analysis of the initial model, the region with the highest MSE value 

of T2 is on the left of the weld seam line. The MSE values of the elements in this area 

(between 0.14 m and 0.15 m from the left edge of the horizontal plate) should be 

selected as the reference responses because the high MSE value is less affected by 

noise and more sensitive to damage. Note that the leftmost high MSEs affected by the 

boundary conditions are not considered. 

 

The proposed MSE based model updating method is applied for the damage 

identification of T2. The same process is performed again for T3. Their identification 

results are shown in Figure 7-18. Note that the experimental MSEs are normalized to 

have the same mean value with the updated MSEs for comparison. From these figures, 

it is clear that this method can localize the gaps quite well. 

 

  

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 7-18 (a) Experimental and updated MSEs comparison of T2; (b) Experimental 

and updated MSEs comparison of T3; (c) The 3rd mode theoretical MSE distribution 

of T2; (d) The 3rd mode theoretical MSE distribution of T3; 

 

Table 7-7 Updating results of T2 and T3 (unit: cm). 

Paramete

rs T2 

Updating 

results Error T3 

Updating 

results Error 

a 6 6.3 5% 0 0 0% 

b 6 5.4 10% 6 6.02 0.3% 

 

 

Table 7-8 Computation time comparison of the 2 methods (unit: s). 

 The proposed method GA method 

Time 581 11513 

 

In addition, the contribution to saving computation time by introducing the Kriging 

model is demonstrated in Table 7-8. The computation time of the proposed method is 

directly recorded while the computation time of the GA method is estimated by 

multiplying the number of the objective function calculated (the number is obtained 

from applying GA on the Kriging model) by the time of the single response calculation. 

As can be seen the proposed method saves plenty of time when based on the Kriging 

model. 

 

It is natural to consider whether the proposed method can be used for multi-gap 

identification. The first difficulty to face is the problem of parameter design. Assuming 
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that the structure has two both at both ends of the weld seam, then the two parameters 

corresponding to the length of the two gaps need to be identified. The proposed method 

can be applied and get good result, which has been proved by a simulation. However, 

if it is only known that there are two cracks, the problem becomes extremely 

complicated. Imagining the starting point and the length of two gaps as parameters (4 

parameters), the cross and merge between two gaps will inevitably occur when 

constructing the response surface. This will cause the response surface to fail to meet 

the solution requirements. In addition, the number of updating parameters cannot be 

too large, as mentioned in Chapter 6. The problem of multi-notch recognition is a very 

challenging problem and will be explored in the future. 

 

7.8 Conclusions 

The purpose of this chapter is to study how to correctly construct a theoretical model 

to reflect the dynamic properties of a seam welded structure. First, the principle and 

process of connecting two plates using CSEAM element are described in detail. The 

CSEAM element is a Nastran-designed element that is provided for modelling a seam 

weld connecting two surfaces, which has many advantages in modelling. In practical 

applications, it is also necessary to update the theoretical model using the measured 

data such as natural frequencies. Note that although the CSEAM element has several 

parameters that can be adjusted, most of them only serve the modelling itself and have 

very little impact on the overall dynamic characteristics of a welded structure. For 

example, reducing the size of the seam element by 10 times will only result in less than 

1% change in a frequency. Therefore, only the Young's modulus E of the CSEAM 

element is corrected and it is taken as reflecting the elastic property of a seam weld. 

 

Next, based on the updated theoretical model, damage identification for two welded 

structures is also studied based on the CSEAM element. Here the damage is introduced 

as a gap in the weld and this research aim to establish a reliable method to locate the 

edges of the gap. Two common T-shaped structures are the object of study. Since the 

welding position is not suitable for measurement, identifying the damage through the 

dynamic characteristics of part of a structure (the horizontal plate in this case) is 

preferred and it is found that the modal strain energy (MSE) has an excellent potential 
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as the response in identification. At the same time, since the response of the theoretical 

model needs to be calculated by Nastran, the updating strategy based on the Kriging 

model proposed in Chapter 6 is adopted and a new MSE-based model updating method 

is established to realize the damage identification of the gap. This method is validated 

by a numerical simulation and two experimental cases, and demonstrates reliable 

identification results and high computational efficiency (compared with a direct GA 

method for solving the resulting optimization problems). 
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Chapter 8 - Conclusions and future work 

8.1 Conclusions 

This thesis focuses on the research of model updating-based damage identification 

methods. Model updating is a widely used optimization-based approach that makes the 

finite element model of a structure more accurate for subsequent structural analysis 

and design. When applied to the field of damage identification, this methodology can 

effectively determine the location and relative degree of the damage. At present, there 

are still some serious shortcomings in the application of model updating methods to 

large and complex structures. In this thesis, several original contributions have been 

made in computational efficiency, utilization of modal strain energy and application 

in the modelling and damage identification of welded joints by means of model 

updating methods, which are summarized as follows: 

 

A unique contribution of this thesis is to propose a new model updating strategy based 

on Kriging model, which can easily use various types of dynamic responses to perform 

response surface-based model updating. The traditional approaches requires building 

a separate response surface for each response used, and that the response surface 

changes smoothly so that it can be described by mathematical tools. This results in 

only a few response types (usually the natural frequency and the modal assurance 

criterion value) that can be used, and the numbers of responses and updating 

parameters are limited. The newly proposed strategy only constructs the response 

surface of the objective function, so that the number of available responses is no longer 

restricted, and the number of updating parameters allowed is relatively increased. The 

efficient global optimization algorithm based solution scheme makes it possible to 

obtain reliable updating results only by ensuring that the response surface is smooth 

enough in the region near the optimal solution. Therefore, based on the proposed 

strategy, the model updating problem which requires finite element software to 

calculate specific responses can be efficiently solved by the evolutionary algorithm 

(genetic algorithm (GA) is used in this thesis) with only the requirement of designing 

the appropriate objective function. 
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The proposed model updating strategy is first applied to the utilization of frequency 

response function (FRF) data. The FRF is a typical response with highly nonlinear 

response surface, especially when the frequency point is chosen near resonance or anti-

resonance. It is found that the objective function constructed by the summation of 

residuals of the Frequency Domain Assurance Criterion (FDAC) has a smooth 

response surface and can make full use of the vibration information contained in the 

FRF data. The robustness of this method is verified by a simulated cantilever beam 

and an experiment of a three-story building model structure. In the numerical 

simulation, the FRF based method can solve the model updating problem with 9 

updating parameters, which is almost the maximum number allowed in the Kriging 

model in this problem; otherwise, the required sampling points will make the solution 

time of the problem unacceptable. In the experimental verification, when calculating 

the objective function of the FRFs close to the natural frequencies, it is necessary to 

use only the imaginary parts of the FRF to reduce the wrinkles of the response surface 

to improve the convergence of the problem. This emphasizes that the response surface 

is more important than the information of the response itself (the information in the 

real parts of the FRF is ignored). Finally, all 9 damage states can be identified by the 

proposed method. 

 

In order to further validate the proposed strategy, the challenging problem of 

modelling and damage identification of the structures connected by the seam welded 

joint are investigated. The way of modelling the joint by Nastran-designed CSEAM 

elements is explored and many advantages of this modelling method are summarized. 

After the theoretical model is built, the Young's modulus of the CSEAM elements can 

be updated based on the measured natural frequencies, which is verified by an 

experiment of a T-shaped structure with 2 steel plates connected by fillet welds. The 

result shows that the updated theoretical model can reflect the natural frequencies of 

the actual structure quite well and the stiffness of the CSEAM elements is almost rigid. 

 

For such T-shaped structures, the damage is introduced in the form of a weld gap. In 

the numerical simulation, it is found that the element modal strain energies (MSEs) of 

the horizontal plate rise and fall sharply along the direction of the weld due to the stress 

concentration at the edge of the gap. This indicates that this dynamic response can be 
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used to identify such gap damage. Of course, the premise of the use of the MSE is that 

it can be accurately measured. In this research, it is demonstrated that the available 

MSE test data can be obtained for two-dimensional plates and one-dimensional beams 

by the integration of curvature while the curvature is calculated by applying an finite 

difference method combined with Gaussian smoothing technique on the high-density 

mode shape data measured by a PSV-500 scanning laser vibrometer. 

 

Then, a new MSE-related objective function is constructed and solved by the Kriging 

model based updating method. This method is applied in damage identification of the 

weld gap in which the left edge position and length of the gap are selected as updating 

parameters. There is a default constraint on the second updating parameter that the 

length of the gap is not less than 0, which results in constructing a response surface of 

a triangle region. However, the edge of this response surface is too steep and the 

updating cannot converge. Therefore, in practical application, the response surface is 

constructed with the left and right edges of the gap as variables, without restricting the 

orders of their numerical values. In this way, a smooth response surface of a 

rectangular region can be built and the optimization problem can be solved. The 

proposed method successfully identifies the location of the gaps of the two damaged 

T-shaped structures. In the experiment, it is also found that when the T-shaped 

structure is constrained as a cantilever, the most obvious position of MSE that reflects 

the damage (element MSE line with the maximum average value) appears outside the 

weld. This phenomenon is different from the situation under free boundary condition 

in simulation and requires special attention in practical application. 

 

As a derivative of the mode shape, MSE is more sensitive to damage than the mode 

shape. The traditional damage identification methods utilizing MSE were mainly the 

damage index methods which determined the damage location based on the change of 

element MSE. Such methods are prone to misjudgement because they lack effective 

measurement methods and the damage index method itself does not make full use of 

the information contained in the MSE data. Therefore, this research also explores the 

general MSE based model updating method. Although the objective function 

constructed by MSE residuals can be solved directly by GA, the proposed sensitivity-

based model updating method is more suitable for the problems with a large number 
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of updating parameters, such as model updating of truss structures. In addition, by 

normalizing the measured mode shape data with the theoretical mass matrix, the 

method can be used as a baseline-free damage identification method, which is verified 

by an experiment of a cantilever beam with cracks. 

 

8.2 Future work 

Although the proposed model updating methods in chapter 5 and 7 have successfully 

identified the damage in beams and seam welded joint and have been verified by 

experiments, there is still enough room for improvement. 

 

(1) The MSE-based model updating method proposed in chapter 5 mainly uses the 

MSE test data extracted from the first four modes. For higher modes, the change in the 

element MSE caused by the damage is not outstanding. This means that when the 

number of updating parameters increases, the information provided by the MSE data 

may not be sufficient to identify the damage. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider 

using FRF data. Model updating methods based on strain energy of the shape of FRF 

are a direction that can be explored. 

 

(2) In chapter 7, the damage of the weld is in the simplest form. Weld damage can take 

other forms, e.g., air bubbles inside welds, uneven thickness, etc. The challenge is that 

they usually cause small changes in stiffness (and even smaller changes in mass). It is 

also possible to study the performance of the proposed method under other damage 

forms, such as only one side of the weld has a gap or the positions of the weld gaps on 

both sides are different. The author is confident in that the proposed method can 

accomplish model updating with more than four updating parameters, and it is 

interesting to explore the maximum capability of this method. 

 

(3) The ultimate goal of the seam welded joint damage identification problem is to 

effectively identify the minor damage. This requires that all Young's moduli of 

CSEAM elements are taken as updating parameters while the problem is solved 

efficiently using a reliable mathematical model. For this problem, the number of 

updating parameters is so large that the Kriging model cannot describe the complex 
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response surface through a limited number of sampling points. Thus, new 

mathematical tools need to be studied, and artificial neural network method is a 

potential choice. 
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Appendix A: 

Nastran input file (.bdf) for Normal Modes analysis 

(SOL 103) of welded structures using CSEAM 

elements with PARTPAT format. 

$ Direct Text Input for Nastran System Cell Section 

$ Direct Text Input for File Management Section 

$ Direct Text Input for Executive Control 

$ Normal Modes Analysis, Database 

SOL 103 

CEND 

$ Direct Text Input for Global Case Control Data 

TITLE = MSC.Nastran job created on 06-Apr-18 at 16:03:06 

ECHO = NONE 

$ Using Nastran default values for RESVEC 

SUBCASE 1 

   SUBTITLE=Default 

   METHOD = 1 

   VECTOR(SORT1,REAL)=ALL 

   SPCFORCES(SORT1,REAL)=ALL 

$ Direct Text Input for this Subcase 

BEGIN BULK 

$ Direct Text Input for Bulk Data 

PARAM    POST    0 

PARAM   PRTMAXIM YES 

EIGRL    1       1.      3000.    20      0                       

MASS 

$ Elements and Element Properties for region : shell1 

PSHELL   1       1      3.       1               1 

$ Pset: "shell1" will be imported as: "pshell.1" 

CQUAD4   1       1       1       2       3       4 

CQUAD4   2       1       2       6       7       3 
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$ Elements and Element Properties for region : shell2 

PSHELL   2       1      3.       1               1 

$ Pset: "shell2" will be imported as: "pshell.2" 

CQUAD4   3       2       8       9       11      10 

$ Elements and Element Properties for region : shell3 

PSHELL   3       1      3.       1               1 

$ Pset: "shell3" will be imported as: "pshell.3" 

CQUAD4   4       3       12      13      15      14 

 

swldprm,prtsw,101,chkrun,2 

 

$  

$ Pset: "PSEAM" will be imported as: "pseam.1000" 

pseam,1000,2,,40.,10. 

pseam,1001,2,,10.,5. 

 

cseam,10001,1000,,pshell,1,3 

,25.,0.,7.,25.,50.,14. 

cseam,10002,1001,,pshell,1,2 

,75.,0.,15.5,75.,50.,15.5 

 

$ Referenced Material Records 

$ Material Record : mat 

$ Description of Material : Date: 06-Apr-18           Time: 16:00:40 

MAT1     1      7.+7            .33     2.769-6 

MAT1     2      7.+7            .33     2.769-6 

$ Nodes of the Entire Model 

GRID     1               0.      0.      0. 

GRID     2              50.      0.      0. 

GRID     3              50.     50.      0. 

GRID     4               0.     50.      0. 

GRID     6              100.     0.      0. 

GRID     7              100.    50.      0. 
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GRID     8              50.      0.     3. 

GRID     9              50.      0.     28. 

GRID     10             50.     50.     3. 

GRID     11             50.     50.     28. 

GRID     12             10.      0.     14. 

GRID     13             40.      0.     14. 

GRID     14             10.     50.     14. 

GRID     15             40.     50.     14. 

$ Loads for Load Case : Default 

$ Referenced Coordinate Frames 

ENDDATA 7cde952a 
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